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September in the Orchard the fruit, wind, or shaking may cause 

a 3 é : : the fruit to drop. All varieties are sub- 

GC. a evadic ar wo Horficultarist ject to drop, however, the McIntosh is 
niversity of Wisconsin the most notorious in this preharvest 

APPLE DROP phenomena. Trees that are deficient in 

Fruit growers know that an apple tree boron or magnesium, lacking in mois- 

will drop or shed some of its fruit twice ture, or over fertilized with nitrogen may 

early in the season and some varieties have more preharvest drop. 

may drop a sizable part of the crop be- 

fore fully mature in fall. It is the late Today preharvest drop control has 

or preharvest drop that is of concera been mainiy by the use of hormone type 
to commercial apple growers. chemicals. These chemicals delay or re- 

The first drop occurs soon after petal duce the formation of the abscission 

fall. Very likely the flowers that drop layer thus delaying drop. 

then do so from a lack of pollination. Most al 4 chemical 

Delicious is a prime example of a vari- Os baa y used: chemicals: are’ 
ety usually having a heavy post-petal NAA (naphthaleneacetic acid) and 2, 4, 

fall drop. A tree having a good bloom 5-TP (2, 4, 5-trichlorophenoxypropionic 

only requires about one blossom in 25 acid). The plant growth regulator NAA 

to set fruit for a full crop. The next is generally used | on McIntosh at 20 

pronounced drop is generally referred ppm (parts Ber million) sprayed on the 
to as the “June drop.” The apples us- tree twice at ten day intervals. The first 

ually are about a half-inch in diameter application applied when first drop is 
and drop is generally heavy on such noticed. The material becomes effective 

varieties as Wealthy and Yellow Trans- a ee ue days. kg Lape | ot te 

parent. The reason for the June drop is ae 0 4, 5 al can. a ofr | USES, J 
not quite as clear cut as the first drop, fran a an ; coming ag ae ar c es 

but appears to be associated with com- nom ive (0, seven Gays: t will, how- 

petition for food, water and other nu- ever, Temain effective for a longer pet: 
trients among the immature fruit. iod, resulting in the necessity of just one 

Fruits that contain the fewest or weak- a Rates = 10 to 20 ppm aL 
est seeds are the first to drop. At the usec. e most plant growth regul- 
moment there seems to be no practical ators, optimum conditions bring best 

way of controlling or regulating June results. , Healthy trees, temperature 

drop. Good tree vigor and healthy foli- about 70° F., adequate moisture and 
age may reduce the severity. proper timing are best but even so, cn 

Preharvest drop is of greatest interest occasions, poor results are obtained in- 
and certainly not fully understood. Loos- dicating that these chemicals and plants 

ening of apples on the tree is natural in are not completely understood. 
the maturing process. It is known that 
as fruit nears maturity that callous 
layer (abscission or separation) forms They say women are smarter than 

where the fruit stem joins the spur. men, but did you ever see a man buy 

This layer is weak and the weight of a shirt that buttons in the back?
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Don’t let poor finish beat down your profit! 
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Give your crop a glossy wax finish—with ORTHOCIDE® 
NTU ORTHOCIDE stimulates.wax formation on all varieties of apples. Wax gets heav- 

\ \ \ ier, glossier. Skin stays smooth and tight. So your apples resist rot and bruising 

‘i KORTHO) 4} —and keep better, too. i 
MM ORTHOCIDE ORTHOCIDE is a broad-spectrum fungicide that works overtime. It gives 

aiias lasting scab control. And (used regularly) it sparks tree vitality. You get fuller, 

1 TAIRA | greener foliage. Firmer, healthier apples—and more of them. 

| | | | | iN Use ORTHOCIDE as a spray or dust. Don’t worry about russeting, even if you 

AM i grow green or yellow varieties. Use it any time, from pre-pink to harvest. Use it 

‘ all season and you'll see why we call it the miracle fungicide. 

“Helping the World Grow Better” 
. M CHEVRON CHEMICAL COMPANY, ORTHO DIVISION, P.O. Box 731, Des Moines, lowa 

ON ALL CHEMICALS, READ DIRECTIONS AND CAUTIONS BEFORE USE. oi ain ena yin pa em ow sis 

Ad No. 1471 
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WISCONSIN HORTICULTURE 
Published monthly excepting July and December by the Wisconsin State Horticultural 

Society and the Wisconsin Apple Institute. 

Subscription and Society Membership $2 per year. 

Harvey J. Weavers, 4215 Mohawk Drive, Madison, Wis. 53711. Phone Madison 233-3146 
Sec’y - Treas. — Editor 

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS C 7 E 
. . oming Events 

Wis. State Horticultural 
Society Sept. and Oct. — Wisconsin Apple Time. 

President — Walter Clemens, Oct. 14 - 23 — National Apple Week. 
Mequon, 10813 N. Pt. Washington Rd. Sept. 24 - 26 — Apple Festival at Gays 

Vice Pres. — Sid Telfer, Jr., Mills. 

noe Bay, Wis. Oct. 2 — Christmas Tree Festival at 
Ogema. 

Norbert Schachtner, Sturgeon Ba: . 4 
Mrs. Arthur Bassett, Baraboo, 4 Oct. 3 — Apple Festival, Bayfield. 

Willard Wagner, Cleveland, R. 1. Oct. 4-9 — Wis. Farm Products Week, 
rmin Barthel, Mequon. i 

James Erickson, Baileys Harbor Madison. : 
Frederic Meyer Waldo. Nov. 10 — Apple Festival, Ozaukee 
on Conner Menominee County, Cedarburg. 
erne Kauffman, For! son . ‘ 

; Dec. 2 - 3 — Wis. State Horticulture So- 
ee ae ciety and Wis. Apple Institute Conven- 
Warren Gabelman, Madison tion, Conway Hotel, Appleton. 

—— Dec. 13 - 14 — Wis.-Minn. Fruit Growers’ 

Wis. Apple Institute Meeting, Eau Claire. 
President — George W. Premo, ———_— 
Richland Center, Wis. R. R. 

Vice Pres. — Don Rawlins, Are You? 
Richmond, fll. R. 1. . 

Directors | Patronizing our advertisers? When 

Ellery peach, eae Mills you write them, or their salesman calls 
Henry mane Oak Creek on you, mention that you were glad to 
James Frostman, Belgium see their advertisement in WISCONSIN 

Willard Nieman, Cedarburg HORTICULTURE. These people not 

Howard Frick son. lite Harbor only have fine products but deserve 
a P, Vi 

J. M. Robertson, Sturgeon Bay your support. 
Walton Frisch, New Holstein —_ 

wie th aeulture: Eavtarial. Ci ittee is. Hortict e al Commi 
George C. Klingbeil, Madison Back to Appleton 
Walter Clemens, Mequon On Dec. 2nd and 3rd for the Annual 

Willard Niemalt, Cedarburg Convention, says Walter H. Clemens, 
Armin Barthel ” Mequon president of the Horticulture Society. 

Frederic J. Meyer, Waldo It’s the Conway Motor Hotel, and it’s 
Walton Frisch, New Holstein not too early to plan at attend. An ex- 
William Aeppler, Oconomowoc cellent program has been arranged. It 
Assdelate EOS ca dinon will appear in the October issue of the 
Marlon L. Schwier, Madison 3 magazine. 
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Fruit Show Walter Clemens already has them. ; 
A ] Cc . Merit packs will be awarded appropri- 

nnual Convention ate ribbons. The exhibit will be limited 
CONWAY MOTOR INN to Macs, Cortlands and Red Delicious. 
Appleton, Wisconsin It’s not too early to start making your 

_ December 2 & 3, 1965 selections now. So put away a bushel of 
Entries shall consist of a plate of your very best of the variety you will 

five specimens of the following vari- be packing. This should be a good 

eties: show. More information on it in the 
Class 1—MclIntosh next issue. 
Class 2—Cortland 
Class 3—Red Delicious TTT 

1; 4—Yellow Delicious . . Gees = Sniaihen State Fair Winners 
Class 6—Northwestern Greening Apple Dept. 
Class 7—Connell Red and Fireside . . 
Class 8—Haralson and Prairie Spy Nieman Orchard, Cedarburg—4 firsts, 

Class 9—Spartan and Kendall u seconds, 2 thirds, 1 fourth, 2 

Class 10—Any other variety fifths, 1 seventh. . 
Fruit will be judged as follows: Walter Clemens, Mequon—7 firsts, 2 

Freedom from blemish ___-------30% thirds, 2 fourths. . 
Uniformity _.............-----... 25% Lake View Orchard, Lake Mills — 6 
Color _......................... 20% firsts, 3 seconds, 1 third, 2 fourths, 
Size __........................... 15% 2 fifths, 1 sixth, 3 eighths. 
Form or trueness to type _..... 10% Meyer Orchard, Oak Creek — 4 firsts, 

Prizes: 5 seconds, 6 thirds, 4 fourths, 4 
First prize _ $3.00 and ribbon fifths, 2 sixths, 2 sevenths. 

Second prize — $2.00 and ribbon Frank Meyer, Greenfield — 4 firsts, 
Third prize — $1.00 and ribbon 3 sixths, 2 sevenths, 1 eighth. 

The Grand Champion of the show will or Over fertilized with nitrogen may 
receive an additional $5.00 prize plus fifths, 4 sixths, 2 eighths. . 
the grand champion trophy. Vernon Zickert Deerfield — 2 firsts, 

All entries must be in place by $10:00 3 seconds, 1 third, 5 fourths, 3 
A. M., December 2. Plates and entry sixths, 2 sevenths, 1 eighth. 
blanks will be furnished. Darrel Sherman, Edgerton — 2 firsts, 

Many orchards have good exhibition 5 seconds, 7 thirds, 2 fifths, 2 
fruit this year. Plan now to make an sixths, 2 sevenths. 
entry in a number of the above classes. 2 sixths, 4 sevenths. 

Prof. George Klingbeil is in charge of Hi View Orchard, Cedarburg — 2 
the convention show. Lenore Zinn, Hartford — 1 first, 2 
We are suggesting that this year, seconds, 4 thirds, 6 fourths, 1 fifth, 

every entrant in the plate contest, also firsts, 4 seconds, 1 third, 1 fourth. 
prepare a box exhibit. This cooperation Pauline Hollar, Sherry — 1 fourth. 
will assist in promoting apples at the Jennie Hollar, Sherry — 1 fifth. 

convention. Jerry Vandenburg, Madison — One 
seventh. 

Box Exhibit — 
‘This year there will be a bulk bushel 

box apple exhibit at the convention, APPLE PIE WINNERS 
December 2nd and 3rd. Plans are to 1st—Eleanor Birkholz, West Allis. 
send one hundred growers a special ex- 2nd—Mrs. L.Sielwert, Menomonee 
hibit box container at an early date. Falls. 
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Nominating Committee It Looks Bad for the Bugs 
The following have been named to the Agriculture department scientists re- 

Nominating Committee: Northeast dis- port they’re working on experiments 
trict, Harold Rasmussen, Chr.; North- which could lead to commercial use of 
west, Ralph Young; Southwest, Bigelow a new non-chemical tool for controlling 
Louri; and Southeast, Armin Barthel. insects. 

————_——_— The tool is an insect virus. Research 

° * workers have developed practical means 
D Ip and Flip of producing a virus which controls the 

There’s a trick to spooning honey cut corn earworm. 
of a jar that not everybody knows. Experiments with the virus have in- 

Dip the spoon into the container, hold dicated it produces effective insect con- 

it just a moment. Then, as the thread trol. The next step will be a series of 
thins out, give the spoon a flip—over experiments to make sure the virus is 

and up! This will break off the string not dangerous to huntans. 
of honey. And if you’re quick about it, No danger to humans is expected, be- 
you can have the spoon over your plate cause the virus involved occurs natural- 
—or your pancakes—before it drips ly on insects in field crops, and no in- 

again. fections have ever been reported among 

Now is a good time to try this trick. humans or animals, or among any other 
Honey is in especially good supply. A iasects except the one pest which the 

sharp reduction in exports has put lots virus attacks. 
of honey on the domestic market. TT 
a TELL ’EM 

ae, Consumers do ask questions about 
apples and they both ‘‘want’” and “need” 
to know the apple facts to make wise 

buying decisions. Remember, too, that 

satisfied customers are return custom- 
C ] D E R A P P L ES ers. Studies have shown that the ‘“‘in- 

formative type’ apple advertising 
themes have been the most effective by 

W A N T E D I far. So as a part of your 1965 “‘Appletiv- 
* ities,’ plan to “TELL ’EM AS YOU 

SELL ’EM”! 
The best little tool for you to use is 

Must Be Free From the new Wis. Apple Recipe Book. You'll 

. find it helpful. 

Decay and Infestation SS 
Mouse Control 

Mice continue to be an important or- 
chard pest. An effective control pro- 

AEPPLER ORCH ARDS gram will keep mouse populations un- 
der control. Failure to follow any con- 
trol program will result in the loss of 

704 Concord Rd., Oconomowoc, Wis. trees. Usually your better ones. In 

Telephone 567-6635 putting out bait follow the directions of 
your extension service and the regula- 
tions of the State Department of Ag- 

riculture. Get your baits out early 

 - enough. 
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MOUSE PROBLEMS ? ? 

For Control Use Niagara — 

Zinc Phosphide Mouse Bait 200 

Formulated from cracked corn and oats with added 

attractant. Recommended at 10 pounds per acre broad- 

cast. 

Low cost — Easy to apply. 

NIAGARA CHEMICAL DIVISION 

FMC Corporation 

GEO. C. MATHES R. H. HAWKINS 
21la East Main St. 2319 South Carpenter St. 

CHILTON, WISCONSIN APPLETON, WISCONSIN 

Phone: (414) 849-4726 Phone: (414) 734-0210 

LONN L. KING 
2301 Steange Street 

STEVENS POINT, WISCONSIN 
Phone: (715) 344-1966 

Mees lag 
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Weather Beecher who wrote: “Nothing is so 

Weather can and often is a hazard fatal to the rare and higher graces of 
to the fruit grower. Look what that late apple pie as inconsiderate, vulgar spic- 
frost did to our strawberry growers in ing. It is not meant to be a mere ve- 
the southern three quarters of the state. hicle for the exhibition of these spices 
Then along comes hail to ruin the George in their own natures. It is a glorious 
Premo, Richland Center, and Jay Spitt- unity in which sugar gives up its na- 

ler, Galesville apple crops and then, a ture as sugar, and butter ceases to be 
few weeks ago a ae windstorm butter, and each flavorsome spice gladly 
knocked down Fost of Albert Ten Eyck’s vanishes from its full nature, that all 

Brodhead, apple crop. On the other side of — by Ae af ai — may Not 
of the picture the strawberry and apple into, the new Ike of an apple pie.. No 
growers in the Bayfield area had and that an apple pie is no longer apple. It, 
have one of the finest crops in years. (eg ear ake sean buen: an 

They are also enjoying good prices. meg, cinnamon, lemon, is like none of 
waa “Brie: GANEE these, but the compound ideal of them 

ae ae ne AS all, refined, purified, and by fire, fixed 

Apple pie remains essentially the in a blissful perfection. 

same in its making today as it was 300 ee 
years ago. American literature is . 
filled with tributes to its glory, perhaps By the time a feller gets to greener 
the most eloquent that of Henry Ward pastures, he can’t climb the fence. 

CONDITION EXCELLENT 

Tops For MOUSE CONTROL 

le e 

Wisconsin Orchard Supply Company 
704 Concord Road — Oconomowoc, Wis. 

Telephone 567-6635 
eee 
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Presidents George Premo of The Wisconsin Apple Institute and Walter Clemens of 
The State Horticultural Society and Harvey Weavers, secretary, look on as Governor 
Knowles hands over the official Wis. Apple Time Proclamation and accepts a bowl of 
Wisconsin’s Finest Apples in his office. 

WISCONSIN APPLE TIME A BUSY TIME 
It is not possible to mention all of the and wholesalers, Future Homemakers in 

apple promotion activities that will take the high schools and the various local 
place during the month of September. service clubs. 
Many agencies are cooperating to make That is a formidable array of tal- 
apple time a success. We are listing a ent, is it not? Here is what they will be 
few: the growers, through their Apple doing: special promotion displays; ev- 
Institute and through their own indiv- ery newspaper will receive a mat of the 

idual efforts, the marketing division of Governor’s Proclamation, Apple for the 
the State Dept. of Agriculture, the Ag- Teacher program, special radio and T V 

riculture and Home Agents, newspapers, programs, Apple Time Festivals, Ap- 

radio and TV stations, food retailers (Continued on page 10) 
<i Bee



United States of America 

EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENT 

A Proclamation 

WHEREAS, September is known throughout Wisconsin as Apple 
Time; and 

d WHEREAS, a large percentage of the crop is harvested at this time; 
an 

WHEREAS, apples are a nutritious and healthful food for all age 
groups; and 

WHEREAS, the Wisconsin crop will be marketed at roadside stands, 

retail markets and specialty fruit outlets during this period; 

BE IT RESOLVED that the month of September be known as Wis- 

consin Apple Time and that all citizens of our great State be encouraged to 

support the efforts of the Wisconsin apple industry in marketing their crop; 

NOW, THEREFORE, I, WARREN P. KNOWLES, Governor of the 

State of Wisconsin, hereby proclaim the month of September, 1965, to be 

WISCONSIN APPLE TIME. 

MAY I URGE all citizens of the State of Wisconsin to join in the 

observance of WISCONSIN APPLE TIME by buying, serving to their 

families, and enjoying the goodness of this nutritious fruit. 

pnb IN TESTIMONY WEERECE, I 

PO Naan Oo, have hereunto set my hand and 

po B a caused the Great Seal of the State 

Feed of Wisconsin to be affixed. Done 

© Wks I: at the Capitol in the City of Mad- 
My USF ison this tenth day of August, in 

seo the year of our Lord one thousand 
rehicuied nine hundred and sixty-five. 

By the Governor: 

WARREN P. KNOWLES, 
Governor. 

ROBERT C. ZIMMERMAN 
Secretary of State 

—9—



Wisconsin Apple Time America’s Favorite 
; Apple pie was the top choice of final- 

(Continued from page 8) ists who vied for the Mrs. Wisconsin 
ples for the Badger Band, recipes by title. 

food editors and home agents, special Mrs. Richard Hands, Neenah, who is 
units of instruction by F. H. A. and the new Mrs. Wisconsin, chose a tradi- 
Home Economic departments in the tional recipe. 
high schools, special programs featuring APPLE PIE 
apples by many service clubs. 2 cups sifted flour 

No doubt there are many more. We % teaspoon baking powder 

have just listed a few. This is great co- 1 teaspoon salt f 
operation, isn’t it? % cup lard 

Then October 14 to 23 comes National ‘4 cup cold water . , 
Apple Week—that’s when the National To make the crust, mix dry ingredi- 
Retailers go all out to put apples in ents, cut in lard, and sprinkle water on- 
the publicity spotlight, to help sell more to the mixture. Divide into two parts 
apples at better prices. and roll each out; cut the top crust 

dough into strips for lattice top. 

A man is getting old when he pays Filling: 
more attention to the food than he does 8 cups sliced apples 
the waitress. 1 cup white sugar 

2 tablespoons flour 
1 teaspoon cinnamon 

¥4 teaspoon nutmeg 

B A S K ET S 2 teaspoons butter 
Mix dry ingredients and sprinkle over 

: apple slices in the pie dish. Dot with 

All No. 1 Extra Fancy Quality butter. Bake at 400 degrees 50 minutes 
Bushels: (Without Covers) or until done. 

ios. eae ee iia People in the United States use about 
251 - 500 Doz. $3.60 Dozen 350 billion gallons of water daily. 
500 & Over Doz. $3.45 Dozen This comes from a daily average of 

4,400 billion gallons of rain or snow on 
Y, Bushels: (Without Covers) continental U.S. 

$3.75 Dozen any quantity But experts caution that water could 
Peck Baskets: get to be a critical item as consumption 

$3.85 Dozen any quantity soars. 
Y, Peck Baskets: poe 000. a we ter for 1 

A es 4,000 gallons of water for 
$3.65 Dozen any quantity pound of beefsteak, 1,300 gallons of wa- 

Sold and Distributed by ter for 1 pound of cotton, 500 gallons for 
<i 3 1 pound of rice, 80 gallons for 1 pound 

: Wisconsin Orchard of potatoes, and 60 gallons for 1 pound 
Supply Co. cf wheat. 

704 Concord Rd., Oconomowoc, Wis. Can you imagine anyone as unhappy 

Telephone 567-6635 as a woman with a live secret and a 
dead telephone? 

—10—
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APPLES AT 1965 STATE FAIR 
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The Misses Betty Lou and Karen Mahr with Wis. Alice in Dairyland in Apple ia- 

stitute. Note customer interest. 

This year all attendance records were As in past years, Henry Mahr and 

broken at the Wisconsin State Fair. So his helpers were in active charge of the 
were sales in the Apple Institute booth. booth. His committee was composed of 
As in the past, The Wisconsin Apple In- Elroy Honadel, Willard Nieman, and 
stitute had a booth in the Farm Crops Leroy Meyer is already looking forward 

Building, and even though this building to a bigger and better display in 1966. 
is way off at the far end of the fair- —_— 
grounds, many people managed to come * . 
and see Wisconsin’s Biggest Apple and Kits for 1965 Promotion 
purchase the fine apple products that Special Apple Promotion kits are be- 
were sold. This year sales mounted to ing forwarded to all 1965 Wis. Apple In- 
over 750 gallons of cider, 7000 apple de- stitute members by the Secretary. Ma- 
lights, and 50 bushels of apples. Apple terial in these kits can be used to good 
corers and brand new recipe books were advantage in roadside stands, packing 

in big demand. : sheds and sales rooms. They add lots 
The main object of the booth is to cf color and atmosphere, and they def- 

promote Wisconsin apples and to make initely help sell. That apple pie poster, 
the consumer aware of the many dif- properly displayed will increase sales 

ferent varieties and uses of apples. tremendously. 
—1i—



* ie . 7 ficance—extra cash in the pockets 0: 
App le Varieties from Wisconsin farmers. Nurserymen propagated the 

G. C. Klingbeil, U. of W. best varieties and were always on the 
The man who planted the first apple lookout for something new and better 

tree in Wisconsin and the virgin site At an apple exposition held in Milwau- 

he selected will forever remain hidden kee in 1854, over 100 varieties of apples 

facts of history. were displayed. Of all those varieties 

We might well imagine that it was sein all but one or two are just memo- 
one of the Frenchmen who followed . 

Jean Nicolet through the gateway of It may be of interest to list those va- 

Green Bay over 300 years ago. For 150 rieties that originated in Wisconsin. 

years the fur trading and missionary- This is all I have records on, maybe 
minded Frenchmen explored Wisconsin’s you readers can add more varieties and 
waterways and forests before they es- information about them. 
tablished a permanent residence at ee 

Green Bay in 1775. Because their re- 

cords reveal they loved flowers and Here and There 
rowing plants, we may surmise that “ . 

the French carried that first apple tree A new handbook on “Farm Roadside 

to this remote land. We know that Welsh Marketing” has just been released by 
settlers planted apple trees in south- the Food Business Institute, University 

western Wisconsin as early as 1800. of Delaware, Newark, Del., 19711. 

Early in the nineteenth century the This book is a manual of studies cov- 
Swedes, Germans, Norwegians and ering nearly 1000 markets. Ads and 
others began establishing farms over pictures of three Wisconsin roadside 
southern Wisconsin and by the end of markets, Waldo Orchards, Thompson’s 

the century many of these farmers had of Kenosha and Harold Rassmussen’s 
moved into the wastes of the lumbered Apple Acres were in the book. The 

north. The apple tree was an early har- volume can be purchased for $2.00. 

binger of this farming culture. In the 
spring, its fragrant blossoms told of se es 
the arrival of another growing season. This is the time of year when weeds 

The early self-sufficient farmer carried in strawberry and raspberry plantings 

along his apple stocks as his source of are neglected. It will pay you to go 

fruit. There also were many “apple- through the planting and hand pull the 
seed Johnnys” who always planted the large lambsquarter, redroot, purslane 

core of such fruit eaten in the fields or and other weeds that will soon be ripen- 

meadows. ing thousands of seeds that will aid to 

Between 1830 and 1850, apple growing make life more miserable for you next 

took on economic commercial signi- summer. 

Variety Place of Origin Date Named Originator 
McMahon Richland County 1860 Unknown 
Pewaukee Pewaukee, Wis. 1870 Unknown 
Northwestern 
Greening Waupaca, Wis. 1872 E. W. Daniels 

Wolf River Winnebago County 1881 W. A. Springer 
* Windsor Chief Dane County 1888 Unknown 
Milwaukee Milwaukee County 1898 Geo. Gefiry 
Gem City Sauk County Unknown Unknown 
Connell Red Dunn County 1955 Wm. F. Connell 

=2—



HOW YOU STAND IN THE You won’t notice much difference in 

KNIFE AND FORK LEAGUE state taxes. Wisconsin income taxes go 

: Ty up this year 0.2 percent in each income 

As an averag? American, here’s what bracket beginning with $1,000. Next year 

you are eating today as compared with you'll get another 0.2 percent increase 
15 years ago: in each bracket. But top stays at 10 
From 150 to 300 per cent more frozen percent. Maximum increase this year, 

fruits and vegetables; 65 per cent more $30, Next year, $58. Smokers will get 
chicken, 44 per cent more beef, 33 per hit with another 2 cents per pack cigar- 

cent more cheese, and 23 per cent more ette tax. 

canned fruits. You are eating 49 per 
cent less veal, 40 per cent less fresh 

fruits, 18 per cent less eggs, 15 per cent 
less potatoes and wheat products, and FO R SALE 

5 per cent less pork. CLEAN MARSH HAY 

ee the way the Wisconsin cru> Excellent for Strawberries 
looks now. Corn, up 9 percent from lasi s. 
year. Oats, up 20 percent with a record Order N ow — We D eliver 

yield. Barley, down 8 percent. Soybeans, 
up 31 percent. Hay, 7 percent less. Po- Donald Koff 
tatoes, up 11 percent, largest crop in 30 
years. Tobacco, up 8 percent. Apples, 400 MADISON ST., BEAVER DAM 
down 15 percent. Red tart cherries, down PHONE 887-2333 
58 percent. Eggs, down 2 to 3 percent. — 

(apmamameaassnica Straw Spreader — Power Hoe 
2 

geen Power Pruner — Wish Basket 

if! 7 Simon Air Kut Strawberry Pruner 
: — ORDER YOURS NOW — 

— Priced to Sell — 

e One Bean Cub Grader — 18” 
pe One Two Station Bagger 

Sold & Serviced by 

1316 S. West Ave. OLLIE HEEREN 
Waukesha, Wisconsin Liberty 2-8144 

Free Literature & Demonstrations 
cS 
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: Pears should be harvested when full 
grown but still green. If you wait until 
they are yellow, you will find the cor: 

P LASTIC CIDER soft and often spoiled. A good time tv 
pick them is when they change in colo: 
from grass green to a pale or yellowis! 

BOT TLES! green. Cool them as rapidly as possible 

° to near 30° F., then hold at 30° in colc 
sterage until near the time they are tv 

be marketed. To best ripen pears, kee; 
Gallons and Half Gallons them in the coolest location available 

In Stock and ripen them in a room or area hav. 
ing a temperature of 60° to 70° F. This 

Sold and Distributed by procedure will result in the best quality. 

é e Two University of Minnesota horticul- 

Wisconsin Orchard turists have been named Fellows of the 
I Cc American Society for Horticultural Sci- 

ence for their outstanding service to 
Supp y o. horticulture. 

x They are W. H. Alderman, professor 
704 Concord Rd., Oconomowoc, Wis. emeritus and formerly head of the Uni- 

Telephone 567-6635 versity’s Department of Horticultural 
Science, and Troy M. Currence, profes- 

SN sor of horticultural science. 

Beautifully Designed: 
Base Color — Coral White 
Printed Red and Green! 

All 200 Ib. Test Corrugated 

<< > Prices on 4 Bushel Size 

hye ~~ 499 or less ............... 14%¢ each 
lO AH 500 — 999 ................ 13%¢ each 

i_ lt gi 1,000 — 2,000 .............. 12%4¢ each 
| |. 4 2,001 — 3,000 ................ 11%¢ each 
- a 5.001 and Over .......... 11%¢ each 

: fh Allow three weeks for delivery. 
of All prices F.0.B. Oconomowoc. 

All boxes come already stitched one 
side, bottoms are sealed by glueing, 

. taping or stapling. 

Sold and Distributed by 

WISCONSIN ORCHARD SUPPLY COMPANY 
704 CONCORD ROAD — OCONOMOWOC, WIS. — TELEPHONE 567-6635 
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Green Bay Packaging Inc. 

GREEN BAY, WISCONSIN 

We Offer A Complete Line of 

Apple Boxes and Can Cases 

Wisconsin’s Largest 

Manufacturer’. of 

CORRUGATED 

SHIPPING 

CONTAINERS 

Ya 
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WHEREVER YOU MARKET YOUR APPLES... 

all the way! 
Besides giving your trees excellent protection from scab and all the 

major summer diseases of apples—Stauffer Captan 50-W helps increase 
yields and improve fruit quality—makes more profit for you! 

If your apples go on the fresh fruit market, captan helps you produce 

the fine finish and color that appeal to housewives. In storage, captan 
helps preserve quality—cuts down profit-robbing storage rots. If they’re 

sold to a processor—both apple quantity and quality are 
necessary. This is essential—whatever your market! A 

It’s smart to build your profits around a captan program. go 
Stauffer Chemical Company, Agricultural Chemical Division, A 
380 Madison Avenue, New York, N. Y. 10017. _ ‘ 

Nemitay 
READ THE LABEL, HEED THE LABEL AND ATE TaTe 
GROW WITH STAUFFER CHEMICALS
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state, inspection of bearing trees shows 

OCTOBER IN THE ORCHARD good bud set. All these factors add up to 

G. C. KLINGBEIL the likely possibility of an above aver- 
Ext. Specialist Fruit Production age crop for 1966. It may be wise to 

Dept. of Hort., Univ. of Wis. keep all factors in mind in planning your 
———— pruning and fertilizer programs for the 

— coming season. 

It has been my observation over the 
ro a. past few years that there have been an 

| = : increasing number of hungry, tired, sick- 

— oO 7 locking trees in many orchards. More 
_ 4 _ this year than ever before. Pruning, 
_ fertilizing and other management prac- 
-— _ tices have not changed to account for 
_ rs the problem. The major factor is lack 

| oo of moisture. Certainly in an annual 
— crop the lack of moisture shows up al- 

oo ~_ most immediately, but does it in a ma- 
i XN “—G ture fruit tree? The result of the lack 

4 . of moisture accumulates to some extent 

2° in trees until of a sufficient magnitude 
| to cause visual expression. These tired, 

q hungry-looking trees are a symptom—a 
symptom of the lack of moisture over 
a period of time. Let’s hope the prob- 
lem has been solved. 

DO YOU KNOW YOUR BUYER? 
NAIL THE RAIN An ever increasing amount of Wiscon- 
Wisconsin farmers, including fruit sin’s apple crop is being sold at retail-- 

growers, are concerned about getting in roadside markets, fruit markets, U-pick, 
the harvest due to the abnormal amount at the orchard, etc. The only reason 
of rain and severe labor shortage. Let’s people stop at these locations it to buy. 
look at the plus side for fruit growers. Your job as a salesman is to know your 
In many areas of the state, the subsoil buyer. Gear your sales approach to best 
has been dry for several years; in some fit her or him. They like something dif- 
areas almost powder dry. Now, the sub- ferent! In case you don’t know what the 

soil is nearly saturated. This means average woman shopper is like, Profes- 
fruit trees will have adequate moisture sor H. V. Courtenay, Consumer Econ- 
for the remainder of this year and very omics, Purdue University, has drawn 
likely well into next year’s growing sea- this profile from 12,000 interviews: 
son. If an average winter is ahead, the “She is 35 years young, has two chil- 

growth of trees next spring should be dren and brings them with her to shop 
greater than average; foliage should be about half the time. Her husband makes 
larger and heavier. In most areas of the (Continued on Page 4)



Don’t let poor keeping beat down your profit! 
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Give your crop a glossy wax finish —with OrTHOCIDE® 
wh ORTHOCIDE stimulates wax formation on all varieties of apples. Wax gets heav- 

‘ NN 5 ‘ Ss ‘ . ave | 
(ES paabliabaddd ier, glossier. Skin stays smooth and tight. So your apples resist rot and bruising | 

I {I (ORTHO) |i —and keep better, too. 

ORTHOCIDE ORTHOCIDE is a broad-spectrum fungicide that works overtime. It gives | 

cared lasting scab control. And (used regularly) it sparks tree vitality. You get fuller, 

TOT greener foliage. Firmer, healthier apples—and more of them. 

; H) i ] ii Use ORTHOCIDE as a spray or dust. Don’t worry about russeting, even if you 

A Iki grow green or yellow varieties. Use it any time, from pre-pink to harvest. Use it 

NELZZZ all season and you'll see why we call it the miracle fungicide. 

“Helping the World Grow Better” 
M CHEVRON CHEMICAL COMPANY, ORTHO DIVISION, P.O. Box 731, Des Moines, lowa 

ON ALL CHEMICALS, READ DIRECTIONS ANO CAUTIONS BEFORE USE. tui naivinso4nsoer anna, ents hnarie ont wane si ene. 
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WISCONSIN HORTICULTURE 
Published monthly excepting July and December by the Wisconsin State Horticultural 

Society and the Wisconsin Apple Institute. 

Subscription and Society Membership $2 per year. 

Harvey J. Weavers, 4215 Mohawk Drive, Madison, Wis. 53711. Phone Madison 233-3146 

Sec’y - Treas. — Editor 

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS Coming Events 

Wis. State Horticultural Sept. and Oct. — Wisconsin Apple Time. 
So ciety Oct. 14 - 23 — National Apple Week. 

Dec. 2 - 3 — Wis. State Horticulture So- 
President — Walter Clemens, RA ciety and Wis. Apple Institute Conven- 
_Mequon, 10813 N. Pt. Washington Rd. tion, Conway Hotel, Appleton. 

Vice Pres. Sia teller, Js Dec. 13 - 14 — Wis.-Minn. Fruit Growers’ 
Directors y, . Meeting, Eau Claire. 

Norbert Schachtner, Sturgeon Bay 5: 
Mrs. Arthur Bassett, Baraboo, R. 4 PLEASE SEND US YOUR CHANGE 

Willard wagner, Cleveland, R. 1. OF ADDRESSS 
Armin Barthel, Mequon. Also Please—Tell us if you are re- 
James Erickson, Baileys Harbor ceiving more than one copy of the mag- 
Frederic Meyer, Waldo. azine. The easiest way to do this is to 
Veme Raufnan, Port Atkinson tear off the mailing label at the top of 

Harold Rasmussen, Oshkosh page sixteen and return it to us with 

rior He, Kurtz, Madison: a notation. 
arren Gabelman, Madison ee 

. . The Ladies Plan For 
Wis. Apple Institute The Convention 

President — George W. Premo, Resolutions Committee — Mrs. Willard 
Richland Center, Wis. R. R. NTE ra 

. 2 : Nieman, Mrs. Roland Nieman. 
Vice Pres.-— Don Hawling, Decorations — Mrs. Leroy Meyer, Mrs. 
Dire oe Armin Barthel, Mrs. Elroy Honadel. 

ctors ; 
Ellery Teach, Gays Mills Tea Committee — Mrs. George Young. 
Ralph Young, Galesville Mrs. George Premo. 
Henry Mabr, Oak pie Dessert Contest Committee — Mrs. Wil- 

ames srostman, glum lard Wagner, Mrs. Fritz Meyer. 
Willard Nieman, Cedarburg u . 
Howard Erickson, Ege Harbor Luncheon Committee — Mrs. Walter 

Gerald Hipp, Janesville Clemens, Mrs. Henry Mahr, Mrs. 

J. M. Robertson, Sturzeon Bay Armin Barthel. 
Walton Frisch, New Holstein A good program is being planned, a 
wee Loe, ae tice nice tour—and a good luncheon—in a 

s. Borticulvure: kdhaeria’ Conn nearby restaurant. Expect to have some 
wae a mh Madison attendance prizes, also attractive name 

Willard Nieman Cedarburg cards will be furished to the ladies. Ev- 
Willard Wagner, Cleveland erybody plan to come—we will have a 
Armin ‘Barthel, Mequon good time. The fellowship with fellow 
Frederic J. Meyer, Waldo | growers wives is always refreshing. It 
Walton Erisch,, New ‘Holstein _ is not too early to make your reserva- 

Associat a , tions at the Conway Motor Hotel, Apple- 
“Arthur R ‘Kurt Madison ton, Dec. 2 & 3. Ask for a room in the 

Marlon L. Schwier, Madison New Section. 
= om



OCTOBER IN THE ORCHARD — a product 18 inches higher on the displ: y 
(Continued from Page 1) rack, the merchandiser can increase is 

sales—and sometimes its price. 
a little under $6,000 a year. She spends “Also, she likes to buy from filled 
about $1,200 of this on food. She drives rather than partially filled shelves. Ex- 
two miles to the food store, passing an- cept for items she uses constantly, she 
other supermarket on the way, because cannot remember prices from day to 
people there don’t seem helpful or pvu- day and her arithmetic is terrible. She 
lite enough. invariably goes for 10¢ items sold three 

“She does not carry a shopping list for 29¢. But she will also buy more of 
but uses the market itself as a reminder a 33¢ item if it is offered three for 99¢. 
of what to buy. She changes brands of- This is a quick profile of the consumer. 
ten for no reason, and is a pushover for Roadside merchandisers, part of your 
new items, whether foods or household job is to lie awake nights dreaming up 
gadgets. She lives to buy items that new ways to woo and beguile the con- 
have recipes on the package. She chan- sumer. Set some tender traps for her 
ges stores from time to time to be a and put an element of romance, glamor 
good shopper and for the excitement of and excitement into the prosaic road- 
trying something new. marketing business. If your wife thinks 

“She loves trading stamps, coupons, you’re being overzealous with these con- | 
and games of chance to satisfy her de- sumer women, tell her you only love | 
sires and needs for achievement, hoard- them for their money. 
ing or gambling. She is an eye-level to ———_ ‘ 
waist-level shopper. Merely by movin; . 

° = National Apple Week —_——— 

B A S K ETS Is scheduled for Oct. 14-23rd. How 
about doing something a little extra, to 

help promote your production. There is | 
All No. 1 Extra Fancy Quality plenty of promotion material still avail- | 

Bushels: (Without Covers) able. Check the August issue for all 
the information. ) 

ia Dey ft es ee ec The purpose of this National effort is | 
251 - 500 Doz. $3.65 Dozen to get: 
500 & Over Doz. $3.50 Dozen -—Nationwide publicity calling atten- ; 

. , tion to apples; 
% Bushels: (Without Covers) —Full color point of purchase mater- | 

$3.75 Dozen any quantity ial; 
Peck Full Color Baskets: —Retail display contests; 

$4.95 Dozen any quantity -—Choice of well known Wisconsin ap- 
Y% Peck Full Color Baskets: ple varieties to feature. 

$4.80 Dozen any quantity Choose your own theme for your Na- 
a tional Apple Week display but don’t 

Sold and Distributed by forget—the apple harvest is in, and | 
Wisconsin Orchard your customers want those colorful, | 

tasteful apples. 
Supply Co. ee 

704 Concord Rd., Oconomowoc, Wis. Times change. When grandma used to 

Telephone 567-6635 tell how many pints or quarts she put 
away, you knew she meant jellies. 

—



PROGRAM —Apple Display Awards 
. —Creating a Favorable Public Im- 

97th Annual Convention age”—K. W. Haagensen, Coordin- 

Wisconsin State Horticultural Society ig Bovine Re a 
Wisconsin Apple Institute Allis-Chalmers Manufacturing 

Conway Motor Inn, Appleton, Wisconson Co., West Allis, Wis. 

DECEMBER 2 and 3, 1965 Friday, December 3 

“THE CHALLENGE OF CHANGE” 7:00 A. M.— Joint Board of Directors — 
Thursday, December 2 Breakfast Meeting. 

9-10 A. M.—Registration. MORNING SESSION 
10:00 — Announcements — Walter H. Program Chairman 

Clemens, Pres., Wis. State Horticul- Prof. George Klingbeil 

tural Society. PANEL DISCUSSION 
19:15 — Welcome — Honorable Clarence 9-11 — Moderator — A. R. Kurtz, Chief, 

Mitchell, Mayor, Appleton. Plant Industry Division, Dept. of 
19:20 —- Response. George W. Premo, Agriculture. 

! Pres., Wisconsin Apple Institute. Leaf Tissue Analysis—A Tool for 

10:30 — Keynote — “The Other Guy Better Production 

Might be Ready” — Harold Calbert, —(a) Research Report — Dr. Emil 
Chairman, Dairy & Food Industry, Anderson, Dept. of Hort., Inst. of 

1 Univ. of Wis. 5 Agri., St. Paul, Minnesota. 
1:15 — Merger Committee Report. —(b) Grower Viewpoint — Gordon 
12:00 — Lunch—at place of your choice. Yates, LaCrescent, Minnesota 

Chairman—Walton Frisch, New Holstein The Pesticide Picture as We See It 

1:30 P. M.—Teaching and Research in —Marvin Verhulst, Wisconsin Can- 
Horticulture. Dr. Warren Gabelmaa, ners Association, 
Chr., Dept. of Horticulture, Univ. of Mouse Control with Prolin — Joe 

Wis. _ a5 Abrams, Wisconsin Alumni Re- 
2:00 — “Trends in Apple Consumption search Foundation, Madison, Wis. 

—Marlon Schwier, Marketing Div- Planned Thinning — Walter Clem- 
ision, Wis. State Dept. of Agriculture. ens, Mequon, Wis 

2:30 — “Apple Research Results” — Dr. Future of Dwarf Trees as the Grow- 
Joe Von Elbe, Dairy and Foods er Sees It — Albert Ten Eyck 
Dept., University of Wis. Brodhead, Wis , 

3:00 — “Apple Variety Recommenda- . 
tions (Fresh - Processing)’ — Dr. DISCUSSION 
Frank Gilbert, Sturgeon Bay Exper- Summary and Conclusions — Prof. 
iment Station, Univ. of Wis. George Klingbeil. 

3:30 — Wisconsin in a Modern Apple 11:00 — Business Meeting. 
Industry — Prof. George Klingbeil, 12:00 — Luncheon. 
Dept. of Horticulture, Univ. of Wis. Presiding—-New President. 

4:15 — Social Hour with Apple Desserts “You and Your Diet’ — Dr. Henry 
arranged by the Ladies Auxiliary of T. Scott, Director Biological Lab- 
Wisconsin State Horticultural Soci- oratories, Wisconsin Alumni Re- 

ety. search Foundation, Madison, Wis. 
6:30 P. M.—Banquet—Seasons Room. ADJOURN 

Master of Ceremonies—E. A. Erick- ————_——— 
son, Casco, Wis. Wouldn’t it be nice if we could use the 
—Alice in Dairyland, Introduction daylight we’ve been saving all summer 
—Honorary Recognition Awards now? 

—5—



MOUSE PROBLEMS ? ? 

For Control Use Niagara — 

Zinc Phosphide Mouse Bait 200 

Formulated from cracked corn and oats with added 

attractant. Recommended at 10 pounds per acre broad- 

cast. 

Low cost — Easy to apply. 

NIAGARA CHEMICAL DIVISION 

FMC Corporation 

GEO. C. MATHES R. H. HAWKINS 
211a East Main St. 2319 South Carpenter St. 

CHILTON, WISCONSIN APPLETON, WISCONSIN 

Phone: (414) 849-4726 Phone: (414) 734-0210 

LONN L. KING 
2301 Steange Street 

STEVENS POINT, WISCONSIN 

Phone: (715) 344-1966 
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1 1 i Dawson Hauser, Bayfield 
Se Robert Saccia, Galesville 

The Nominating Committee composed "1 

of Harold Rasmussen, Chr., Armin Bar- Badger Band Likes Apples 

thel, Bigelow Lourie and Ralph Young, The University of Wisconsin Marching 
1eports the following slate for directors: ttand “Refreshes with Wisconsin Ap- 

North East District ples,” after their intermission activities, 

E. A. Erickson, Casco at all home games. The apples come di- 

Donald Grun Sturgeon Bay recily from one of our state orchards 
Don Van Elzon, Kimberly and packing sheds. Bigelow Lourie, 

South East District: Gays Mills and Wm. Louis and Son, 

. Walter Clemens ‘Mequon Hichland Center, supplied the first two 
Walter Frisch New Holstein lots. What beautiful apples they were, 
LeRoy Meyer, Ooak Creek too! One just like the other. 

~Don Rawlins, New Richmond, II. Heard over WIBA Radio Station, 

South West District: when Wisconsin battled Iowa to a 16-13 

Arthur Bassett, Baraboo win. ‘What does that sign say across 
Wm. Meyer, Gays Mills the field? Why, it says, ‘Band refreshes 

George Premo, Richland Center with Wisconsin apples.’ Look, there is 

Albert Ten Eyck, Brodhead a band member pushing a cart with 
North West District: three boxes of apples on it. I hope they 

Tom Connell, Menomonie give some to that giriee (kiltee) band, 

CONDITION EXCELLENT 

Tops For MOUSE CONTROL 

Wisconsi hard isconsin Orchard Supply Company 
704 Concord Road — Oconomowoc, Wis. 

Telephone 567-6635 

ime 9 ses



too. Nope, yes they are stopping and stock on your home lot. The combin:- 

ate unloading some for them. That’s tion of sufficient moisture, cool days ard 
just fine.’ That’s all good apple pub- a fine quality of nursery stock in every 
licity, don’t you think? The above inter- quarter of the state, offers ideal condi- 
est and concern of the announcers, in tions, he added. 
the midst of that football game inter- 
ested us. With the Department’s nursery inspe: - 

— tion activity drawing to a_ seasonil 
close, inspectors have reported good 

Instructions quantities of quality nursery stock still 
available. 

FOR PICKING YOUR OWN APPLES 
AT APPLE ACRES “Homeowners are urged to take ac- 

1. No smoking in the orchard. vantage of these factors to plant nur- 

2. Use standard wooden bushel bas- sery stock now,” Ferguson concluded. 

kets only. No half-bushel, or any 

other containers may be used. re 

3. Full bushels only are sold in the 
orchard. It’s a good idea to have your water 

4. Ladders are available. Do not supply checked every few years. Then 

climb the trees. you’ll be sure your water is safe. The 
5. Pick your baskets full, but please Wisconsin Board of Health has district 

don’t overdo it. A cover can be offices throughout the state which will 

placed on a full bushel. run tests on water samples to determine 
6. Litterbugs are not welcome. quality. 
7. Throwing apples is forbidden. 

8. Have your trunk-lid raised when 
you are ready to check out. 

We hope that your whole family will 
enjoy coming here to pick apples, and 
that you will come again. Any sugges- 
tions will be appreciated. CIDER APPLES 

Harold Rasmussen’s Apple Acres 

——— WANTED! 
FALL IS GOOD TIME TO PLANT 

NURSERY STOCK, IS TIP 

Even though a crab apple tree on the Must Be Free From 
grounds of the Hill Farm State office . 
building in Madison appears to be a Decay and Infestation 
maverick; fall, that most colorful of all 

seasons, arrived in Wisconsin on Sept. 
21. 

The tree in question is blooming amidst 
these crisp mornings and cool nights, AEPPLER ORCHARDS 
but according to Samuel B. Ferguson, . 
Horticulturist of the Wisconsin Depart- 704 Concord Rd., Oconomowoc, Wis. 

ment of Agriculture, not very many Telephone 567-6635 
trees are expected to follow its exam- 

ple. 

On the subject of the arrival of fall, 
now is a good time to plant nursery - 

—s —



Apple Exhibit ey for ome oe variety because 
G) je 

All of the cartoons, to be used for the Siaunery ticles 
exhibit of a bushel of apples, have been 1. As in previous tests, Sparkle ap- 

sent out. We suggest that while you are pears to be one of the most reliable pro- 
grading the different varieties set aside ducers of the named varieties at the 
a box or two of your best, put them in Hancock Experiment. Station. 
the cooler for later regrading and then 2. Vesper appears to have promise for 

packing in the box, sent to y jou. Then the fresh market but showed significant 
bring them along to the con vention, on damage from a hull rot organism as did 
Dec. 2nd. If you follow this procedure Wisconsin 5828 and 5814 

you will be ready with Ho, extra effort. 3. Winter survival of ‘the named vari- 
The main thing, however, 1s not to fore elies was satisfactory. Sparkle was con- 

get. Marlon Schwiers is in charge of sidered superior, followed by Catskill, 
is P eat aa a; god: one. ‘More: on Vesper and Jerseybelle in that order. 

4. All Wisconsin seedlings, except Wis- 

. . consin 5935, had winter survival about 
Strawberry Yield Trials equal to Sparkle. 
Hancock Experiment Station 5. All seedlings can be considered 

Hancock, Wisconsin eee eee. ba a Wis- 
j ; * consin , meri evaluation. 

Go'Cs Rilnghell and M: Ds Groskopp . 6. Caluculated yields per acre, fruit 
The central sand area of Wisconsin is size for each harvest, harvest dates and 

an economically significant crop produc- quarts per harvest are shown in tables 
tion region of recent development. It 1, 2 and 3 respectively. 

seemed necessary to further evaluate 7. Frozen berry quality will be pre- 
the strawberries in this area primarily 
(1) to evaluate the production potenial 

of several named varieties and promis- 
iug seedlings and (2) to determine the 
frozen fruit quality of these varieties and P LASTIC CIDER 

seedlings. 

In 1964, five named strawberry varie- 

ties and five numbered seedings from BOTTLES! 
the strawberry breeding program of Dr. 

F. A. Gilbert, Horticulturist, Peninsula 
Experiment Station, Sturgeon Bay, Wis- Gallons and Half Gallons 
consin, were planted at the Hancock Ex- 

periment Station, Hancock, Wisconsin. In Stock 
Cultural procedures were followed as 
suggested in Wisconsin Bulletin 546, a 

“Strawberry Production in the Central Sold and Distributed by 
Sand Area,” by Dana, Groskopp and . . 
Kom, June, 1960. In addition to the Wisconsin Orchard 
above practices, sixty pounds of actual 
nitrogen per acre were broadcasted on 
June 12, or when first fruits were about Supply Co. 

one-third grown. Standard insect and . 
disease control procedures were fol- 704 Concord Rd., Oconomowoc, Wis. 
lowed. Data were taken as to date of 5 

Teleph: 167-6635 
harvest, yield and fruit size of each Srepnene: 
variety and seedling. No data were tak- _ 

—-9—



ee rrr suicer-corer am 

, S — > Yy, 
a . aS P| | 4 ¥2 Ke! 

= oe ca 

Gives you w= 
lice of impulse, SCeyED" a new slice of impulse, s-CeysS. 

tie-in sales! SOS Lape 

= Promotes apple eating and apple sales. SSS ; 
Works with pears, too! SSS BOA 

® Slices, cores apples in a single, swift <S 
operation. Provides 8 ready-to-eat slices. SLM 
Wonderful for preparing salads. 3 ~ SOS * 

™ Stock it at your check-out counter >» S 
for extra profit impulse sales. SON Ss 

@ They Sell on sight. High quality RARER 
American made. WQEVq 

A Real Money-Maker! [SG 
. eS 

Order through 

WISCONSIN APPLE INSTITUTE 

4215 Mohawk Drive 

Madison, Wisconsin 53711 
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sented in another report. Wis. 5831 ...-..-------------- 13,417 
| (Table No. 1) Wis. 5814 _...-------.-------- 12,807 

YIELD PER ACRE WIS), S827 cxcneweeeeeccexsnce 10/368 

Variety or Calculated Wis. 5935 ..------------------- 7,057 

Selection Yields * (Qts./A) * Yields were calculated from 25 feet 
Catskill ....--..---.----------. 5,489 of row, based on a spacing of 5 feet 
VeSpOr cozeseveccemcessuewees 11413 between rows. 

Jerseybelle -....-.------------ 4,966 * Extension Specialist, Fruit Produc- 
Sparkle w2.---22,-se++---=--.. 12,197 tion, Univ. of Wis. and Associate Pro- 
Early Dawn ------------------ fessor, Univ. of Wis., Experimental 
Wis. 5828 -------------------- 117,774 Farms, Hancock Sta., respectively. 

(Table No. 2) 
HARVEST DATES AND FRUIT SIZE 

VARIETY OR SELECTION 
; Weight in Gms. of 100 Fruits * 

HARVEST Jersey- 
DATE  _Catskill Vesper belle Sparkle 5828 5831 5814 5827 5935 

€/26.65 ...-... 1,060 808 1,392 1,184 1,524 1,184 
6/28/65 _..... 896 848 1,224 920 1,288 1,460 1,216 1,200 1,224 
6/30/65 ..-.-.. 754 1,112 1,320 760 1,272 1,264 1,032 1,016 1,016 
7| 2.65 =...-.. 520 1,084 1,176 760 1,168 1,384 1,088 968 963 
7|\5'65 -.----. 500 904 880 616 1,040 1,096 1,052 848 816 
7| 7165 ------. 440 920 768 544 760 1,224 776 808 760 
7| 9/65 ....--. 384 760 720 520 872 1,040 832 608 648 
7/1265 -..---. 312 592 752 400 520 744 600 560 504 
7/14/65 __----- 400 480 336 560 584 560 424 504 
7|\16'65  __----- 448 488 242 308 552 424 312 488 
7:19'65 _------ 310 280 264 448 416 360 248 344 
7/21/65 _------ 256 376 208 

* There are about 454 grams in one pound, thus about 633 grams of strawberries would 
fill a 22-ounce quart. 

(Table No. 3) 
HARVEST DATES AND QUARTS PER HARVEST 

From 25 Feet of Row 

Quarts By Variety 

Jersey- 
DATE __-.-. Catskill Vesper belle Sparkle 5828 5831 5814 5827 5935 

6126/65 ..------ 4.5 3.0 1.0 0.5 
8128165 -.-----. 2.0 0.5 0.5 3.0 3.5 2.0 1.0 2.0 1.0 
6130165 _------. 2.0 2.0 1.0 3.5 4.5 2.75 2.0 1.0 1.75 
NSIG6 secseese 1.5 2.25 1.25 3.75 6.0 3.0 2.0 6.75 1.25 
7 Sl65 weezscun 2.25 5.0 3.0 7.25 10.0 7.0 7.0 3.0 5.0 
7| 7165 -------- 1.0 3.0 1.0 2.5 4.0 2.75 4.0 5.25 2.0 
7| 9/65 __-----. 1.0 4.0 2.0 4.0 6.75 6.25 5.75 5.75 2.5 
TIQIGS ecoswees 10 6.0 2.0 3.5 6.0 5.5 6.25 2.0 3.0 
7114165 __------ 0.5 3.25 1.25 2.25 4.0 4.0 4.0 1.75 2.0 
7/16'65 ____-__- 3.0 1.0 15 2.5 3.0 2.0 1.25 1.0 
7119165 ___-_--- 2.5 1.0 Ey 2.0 1.5 2.0 0.5 15 
7/21/65 ___---_- 1.25 0.25 6 YE) 5 

TOTALS __---. 15.75 32.75 14.25 35.0 51.0 38.5 36.75 29.75, 20.25 
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buildings as the weather gets cold re : : 
Here and The Clear away all old lumber, trash pile: 

REFERENCE ON APPLES and other debris which would make goox! 
Looking for a comprehensive refer- rat housing. Cut weeds and tall grass. 

ence on apples? United Fresh Fruit and “iS 
Vegetable Association's third and ex- What can we do to make our conven 

panded edition of “Apples,” in its tion better? If you are like most of us 
series on “Fruit and Vegetable Facts you have expressed some good sugges 
and Pointers,” by R. A. Seelig is tions to your neighbor across the fence 

one worthwhile having. Copies can be What are they? Taking the time to sen: 
obtained through United Fresh Fruit and them in will come back to you with goou 

Vegetable Association, 777 14th Street, interest. a ee 
N. W., Washington, D. C. 20005. . sme . 

ash e e oe oo My neighbor down the road is not a 

Evergreens need plenty of water during genius—yet he has a much better in- 
Gry months. This is especially true witi come than some mighty bright people 

new plantings around your home. Give 1 know because he uses all he’s got and 

the trees a good soaking once a week. works hard. 
Hosing down an evergreen regularly al- ee eee 
so helps to knock insects off. 

te es Shade Tree Conference 
University of Wisconsin researchers 

are working to develop a chemical ban- The 2nd annual Conference on Shade 

dage that, wrapped around a tree in Trees will be held at the Holiday Inn in 

spring. would kill all insects feeding on Madison November 9 and 10. _ 
it during the growing season. Aborists, municipal officers interested 

This concept is derived from a rela- the care and management of trees and 

tively new method of insect control that other are invited to attend. A gathering 

requires placing the insecticide inside of about 300 is expected. The registra- 
the plant rather than on its surface. In- tion fee of $3 may be paid at the time of 
sects are killed as they feed on the plant, the sessions. No advance registration is 

f they can do any damage. necessary. 
before they cae 2 an amag The conference has adopted the theme 

A memorial to an insect has been un- “Beautification Through Trees” and the 

veiled in the town of Dalby in Australia. two-day program will concern itself with 
The insect is the cactoblastic moth which shade tree problems and Dutch Eln 
was responsible for ridding 65 raillion diseas?. The latter subject has been 
acres of Australian land from prickly scheduled for Nov. 10 and will cover new 
pear. developments in the search to stem the 

This victory of the moth over the pear disease as well as evaluation of old 

has been described as the most out- methods. . 
standing example ever recorded of the wean ee earth len ae en A. 
-ontrol of pests by biological means. learich, Greenwich, Connecticut, prest- 

. RS F : : e dent of the International Shade Tree 

“We are changing and so is society. If Conference. 
we do nothing to direct the flow of CC 

change, negative and destructive forces In traffic tie-ups you meet every cross 
will determine its course.” section of the public. 
Maybe this statement contains more ae 

wisdom than we think it does. Ever check your driving habits’ 
eo ee Seems the “other guy” is always wron; 

Rats wiil be moving into your farm and a poor driver. 

—12—



HORT SHOW TIME Fach ladder’s inspected and stored in 

the barn. 
Many — tings! we have come to these Each picking bag’s mended with patch 

; as or by darn. 
Many the folks we have met at this The Kieffers are picked or have dropped 

i : on the ground. 
To = Fo talks we have listened to- Sweet sider and doughnuts! Please pass 

fa ’em around. 
a id a facts every grower There’s frost on the roof tops. Wild 
shou ow. geese are heard calling. 

Year after year of continuous service Occasional snowflakes are _ slantingly 
Sifting the truth from mistaken alarms, falling. 

Solving one problem to tackle another, The north wind is raw and the grass has 

Practical know-how for orchards and stopped growing. 
farms. Somewhere near the cornfield a pheas- 

. ant is crowing. 
Ours is ae forum where theory and There’s ice on the pond where we used 

practice to go swimming. 
Team up together for the good of The leaves all have fallen. We soon will 

mankind. . be trimming. 
When iotertor and grower discuss new We’re catching our breath from the rush 

ideas, and the hurry. 

Science and husbandry soon are com- The wind and the rain and the harvest- 
bined. time worry. 

That machinery exhibit and those farm The woodshed is filled and the fruit cel- 
supply agents, Jar’s bulging. ; 

That’s part of the show we can’t do The cookie jar’s full and I’m often in- 

without! dulging! 
Each booth and new gadget has its own I'm taking my wife for a spree in the 

brand of salesman ot og 
To tickle our ribs and dispel every As soon as I’ve finished this fruit grow- 

doubt! er’s ditty. 

Great is our past and greater our future! Albert L. Mason 
We replant our orchards with faita oe 

ever new. 
long live our Society! May its history EXPORT OUTLOOK FOR 1965-66 

inspire us 
To give of our best in whatever we do! Export prospects appear as good or 

better than a year ago. This reasoning 
I i 

eo Alb ert Li; Mason is based on the following: 

*Ttaly’s crop was not only down this 
AT THE END OF THE HARVEST year, but has been hit hard by two sev- : A 

‘the apples are picked and the mice ere storms. Up’ ito; 80% loss: in many 
have been baited. . 

Night now is the season when rhymes * West Germany is down in production 
are created. and France will be shipping more into 

The spray rig is drained and the tractor West Germany. This will allow U. S. 

is resting. more play into England. England’s crop 

{ sneak in a snooze while my dinner’s is down in dessert varieties and up in 
digesting. processing varieties. 

a 13



Interesting they want and take advantage of any 
seasonal savings. 

From the Buck Herzog column, Mil- Now’s the time to take soil samples to 

waukee Sentinel, Sept. 25, 1965—“‘Mrs. have results in time to order fertilizer 

Frederick J. Meyer, Waldo Orchards, wisely this winter. 
Waldo, recently appeared on ‘Today The U. S. Department of Agriculture 
for Women’ on WTMJ—TV, The has found a way to take calories out of 

Journal Co. station, promoting Wiscon- peanuts. They do it by removing 80 per 

sin apples and a new Wis. Apple Instit- cent of the oil. With the oil goes 75 per PP) " 
ute recipe book. The station forwarded cent of the calories. 
to her more than 2,000 requests for the ee 
book, including one from Salem (Gar- The guy who insisted that life begins 

den of Eden), Wis. and sent by — Eve at 40, must have had beginner’s luck! 

Adams. Can you beat that?” es 

TRACTOR AIR CLEANER PERFORMS Description and Evaluation 
BIG TASK Of Apple Varieties 

A tractor engine takes in about 8,000 R 
gallons of air for every gallon of fuel it By ROGER D. WAY 

uses. A large tractor uses about 250,000 Agr. Experiment Station 

gallons af air in a work day. Geneva, New York 

<a air weleaners “are very: Im: (This article was delivered as an ad- 
. dress before the New York State Horti- 

FOREIGN MARKET SITUATION cultural Soctety:) 

: . Fifty years ago every farm orchard 

Gilbert Sindelar, FAS, U.S. D. A. had 25 or 30 apple varieties in it. To- 
* During the marketing season of 1964 day, there are only 9 important varie- 

6, - + ee Se bist of ties in the whole State of New York. 
apples: . aa wa an th fa pe A hundred varieties could be listed 
vious, yearvane was cone: Il Ue tae that every grower could grow well. Yet, 

two adverse conditions: 1—Longshore- the trend is not toward more varieties 
Hegre = 5 ein production but fewer varieties. Some of the reasons 

y *L, te an t ner : last for this reduced number of varieties are 

, oe a increase last lyear very clear. Apple buvers prefer to han- 

was to anaca- _ die on'y a few varities. Also, in the or- | 

THE GENERAL Economic Environment a 

presents an encouraging amosphere to 

sell apples. It was reported that this FO R SALE 

year 50% of the households will have 

an income of ten thousand dollars. Fam- CLEAN MARSH HAY 

ily size is increasing. The median age Excellent for Strawberries 
of the population will soon be 25 years. . 

Young people make up the bulk of our Order Now — We Deliver 

apple customers. 
— Donald Koff 

FALL SOIL SAMPLE SAVES TIME 

IN SPRING 400 MADISON ST., BEAVER DAM 

Many farmers order fertilizer in the PHONE 887-2333 
fall for spring use, to get exactly what —_—_—_—_—_—— 
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chard, fewer varieties make for more profit. Certain varieties such as Rhode 
efficient operations. Certain varieties Island Greening or Mutsu may be plant- 
are inefficient producers and have been ed for processing only. Other varieties 
dropped without being replaced, result- such as Idared and Golden Delicious can 

ing in fewer varieties. Under these cir- be dual-purpose and can be sold either 
cumstances, it is difficult for any new fresh or for processing. With dual-pur- 
variety to become important. If a pose varieties, it is usually necessary to 

new variety is to become widely plant- decide at the beginning of the season 
ed, it must have few faults and many which market is to receive the crop. If 
outstanding attributes. they are to be processed, perhaps more 
When a new orchard is planted, the fertilizer or less thinning will be used. 

variety is one of the most important de- However, for most varieties, it is nec- 

cisions to make. The variety is the very essary to decide on the market at the 
basis of our industry, both from the time of planting, fresh or processing. 
point of view of merchandising and The apple variety situation does not 
growing. Each variety has its own spec- change rapidly. Thus, the situation 
ial characteristics, its own favorable which now exists will be very little dif- 

features. ferent 5 years from now. Even though 
Half of New York State apples are some growers are anxious to try new 

processed. Although the market price and apparently superior varieties, it is a 
for fresh apples is greater than that for long time before any great difference 

processed fruit, because of the more ef- in the total variety picture becomes ev- 
ficient production methods, processing ident. 
varieties can be grown at considerable (To Be Continued) 

oumpma sc Straw Spreader — Power Hoe 
2. * 

arcana pe Power Pruner — Wish Basket 

ae ‘<= _— Simon Air Kut Strawberry Pruner 
— ORDER YOURS NOW — 

— Priced to Sell — 
SS One Bean Cub Grader — 18” 

aleaaiaid One Two Station Bagger 

Sold & Serviced by 

1316 S. West Ave. OLLIE HEEREN 

Waukesha, Wisconsin Liberty 2-8144 

Free Literature & Demonstrations 
mmm iii iN 
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WHEREVER YOU MARKET YOUR APPLES... 

all the way! 
Besides giving your trees excellent protection from scab and all the 

major summer diseases of apples—Stauffer Captan 50-W helps increase 

yields and improve fruit quality—makces more profit for you! 
If your apples go on the fresh fruit market, captan helps you produce 

the fine finish and color that appeal to housewives. In storage, captan 

Helps preserve quality—cuts down profit-robbing storage rots. If they’re 

sold to a processor—both apple quantity and quality are 

necessary. This is essential—whatever your market! af 
It's smart to build your profits around a captan program. 4 
Stauffer Chemical Company, Agricultural Chemical Division, <r 

380 Madison Avenue, New York, N. Y. 10017. de 

L 

erica 
READ THE LABEL. HEED THE LABEL AND CHEMICA 
GROW WITH STAUFFER CHEMICALS 0p,
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It’s MEETING TIME Again! 
FOR WISCONSIN HORTICULTURISTS AND APPLE GROWERS, it’s 

Appleton, Dec. 2nd and 3rd, at the Conway Hotel. With the crop safely har- 

vested, our growers are looking forward to comparing notes with other growers, 

from other sections of the state, listen to speakers, discuss marketing, promo- 

tion and cultural topics of interest. The complete program ran in the October 

issue of this magazine. This is your invitation to attend. We will be looking 

forward to seeing you there. By the way, don’t forget to bring those apples along. 

ee ——————— 

: is quoted from USDI, Division of Wild- 

November in the Orchard life Services’ newsletter, Orchard Mouse 

G. C. Klingbeil, Extension Horticulturist ec a Ee I men a 
oe eet ‘ roadcasting is a fast me' ut re- 

University of Wisconsin quires more bait and has little or no ef- 
fect on pine mice. 

ORCHARD -MICE To hand-broadeast, go down a 

The ordinary meadow mouse (Micro- tree row and come back on another 

tus pennsylvanicus) causes considerable line as in hand baiting. Before baiting, 

damage to apple trees in some or- examine the matted grass to determine 

chards every year. Unfortunately, dam- if trails are numerous. Note if there 

age is only usually noted where com- are small openings in the grass cover 

plete girdling is accomplished as a re- and if they indicate the presence of run- 

sult of feeding on tree bark. Such dam- ways. This will help determine where 

age results in death of the tree by the placements should be made. In baiting, 

fali of the following season. What is throw a small handful of bait forcibly 

not known is the extent of yield and inte heavy grass. It will sift through 

growth reduction and the disruption of where mice will find it. Try to confine 

other necessary growth processes as the the spread of bait to a spot about 18 

result of partial girdling. This kind of inches wide. In heavy grass, where run- 

damage is far more prevalent than ways are numerous and well traveled, 

complete girdling. Wisconsin orchard- make placements about 6 to 8 feet 

ists are aware of the fact thai mice are apart. Then walk ahead to the next tree 

usually prevalent and that some years and make placements according to the 

populations are higher than others. Of density of cover and so on. Do not 

major importance is that the degree of waste bait by throwing it on bare 

prevalence must be recognized and then ground or where grass cover is thin. 

the best methods to employ for control. Remember that mice depend upon cover 

If populations are high, such as they over their backs for protection and they 

are in many orchards this fall, a broad- avoid open places.” 

cast application of zinc phosphide-treat- APPLE SEEDLINGS 

ed grain bait, at the rate of 8-10 pounds It is interesting to note that every 

per acre, is suggested. The following (Continued on page 4)
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Give your crop a glossy wax finish —with OrTHOCIDE 
DT) ORTHOCIDE stimulates wax formation on all varieties of apples. Wax gets heav- 

f S\ , ier, glossier. Skin stays smooth and tight. So your apples resist rot and bruising 
iia [(ORTHO)) —and keep better, too. 

} ORTHOCIDE ORTHOCIDE is a broad-spectrum fungicide that works overtime. It gives 
Watts lasting scab control. And (used regularly) it sparks tree vitality. You get fuller, 
OTN greener foliage. Firmer, healthier apples—and more of them. 

| | | | | i Use ORTHOCIDE as a spray or dust. Don’t worry about russeting, even if you 
WA grow green or yellow varieties. Use it any time, from pre-pink to harvest. Use it 

. all season and you'll see why we call it the miracle fungicide. 
. “Helping the World Grow Better” 

M CHEVRON CHEMICAL COMPANY, ORTHO DIVISION, P.O. Box 731, Des Moines, lowa 

ON ALL CHEMICALS, READ DIRECTIONS ANO CAUTIONS BEFORE USE. sa) nls hin; Seid yi imines 

Ad No, 1471 
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WISCONSIN HORTICULTURE 
Published monthly excepting July and December by the Wisconsin State Horti 

Society and the Wisconsin Apple Institute. orticultural 

Subscription and Society Membership $2 per year. 

Harvey J. Weavers, 4215 Mohawk Drive, Madison, Wis. 53711. Phone Madison 233-3146 

_____ Sec'y=Treas, — Bilton 

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS Coming Events 

Wis. State Horticultural Dec. 2 - 3 — Wis. State Horticulture So- 
Society ciety and Wis. Apple Institute Conven- 

President — Walter Clemens, Dee iz mm pate Appleton. 

Mequon, 10813 N. Pt. Washington Rd. 8 ee a 
Vice Pres. — Sid Telfer, Jr., otunda — State Capitol. 

Ellison Bay, Wis. ~ ¥ - — iy ae Fruit Growers’ 

Directors COLNE AAU * aire. 

Norbert Schachtner, Sturgeon Bay Dec. 19 — Municipal Christmas Tree 
Mrs. Arthur Bassett, Baraboo, R. 4 Lighting Ceremony, Milwaukee Arena. 

Willard Wagner, Cleveland, R. 1. Jan. 5 - 6 — Wis. Pesticide Conference 

min Barthel, Mequon. P M i i 
James Brett, ‘Balleys Favor ‘ark Motor Inn, Madison, Wis. 

ederic Meyer, Waldo. 
Tom Connell. Menominee Box Apple Contest Plans 

Verne Kauffman, Fort Atkinson The following scor d will 

Harold Rasmussen, Oshkosh i ig Scare card will be used 
Arthur R. Kurtz, Madison. in the Bushel Box Contest scheduled for 

Warren Gabelman, Madison the apple convention in Appleton in De- 

cember. 

% . Three varieties can be entered in the 

_ Wis. Apple Institute competition, namely, McIntosh, Cortland 

Presitent oo wi Ww. Prem; and Delicious. A uniform box has been 

3 » Wis. KR. distributed, thus all containers will be 

Vice Pres. — Don Rawlins, 

Richmond, Ill. R. 1. mA “georszantl hus, Been aivided ii n divi into 

DCO ch, Gays Mills two sections, namely, General Appear- 

Ralph Young, Galesville ance and Fruit Quality. Under ‘Gen- 

Henry Mahr, Oak Creek eral Appearence’’ it is expected each 

James Fees Se epire one will use his own ingenuity in how 

Howard Erickson, Egg Harbor best ‘to: create a good “apple image” 
Gerald Hipp, BO oie through attractiveness, packaging tech- 

J M. Robertson, Sturgeon ‘Bay nique and freshness. 

alton Frisch, New stein The second section is “Fruit Quality” 

Jack Rasmussen, Oshkosh and is, of course, self-explanatory. 

We Horticaltare Editorial Committee A group of three judges will individ- 

eorge C. Klingbeil, Madison ually score each entry and the en| 

weer Cemens. Mequon yeceiving the highest "Coore will be n 
ard Nieman, larburg me 5 

Willard Wagner, Cleveland champion. Blue ribbons will be given 

Armin Barthel, Mequon for other top-scoring entries. 

Frederic J. Meyer, Were ‘i The champion winners will be given to 

William ‘Aeppler, Oc owOe the various Appleton Service Clubs 

Associate Editors enone where they will be auctioned off to the 

‘Arthur R. Kurtz, Madison highest bidder. Proceeds will go to a 

Marlon L. Schwier, Madison particular project in each Service Club. 

—-3s—



All entries should be at the Conway production per acre will become move 
Hotel in Appleton by 10:00 on the and more important. It is evident today 
morning of December 2. ir. the use of size-controlled trees, closer 

The industry is hoping for good partic- spacing, different training methods and 
ipation from our Wisconsin apple grow- Tore intense management. 
ers. ee 

Exhibitors in any of the plate contests Apple Grade Markings \ will also compete in the Box Contest. 
| Under Study 

SCORE CARD — BUSHEL BOX The U. S. Department of Agriculture | 
CONTEST is requesting the apple industry for op- 

Entry NO; ~.--.s-2-22--e0ee inions and suggestions as it pertains io | Variety: .-.-.-------------.- grade markings on particular packages. A. General Appearance—50 Points Presently, the U. S. Department of Ag- 
Points riculture interprets that minimum dia- Attractiveness 0-200 _____. meter, when marked on container of Packaging Technique 0-20 ___.... apples, to mean that more than 5% of Freshness 6-0... -- the apples must be smaller than the nex: _ B. Fruit Quality—100 Points larger size. For example: In containers Color | marked 2% inch minimum, at least 6% Size 0-20 -----. of the apples must be less than 2% in- Freedom from Defects 0—30 = ______ ches in diameter to comply with mark- Uniformity 0-200. ing requirements. Also, the undersize 

Trueness to Type 0-10 ___.. tolerance provided in the standards 
Total Score _. ————————— 
Marlon Schwier—In Charge B A S K ET $ 

November in the Orchard All No. 1 Extra Fancy Quality 
(Continued from Page 1) Bushels: (Without Covers) fall I receive a considerable number of 

samples containing seedling apples that 99 Doz. or less $3.95 Dozen the sender feels have great merit. Such 100 - 250 Doz. $3.85 Dozen 
interest and enthusiasm for finding 251 - 500 Doz. $3.65 Dozen 
something better is not to be discouraged. 500 & Over Doz. $3.50 Dozen 
We can’t discount the fact that some i 
seedlings have been found in Wisconsin % Bushels: (Without Covers) that have been acceptable and are still $3.75 Dozen any quantity in the trade. A number of these seed- Peck Full Color Baskets: 
lings were listed in an earlier issue. The $4.95 Dozen any quantity 
fact remains, however, that a basis of Y, Peck Full Color Baskets: 
judgment or comparison must be estab- ; 
lished. Certainly, if a seedling or sport $4.80 Dozen any quantity 
is no better than present varieties, it Sold and Distributed by 
deserves no consideration. Such judg- 7 ° 
ments must consider color, size, flavor, Wisconsin Orchard 
storage life, time of ripening, bearing Supply Co. 
habit, the ability to produce and many others. The factor that is often over- 704 Concord Rd., Oconomowoc, Wis. 
looked is the tree’s ability to produce. Telephone 567-6635 
As time goes on, the need for greater a ec c 
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must not be exceeded. If these condi- in both pick-your-owns and picked and 

tions are not met, the package could be packed fruit. We had several growers 

ja violation of being mislabeled. that never took down their signs saying 

Most of the problems arise on the “No picking today” and yet they sold 

consumer size pack, principally the 3 ali the strawberries they had by pick- 

and 4 pound packages. If the pack- your-owns. 

ages are labeled at printing time, it is Mrs. John Ahnen reported she picked 

practically impossible to change later 5412 quart crates off of 3,300 square 

if one intends to package larger fruit. feet of area. This amounts to about 

in a package that was labeled 2% inch 8,500 quarts to the acre. This is excel- 

minimum. . lent production, this year when most 

The U. S. Department of Agriculture areas of the state have very poor pro- 

feels that labeling in this manner is duction 

misleading and not in accordance with Th look is that th i 

the facts on the pack. the new look is that the demand is 

They are asking the apple industry good and will continue because pick- 

to give them views and comments which yeur-own has increased the demand and 
will guide them in making amendments will continue to increase. The big ques- 

to this marking problem. These should tion is will the area be able to supply 

be sent not later than December 1, 1965 the demand? You may wonder where 

to: ali this demand comes from when we 

Chief, Fresh Products Standardization iyve so much water to the north and 
‘ruil Pps scnge co. woodland to the south, within 125 miles 

e Division there is a population of over 200,000 peo- 

(ates Tare marine ple, about 150,000 in Duluth and Super- 

Washington, D. C. 20250 ior. They will drive to get good fruit. 

a Dawson Hauser, Walter Barningham, 

. ’ Jim Erickson and John Ahnen have re- 

Bayfield Area s New Look ported| that the apple festival was a 

Strawberry growers received the best success. They report the sale of apples 

price for strawberries in their history. was good, but also the advertising re- 

The price ranged from $4.25 to $6.25 for ceived will affect the area for a long 

12 quarts as a general rule. It was very time to come. There were guestimates 

hard for growers to understand they of 3 to 5 thousand people in Bayfield 

could get this kind of price so they were on Sunday afternoon, October 3. The 

sold lower and they did move up slower country side was painted as only the 

shan’ they aight have. This ia the first Matter cancdo:and cars could be found 
year they could make more by picking all over the back roads as well as the 

the fruit rather than having pick-your- main roads. The n eturn to the visitor 

ewns. In general the price of pick-your- was as good as it was to the apple 

owns was 25¢ to 35¢ a quart. Erowers: = 

This higher price along with good pro- Next year the fruit growers hope to 
ductions gave the growers in the Bay- make the apple festival bigger and bet- 

field area a good return for their straw- ter-iE all. possible, 

berries. Production on year old fields —Eugene Anderson, 

ranged from 4,500 quarts to about 9,000 Horticulture Agent 

quarts an acre. Many years the produc- 

tion has been below 5,000 quarts per 

acre, Winter is sneaking up on us. Don’t 

Bayfield is now entering the time delay winterizing your car, tractors and 

where demand will exceed the supply other equipment too long. 
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MOUSE PROBLEMS ?? 

For Control Use Niagara — 

Zinc Phosphide Mouse Bait 200 

Formulated from cracked corn and oats with added 

attractant. Recommended at 10 pounds per acre broad- 

cast. 

Low cost — Easy to apply. 

NIAGARA CHEMICAL DIVISION 

FMC Corporation 

GEO. C. MATHES R. H. HAWKINS 
211a East Main St. 2319 South Carpenter St. 

CHILTON, WISCONSIN APPLETON, WISCONSIN 

Phone: (414) 849-4726 Phone: (414) 734-0210 

LONN L. KING 
2301 Steange Street 

STEVENS POINT, WISCONSIN 

: Phone: (715) 344-1966 

We will look for you at Appleton | 

az on December 2nd & 3rd 

Go



News from the National ————_ 

Michigan State Apple Commission 

‘To Host N.A.1.’s 31st Annual F I ELD C R A T ES 

Meeting, June 16-18, 1966 S P E Cc I A L 

Ever been to Michigan? To Northern 

Michigan? To Traverse City, Michigan? Order Now 

Iver visited the intensive fruit produc- STURDY CONSTRUCTION 

tion areas of Michigan—All the way up FOR LONGER LIFE 

the west side of the state from south of 
Benton Harbor to Grand Traverse 
County and Traverse City? Next June 

will be an excellent time to do it. N. A. ; 

I.’s 31st annual meeting will be held ai 6 : 

the Park Plaza Motor Inn in Traverse Pe | _ 

City, Michigan, June 16-18. Michigan : - 

growers will be your hosts... and — 
though fully aware of the outstanding ~~ -  . 

jdaho hospitality and the excellent prs- % ey “ 
gram last June in Sun Valley . . . they a 
tell us, to use an old cliche, ‘You ain’t tl 
seen nothin’ yet!” We agree. There is a 
much to see in Michigan. Its fruit in- 
dustry is a dynamic and growing one. 
Traverse City and the area around it 

is beautiful. And the program? Well, 67c NOW! 

we’ve had many favorable comments . . : 
on the valuable talks and meetings at This Price in Effect 
Sun Valley. We can only say that next ONE MONTH ONLY 

year’s meetings will equal or better the FEATURES: 

program at Sun Valley. @ Standard Bushel Size 
Better plan now to visit Michigan next @ Crescent Handhole Cut-out 

June. a @ Bottoms all Screw Nailed 
"eS @ 45° Angle “Can’t-Strips” nailed 

QUALITY SELLS! in all corners 

The USDA recently surveyed 2,500 @ All Side & End Pieces same 
consumers throughout the U. S. One Width 
question of the survey was “What could @ Top & Bottom End Pieces Extra 
stores do to get customers to buy more Heavy for Added Strength. 
fruit?” Almost 50% said “display high- @ Bottoms Completely Solid 
er quality.” The fruit growing industry Price after December 15, 1965, 71 cts. 

has been working extremely hard to do F. 0. B. Oconomowoc 

this... i.e., new and improved pack- Sold & Distributed by 
ing equipment and procedures, im- . . 
proved packaging and containers, better Wisconsin Orchard 

handling procedures, but still the qual- 
ity hasn’t improved significantly at the 704 concors Py Co. Wis 
consumer level. Why? Closer to home, Telephone 567-6635 . 
our research study in one market area 

pointed out that 21% of the customers 
would not buy apples in a retail grocery Look Us Up at Appleton 

store. Reason—poor quality! 
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Wis. Pesticide Conference gressman Harold D. Cooley, chairman 
cf the House Committee on Agriculture. 

The 20th Annual Pesticide Conference ‘a i 
with Industry will be held January 5 Moreover,” the Congressman de- 
and 6, 1966. The conference will be held clared, “this legislation could have dev- 

at the Park Motor Inn, Madison, Wis. astating consequences for the workers 

The conference has been well attended themselves. It certainly will hasten the 
in the past and is rapidly becoming substitution of machines for manpower 

known as the best Pesticide Conference on our farms, and eliminate thousands 
in the Midwest. upon thousands of farm jobs. This would 

The conference promises to be of mean a new migration of unemployed 

great interest to everyone concerned farm workers to uF cities, to create 
with pesticides. The program will cover poverty faster than it can be cured. 

such topics as: chemical residues, im- Representative Cooley pointed out that 
pact of pending and future pesticide where profits do exist in agriculture, 
legislation, problems of soil insect con- welt feral waealee te aha ti 

trol ‘and aquatic Weed. control. added cost of wage levels contemplated 
CHEMICAL RESIDUES LEAVE by the new legislation, under the present 

SOIL BY VARIOUS ROUTES prices paid to farmers. ‘These costs 

must be passed on to consumers in 
A farmer concerned about chemical higher prices for food and fiber, or the 

residues in his soil—as an aftermath of farmers themselves would be forced 
spraying for weed or insect control— into bankruptcy,” he explained. 
has a number of natural forces working 
in his favor. 

One of these forces, and a primary 
one, is microbial decomposition. Tiny 

soil microorganisms attack virtually all 
chemical molecules in one way or an- 
other. 

There are other ways in which pesti- t l D E R A P P L E S 

cides are lost or inactivated. Some are 
lost through vaporization (volatilization). 
Some residues leach down into the soil WA N TE D! 
where they cause no further problem. 

Since soil microorganisms are so im- 
portant, they have long been in the sci- 
entific limelight where the residue prob- Must Be Free From 
lem is concerned. According to soil 7 
chemists at the University of Minnesota, Decay and Infestation 

there seem to be no pesticide molecules 

that will not be attacked eventually by 
some soil microorganisms. AEPPLER ORCHARDS 

Law Would Raise Food Costs 
Blanketing farm labor under the min- 704 Concord Rd., Oconomowoc, Wis. 

iraum wage law, as proposed in a bill Telephone 567-6635 
approved by the House Committee on 
Education and Labor “will certainly 
mean a rise in food cost of substantial 
proportions,” recently predicted Con- . 
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i they were Golden Delicious and Goldens 

Age No Barrier to Apple Trees should be handled as though they were 

After an elapse of time when most eggs. 

orchards are history, a 20-acre block It’s surprising how often an accepted 

of apple trees in Northern Michigan practice, accepted piece of equipment 

literally is making history at an age of or accepted package can prove to be a 

11¢ years. “bruiser”. It isn’t merely people who 

The apple trees, which were planted bruise apples—inanimate objects can be 

in the mid-1850’s, are part of an orchard equally guilty. The grower who person- 

presently owned and operated by Mrs. ally “wastes his time’ hunting bruise 

George Smith of Omena. with a view toward near complete bruise 

Mrs. Smith said although the trees eradication on his entire harvesting, 

are not producing as well as they did hauling and packing operation can usu- 

up until a few years ago, they do pro- ally save enough for that family trip 

vide enough profit through sales for pro- to Florida each eason. Each bruiser is 

cessing to take proper care of them. a loser—for the grower!” 

The varieties of the trees are North- (The preceding article taken from 

ern Spy and Rhode Island Greening. An- “The Goodfruit Grower,” Septem- 

other 10 acres of Smith apples of no his- ber 15 issue—Reprinted from Aug- 
torical significance, however, are Mac- gust “‘Wing-Tips’’) 

Intosh. It might well be that after reading 

Mr. and Mrs. Smith purchased the the above article you will say ‘‘What’s 

orchard in 1921. It also includes 50 acres the point? There’s nothing I can do once 

of cherries. the apples leave my packing house— 

—————_—. It’s the people on the other end that 
: toss the apples around and cause all 

Everyone Loses From Bruises the brulses.”" ‘OF You tight’ be a grower 
“It is our studied belief that fruit who is only active in production and 

growers, especially apple growers, lose has nothing to do with the apples once 

more money from preventable bruise of they leave the orchard so you are ina 

fruit than any other single factor. Some position where you can blame not only 

apples, like some people, bruise more the people on the retail end, but also 

easily than others—but all bruise. Other the packing house and storage oper- 

than decay, scald and skin breaks, no- ators for the mishandling of your fruit. 

thing so detracts from apple sales at the No doubt about it, plenty of bruises are 

retail level like a bruise. caused at retail level and probably some 

Minor bruises not scoreable as grade at packing house level. 
defects can well become, with the pass- But what about you as a grower? Are 
ing of time, fruit blemishes which pro- you doing everything possible so that 

mote the sales of grapes or bananas! your apples are the highest quality pos- 
The consumer demands near perfection sible on delivery to the storage or pack- 

in her fresh fruits and won’t settle for ing house? Do all growers deliver the 

less. same quality to their respective hand- 

It is our opinion that, in addition to all lers to be stored and marketed? — Ab- 

normal precautions, every apple grower solutely not! 

should himself become a bruise hunter —_ 
at least every 72 hours. He should start You can’t save maples severely infect- 
with picker—follow the fruit from the ed with verticillium wilt. They should be 
tree to the packing house—thence on cut down and burned. Mild cases will res- 

the packing line right down to the con- pond to a good dose of high nitrogen 
tainer—and on through truck loading. fertilizer early in the growing season. 
All varieties should be handled as though Deep watering during dry periods helps. 

a



Pit Storage of Str: growth on the leaves and some roots, 

8 awberry whereas those without leaves showed 

Plants negligible mold. 
. Random samples of plants from ail 

G. C. Klingbeil and M. N. Groskopp * pits, were ice ts Geenmine crown 
* Extension Specialist, Department of damage. Longitudinal sections of crows 

Horticulture, University of Wiscon- showed negligible browning in all 
sin, and sAssociate Frotessoh > Exper crowns. Internal crown browning was 

consin, reece. a is used as an index of storage damage. 

. Twenty-five plants of each variety 

_ The merits of strawberry plants dug were taken at random from those with 

in the fall and properly held through the foliage removed and planted at one foot 
winter in refrigerated storage are estab- intervals on May 6, 1965. The same pro- 

lished. The availability of such locally cedure was followed with plants having 
grown plants are limited in Wisconsin foliage attached during storage. Data 

due to lack of growers having such stor- was collected as to plant survival and 
age facilities. This study was conducted growth on May 26, June 15 and August 

to determine the feasibility of a shallow 10. Results are tabulated in Figure 1. 

pit as an inexpensive method to satisfy Findings 

the winter Lares requirements of 1. The use of shallow pits for winter 

strawberry ail ed storage of strawberry plants appears 

: sg rere . feasible. Further refinements in tech- 
Five varieties of strawberries, Spar- niques should be investigated. 

Kle, Jerseybelle, Vesper, Catskill and 2. Plants held in pit storage, planted 
Early Dawn, were grown at the Hancock and grown under the same conditions as 
Experiment arm. in. 1964. Plants of spring dug plants and those dug in fall 

each variety were dug, bundled in lots ang held in refrigerated storage had 
of 25 and placed in pits November 3. Fo- slightly poorer survival, but date of 

liage was removed from half the bun- runner formation and runner plant root- 
dies of each variety. , ing were equal. 

Three pits were _ No. 1, 1 _ 3. The difference in pit depth of 30 and 
deep; No. 2, 18 inches deep; and No. 3. 18 inches is not significant in determin- 
at the soil surface. The soil is a well- ing plant survival. Storage of plants in 
drained Plainfield loamy sand. Each the pit at the soil surface resulted in 
pit had 4-6 inches of straw at the bottom plants having poorer survival. 

on which were Placed the plant bundles. 4. Plants with tops removed had bet- 

Each pit contained 30 bundles of plants. ter survival and less mold damage 

Another 4-6 inches of straw covered 5. Plants should be removed from a 
the plants. All pits were then filled or + f 

covered with soil. Pit 3 had four inches pit shortly after frost leaves. the soil 
of soil over the straw. Half of each pit Figure 1. Plant survival following six 

contained plants with the leaves re- months of outdoor pit storage. 
moved. The other half contained plants Pit Variety Remarks May June Aug. 

having the majority of leaves still No 2% 15 10 

attached. 7 - . 
All plants were removed from the pits t ee Tose On a ie 18 

April 28, 1965, and placed in 32° F. 1 Jerseybelle Tops On 23 22 22 
storage. Plants from pit 1 appeared to 1 Jerseybelle Tops Off 24 24 24. 

be fully dormant, whereas plants from i vesper Pops On 25 2 2 
pits 2 and 3 showed slight root growth 1 Rene Tops On 3 2 OR 
from old roots and the crown. Plants 1 Catskill Tops Off 25 25 25 
with foliage showed evidence of mold 1 Early Dawn Tops On 23 22 22 
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Through summer droughts and winter snows... 

Scab spores live on and on 

— only to cause trouble in your orchard when the weather is warm 
and damp. Other materials, only a little less costly but definitely 
less effective than captan, have done well at scab control these past 
few droughty summers. But when the others fail — Stauffer Captan 
50-W goes on fighting! It gives you outstanding control of scab 
and, when used all season long over several years, it reduces scab 
to the role of a minimum problem. 

But that’s not all Captan 50-W does for you. Captan controls all 
the major summer diseases of apples — diseases of most other tree 
fruit, too. It helps promote tree vigor for greater yields, and 
captan-treated fruit looks better — increased fruit quality! If you 
keep apples in storage — captan-sprayed apples keep better. 

Don’t you think it would be smart to use a captan spray program 
all season long next year? Captan 50-W helps you where it counts 
the most — in your pocketbook. 

Stauffer Chemical Company, Agricultural 
Chemical Division, 380 Madison Avenue, 
New York, N.Y. 10017. 

READ THE LABEL, HEED THE LABEL AND A 
GROW WITH STAUFFER CHEMICALS 

—l1—



1 Early Dawn TopsOff 21 21 21 pared with the 1964 holdings of 51 per- 

2 Sparkle Tops On 24 24 24 cent. Stocks of honey held by producers 
: Sperale 4 Tops Off 25 25 25 in the nation on September 15 were 36 
2 petiole 7 on e 2 2 percent of production compared with 37 

2 Vesper TopsOn 21 20 20 percent last year. 
2 Vesper Tops Off 24 24 24 Se 

2 Catskill Tops Of 25 2424 Here and Th a 0} 
2 Early Dawn Tops On 23 23 23 ere an ere 
2 Early Dawn Tops Off 21 20 20 PLANS ARE WELL UNDER WAY 
3 sane Toe on al a a for the 59th annual meeting of the et 
3 Jerseybelle Tops On 20 17 16 igan State Horticulture Society sc ed- 

3 Jerseybelle TopsOff 12 12 12 uled December 7-9 at the Pantlind Hotel 
3 Vesper Tops On 24 24 24 and Civic Auditorium in Grand Rapids. 
3 Vesper Tops Off 21 20 20 a 
3 Catskill Tops On 17 17 #16 
3 rat qore a Hi y ae MICHIGAN’S FRUIT vegeas or is 

% Early Dawn Tops On expected to remain an integral part o 
3 Early Dawn Tops Off 20 20 20 ons state’s agricultural economy at least 

’ through 1980. 
State’s Honey Crop Michigan State University scientists 
Is Down Sharply say the fruit industry is in a more favor- 

able position than many competing states 
Wisconsin’s 1965 honey crop was less to maintain or increase its overall posi- 

than three-fourths of last year’s produc- tion in U. S. Fruit production. They cite 
tion and the smallest output for any year favorable climate, closeness to large 
since 1956, according to the Wisconsin centers of population, prosperous and 
Statistical Reporting Service. growing supporting industries, and cap- 

There were 184,000 colonies of bees in able management and labor resources 
Wisconsin this year with an average pro- as being the major reasons for the con- 

duction of 65 pounds of honey per col- tinued growth which is expected. 
ony. The nearly 12 million pounds of +e #8 
honey produced this year was only 73 A NEW BULLETIN entitled ‘Budding 
per cent of the 1964 production of nearly and Grafting Fruit Trees” is now avail- 
16% million pounds last year. The able. This is an up-to-date publication 
state’s record production was nearly with pictures illustrating the latest tech- 

20 million pounds in 1963. nigues, including budding, grafting, top 
Wisconsin ranked fifth in the nation working, bridge grafting and others. 

in honey production this year while it The publication can be obtained from 
was fourth in 1964. Bulletin Office, Agricultural Hall, Michi- 

Substantial increases over last year gan State University, East Lansing, 

in honey production are reported for Michigan. It is Extension Bulletin No 
many states, but these gains were more 508, ‘“Budding and Grafting Fruit Trees.” 
than offset by decreases in other states. “_* * & 
The nation’s honey output this year of DIANE HARTLEY, of Soldiers Grove 
nearly 283 million pounds was 1 percent a sixteen year old, charming young lady 

below last year’s output. served as the Apple Queen of the Gays 
Wisconsin beekeepers had only about Mills Apple Festival. She is an excellent 

4% million pounds of honey for sale at little apple promoter. Her father works 
mid-September compared with nearly part time for Sunrise Orchards, Gays 
812 million pounds a year earlier. These Mills. 

stocks of honey in hands of producers “a & 
were 39 percent of the 1965 crop com- THE STAGE OF MATURITY of ar 
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apple at the time it is placed in storage use and preservation becomes a major 
is a major factor in determining the consideration in future programs otf 
length of time it will keep and still be land use planning.” 
marketable, or edible. “The only interest we have in our na- 

According to Eldon Banta, Ohio State tural resources is in terms of what they 
University Extension horticulturist, fruit have to offer people,” Duncan added, 

growers should know the relative matur- “and more adequate planning of the use 

ity of different lots of apples in their and preservation of these resources is 
storage facilities at all times. Apples badly needed if we are to provide for 
picked at optimum harvest maturity for the needs of future generations.” 

the variety will keep the longest. Those ————- 

picked later, when more ripe, have the 
shortest storage life. This also applies COMMON HOUSEHOLD PRODUCTS 
to other fruits. 

ge @ « SOURCE OF CHEMICAL POISONING 

“CONSUMERS ALL” is the title of the Chemical poisoning is not just a prob- 
1965 Yearbook of Agriculture. It con- lem for farm people, even though most 

tains thousands of how-to-do-it facts on farm people handle chemicals for weed 
every day living. Some of the subjects and pest control regularly, according to 
covered are buying and using food, Bill Peterson, chairman of the South Da- 

household furnishings, managing money, kota Farm Safety Council. 
caring for yards, using leisure time and Peterson reported that twice as many 
staying healthy. You can get a free deaths occur from overdoses of aspirin. 
copy of this agricultural yearbook by In fact, common household products ac- 

writing your representative or senator count for 60 per cent of all poisoning 
in Washington. cases. 

There are about 15,000 chemical pois- 

TT ons in everyday use around homes. Many 

of them do not carry a warning label. 

Land Uses Most of the deaths involve children un- 

A lake can be many things. To the der the age of five and the majority are 

fisherman it’s a place for hours of quiet caused by careless adults who leave 
relaxation. But to the boating enthusi- various kinds of poison materials in 
ast, a lake is a place for anything but cups, glasses, or pop bottles. Children 
quiet, undisturbed fun. find these containers and mistake the 

A forest, too, can be either a source contents for something to drink. 
of timber, a place for recreation or a Pesticides—including fumigants, insec- 
wildlife habitat. And while an industrial ticides, herbicides, and rodenticides — 
representative may see a river as a kill about one person per million popu- 
perfect place for waste disposal, a mu- lation in the U. S. each year. Half of 

nicipal leader downstream may see it these deaths involve children and are 
as his city’s only source of water. associated with pesticides older than 

The point is, according to Donald Dun- DDT. 
can, assistant director of the University Fifteen per cent of pesticide poisoning 
of Minnesota School of Forestry, that involve the organic phosphate chemicals 
numerous conflicts of interest can and such as those used in corn rootworm 
do occur over the use of our natural control. 
resources. Peterson says there is practically no 

“These conflicts of interest over the hazard where chemicals are used AC- 
use of our natural resources will con- CORDING TO DIRECTIONS PROVID- 

tinue,” he said, “unless natural resource ED BY THE MANUFACTURER. 
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SOME BIRDS—LIKE SOME gaining strength before cold weather 
HUMANS—JUST BORN LAZY comes. 

After the work of buildi home and In contrast to the ducks, Canada geese 
feeding a nectfal of id young binds form closely knit families. When the 

most parent birds spend the remainder young are able to fly entire family 
of the summer resting and traveling groups join to make large flocks. The 
about with other birds, says Robert families stay together throughout the 

Ellarson, University of Wisconsin wild- migration. 
life specialist. _ 
Wisconsin blue-jays, cardinals and GROWERS HONORED 

sparrows, and other year-round resi- . says . 
dents, just stay in the nesting area and Roy Dingle, William J. Louis and 
loaf. The blue-jay and cardinal find a George W. Premo, prominent orchard- 
comfortable sheltered area; the sparrow ists of the Richiand Center area were 
a small nook in the barn roof. honored by the “tichland Center High 

Robins leave their nesting territories School Vocational Agriculture Dept. for 
and concentrate around feeding areas, materially contributing to the agricul- 

says Ellarson. At night they find a ture of the area. 
comfortable perch out of reach of bird- ays 
snatching cats. The autumn issue of “Wis. Tales and 

Members of the blackbird family — Trails” devotes six full pages to apples 
which includes grackles and redwings— under the title, “The Season for Apples 
leave their nesting areas after the young Is Autumn.” even apple varieties are 
are fledged. Mornings and evenings they shown in color The Jacob Kuhl cider 
gather in feeding areas—usually corn operation at News.~g, Ozaukee Co., gets 

fields — before retiring to a common a nice write up. If you haven't seen this 
roosting area. be sure to get a copy. It is published 

Swallows and martins also group into at 1722 Baker Ave., Madison, Wis. 

flocks. Usually you’ll see them around “ss . 
a watering area. In late summer and Uncle Josh up before the judge for 
early fall you can see enormous flocks moonshining. » . 
on the southern and eastern shores of __What’s your full name?” the judge 
Lake Winnebago. inquired. 7 

Ellarson notes that not all Wisconsin “Joshua Hiram, Your Honor,” re- 
songbirds nest in spring and early sum- plied the old man. . “ 
mer. The goldfinch and cedar waxwing So,” remarked the judge, “are you 
may nest into the second week in Sep- the Joshua who made the sun stand 

tember. This doesn’t leave much time still?” 
for the young to mature before cold ‘No, no, your Honor,” the old fellow 
weather sets in. explained. “Tm the Joshua who made 

Among the ducks the responsibility of the moonshine still.” 
rearing and instructing the young falls TTT 

upon the females. The drakes leave MEETINGS SEEDS 
their mates in the spring as soon as the 
eggs are laid. Large flocks of male Early New Englanders had a name 
ducks fly to lakes of their choice and for the three herbs: Fennel, dill, and 
molt, while the female raises the young. caraway. They called them meeting 
Summer flocks of male teal are es- seeds because they carried bunches to 

pecially noticeable. church on Sunday to nibble on through: 
Teal migrate south in September and the long service. The herbs are said 

early October—earlier than other ducks. to keep people awake, and to ward of! 
They flock in water and food areas, hiccups. 
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19th Annual TUESDAY, DECEMBER 14 

Wisconsin - Minnesota Fruit CHAIRMAN—Mr. Vic Liedel, La Cres- 
° cent, Minnesota. 

Growers Meeting 9:00 A. M.—PROBLEMS—FINDINGS— 
RECOMMENDATIONS. 

HOTEL adie ren rae CLAIRE, Professor C. F. Koval, Extension En- 

tomologist, University of Wisconsin—- 
December 13 & 14, 1965 “Insect Control Changes” 

Professor E. K. Wade, Extension 
REGISTRATION — TO 10:00 A. M. Plant Pathologist, University of Wis- 
CHAIRMAN—Professor Neil Miles, De- consin— 
partment of Horticulture, University “Do You Know Fire Blight?” 
of Minnesota. Professor G. C. Klingbeil, Extension 

10:00 A. M.—ANNOUNCEMENTS. Horticulturist, University of Wis- 
10:15 A. M.—“TISSUE ANALYSIS — A consin— 
TOOL FOR BETTER PRODUCTION” “Tree Fruit Winter Damage” 
From research — Professor Emil An- “Production Trends” 

derson, Department of Horticulture, Professor Neil Miles, Extension Hor- 
University of Minnesota. ticulturist, University of Minnesota— 

From production—Mr. Gordon Yates, “Comments on B-995” 
Fruit Acres Orchard, La Crescent, QUESTIONS. 

Minnesota. 10:30 A. M.—“LONG-TERM STORAGE 
11:00 A. M.— “RESEARCH RESULTS FACILITIES” 

IN PROCESSING.” Mr. Lee Case, Tectrol Division, Whirl- 
Professor Joachim VonElbe, Dairy and pool Corporation, St. Joseph, Mich. 
Food Industries, University of Wis- ———__ ——_ 

consin. A House Labor Subcommittee voted 
QUESTIONS. recently to give federal minimum wage 

12:00, NOON — LUNCH. coverage to an estimated 700,000 farm 
CHAIRMAN — Mr. Willard Hamm, workers. Coverage would begin in mid- 
County Agent, Eau Claire, Wisconsin. 1966. 

1:30 P. M—‘‘MODERN MOUSE CON- Affected would be migrant workers 
TROL” plus others whose employers hire the 
Professor C. F. Koval, Department of equivalent of 5 or more full time em- 
Entomology, University of Wisconsin. ployees. 

2:00 P. M.—‘‘THE APPLE MARKET — Farmers who do not use migrant labor 
TODAY AND THE FUTURE” or who hire less than 5 full time em- 
Mr. M. L. Schwier, Division of Mar- ployees would not be covered by the 

keting, Wisconsin Department of bill. 

Agriculture. The subcommittee’s decision to in- 
2:30 P. M.—“PRODUCTION AND MAR- clude farm workers in the minimum 
KETING HORTICULTURAL CROPS wage act program may be reversed la- 
IN BAYFIELD COUNTY” ter as the bill—which includes many 
Professor Eugene Anderson, Horticul- other features—moves through the con- 

tural Agent, Bayfield County. gressional process. 
3:30 P. M.—“‘PLANT INDUSTRY DIV- ee 
[SION SERVICES TO THE FRUIT Ray Polzin, Douglas county agent, 

{NDUSTRY” writes about a pothole blasting demon- 
Mr. A. R. Kurtz, Chief, Wisconsin stration he saw recently. The Conserva- 
Plant Industry Division. tion Department has held several of 

QUESTIONS. : these demonstrations throughout the 
6:30 P. M.—BANQUET. state. Polzin says ammonium nitrate 
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fertilizer and fuel oil are used as the family. 
blasting agent. He says they saw wild- — She is largely responsible for bal- 

life potholes 25 feet across and 6 feet ancing the amount and type of literature 

deep blasted with $8 worth of material. that comes into the farm home. 

———_ — She more often than not has a set 

. é of idealistic goals for herself and family. 

Revolution On in — The farm wife many times deter- 

Farm Woman’s World mines the role the family plays in com- 

munity activities. 

“A revolution is taking place in the — She helps to decide what ratio of 

farm woman’s world. Much more is ex- capital will be used for farm produc- 

pected of the farm wife now, by her tion and for family living. 
own standards as well as those stand- — Most important of all, the farm 

ards expected of her by the general wife has much to do with the crucial 

public.” decision of whether the family will re- 

These points were made by Mrs. Law- main in farming or seek other employ- 
rence Everett, a farm wife of New Shar- ment. 

on, Iowa, who was one of the principal —— The farm wife usually has the final 

speakers at the third annual meeting of say in whether or not she will hold an 

FS Services, Inc. off-the-farm-job. The trend is strongiy 

Mrs. Everett pointed out some of the in the direction of urban employment of 

decisions that the modern farm wife farm women. 

helps to make: . . : 

— The farm wife plays a vital role (Reprint from ‘Cooperative Digest” 

in influencing her own son’s decision December, 1964) 
whether or not to consider agriculture . —,..— 

as a vocation. She is concerned because Five persons die daily in tractor ac- 

too few of the most talented and intelli- cidents. 

gent farm boys are choosing to return And, strangely enough, most tractor 
to the farm. She feels that farm families accidents where tractors tip over occur 

are lax in conveying to their children on level land. Working on hillsides and 
the values inherent in farming. in ditches requires a great deal of cau- 

— The farm wife helps to determine tion but operators apparently get more 

the policy of the volunteer farm organi- careless on level land. 

zation to which the family belongs. More Over 1,500 Americans are killed each 

and more, the farm wife is serving on year in tractor accidents. Two-thirds of 

various boards of directors closely link- the mishaps happened when a tractor 

ed with agriculture. tipped over. Over half the victims are 

— The homemaker usually sets the under 20 years of age and many are 

health and nutrition standards for the under four years old. 

i Y 

° 
— We Will SEE YOU at Appleton 

on Dec. 2nd & 3rd —
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HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY, First President 

APPLE INSTITUTE MERGE 
A venerable organization in Wisconsin 

agricultural fields and a comparative 

newcomer by age standards have 

merged. They are the 100-year-old Wis- 

consin Horticultural Society and the oe 

22-year-old Wisconsin Apple Institute. - 

They new agency will be known as the : 

Wisconsin Apple and Horticulture Coun- 

cil, Inc. 

The merger was approved by mem- 

bers of both groups at a joint meeting 

held earlier this month in Appleton. As- 

sistance in working out details of the 

wedding of the two organizations was 
provided by Arthur Kurtz, chief of the 
Plant Industry Division of the Wiscon- 
sin Department of Agriculture, and Mar- 
lon Schwier, marketing specialist with 
the department. oe 
The merger of the two associations a 

was inevitable, in the opinion of mem- LS 
bers of both organizations. For many [| 
years much of the activity of the Society og 
and Institute has been directed by apple — 
growers. In-many instances, individuals Thomas W. Connell, Vice President and 

served both as officers. The two groups Production Manager at Connell’s Sun- 

have also met jointly for a number of ridge Orchards, Menomonie, Wis., is 

years. the First President of the new -Wiscon- 

The “Hort Society” as it was affec- sin Apple and Horticultural Council. 

tionately known throughout the state, Se - 

was organized in Janesville in 1865. It A price ceiling hearing in Washington, 
was the outgrowth of the Wisconsin Fruit D. C., in 1943 played an important part 
Growers association which flourished in the organization of the Apple In- 

from 1853-1859. The painful years of the stitute. Arno Meyer, of Waldo, then 
Civil War had called a halt to just about president of the Wisconsin Horticultural 

all meetings of agriculturists and the Society, was invited to attend as a rep- 
Fruit Growers group was no exception. resentative of the state’s apple grow- 
When meetings were resumed in 1859, a ers. The role played at the hearing by 
committee was named to devise meas- the National Apple Institute brought 
ures of reorganization and the Horticul- Meyer back home with the inspiration 
tural Society was launched upon a suc- to develop a similar organization in Wis- 
cessful career. (Continued on page 2)



PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE Hort. Sociey, Apple Institute Me ‘ge 

Once again the holiday season has (Continued from page 1) 
ended, the Christmas tree has been laid consin. Three months later, in Nov:m 

to rest and a weary Santa has returned ber of 1943, nine men met at Green Jiay 

to the North Pole! Our New Year has to officially launch the Wisconsin Ay ple 

started and now is the time to plan and Institute. Today the Institute plays an 

prepare for our forthcoming crops. We important role in the state in the Con 

cannot change the events of 1965, but stant improvement and promotion of 
we most certainly can do something app'es—from orchard to consumer. — 

about 1966! ig er of the new cao 

5 4 were elec |. ey are Don Van 2-0n, 

ug tt eee, seg tee aa Kimberly, and E. A. Erickson, Casco, 

“Mother Nature” is to us, our final and representing the northeast district; Le 

mest important problem’ is SELLING. | Rey Meyer, Oak Creek, and Walter 
Isn’t it strange that the promotion of our Clemens, Mequon, southeast; Arthur 

products always seems to come last, Bassett, Baraboo, and William Meyer, 

when actually this is the basis upon Gays Mills, southwest: and. Tom Con 
which we will have to determine whether nell, Menomonie, and Robert Saccia, 

or not 1966 will be a financial success? Galesville, northwest. 
If promotion of our products is left The directors then named Connell x 

on an individual basis, in most cases it president, LeRoy Meyer, as vice-presi- 

would result in a situation where nothing ‘Nt, and Clemens as a member af the 
is accomplished; this is why we have Executive committee. The latter group 

such an organization as The Wisconsin will consider the naming of an executive 
Apple and Horticultural Council (the re- secretary when it meets December 17 

cent merger of the Wisconsin Apple In- in Madison. 

stitute and the Wisconsin Horticultural , Tentflcccn Woe 

Society). This is YOUR state organiza- Homemakers Speak 
tion—you can make it effective with Homemakers were asked for positive 

your support or you can defeat its pur- and negative statements about apples. 
pose by ignoring it! By helping each The following table gives these results. 

other, we help ourselves. Statements from users of fresh apples 

Even on the local level there is much are — 
that YOU can do. Radio and television Positive 
stations and various city organizations Good for health _......-..-------. 98% 

are more than eager to have you speak, Good for snacks --....-.-.-----. 91% 

local banks appreciate displays, and Can be used many ways -.-..--. 86% 
your local Chamber of Commerce, in Reasonably priced when in season 69% 

your town can be contacted regarding Can buy ready to use/ 
a weekend sale of your products for a need no further ripening -..--. 67% 
worthy cause. How many of us promote Good laxative --..--------------. 43% 

the use of various films on our behalf Low in calories --..-------------- 58% 

to be shown in our local schools, or Negative 
schedule tours at our orchards for grade Often bruised or blemished -_... 18% 
school, high school and college groups? Number of Respondents -___-.--.. 2,41) 

As you may remember, the State of a 

Wisconsin was contributing substantially self” organization. I sincerely hope ‘hal 

to our organization, but in the last num- each and every one of you will sup 
ber of years their policy has changed your Council in all its programs not onl] 

and we are receiving less each year. this year but every year. Remen 

Today we are basically a “do-it-your- in unity there is strength. — Tom Cone



WISCONSIN HORTICULTURE 
Published monthly excepting July and December by the Wisconsin Apple . 

and. Horticultural Council, Madison, Wisconsin 

Subscription — $2.00 per year. 

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS Coming Events 

1 1 Jan. 5-6 — Pesticide Conference, Park Wis. Apple and Horticultural ites tea, Medloca, 
Council Jan. 14 — W. A. & H. Council Board 

Meeting. 
President Jan, 24-29—Midwinter Farm Program, 

Thomas W. Connell, Menominee College of Agriculture, Madison. 

Vice President APPLE MEETINGS 
LeRoy Meyer, Oak Creek Feb. 2 — Racine, Ext. Center (Ag) 

Directors Feb. 3 — Waukesha, Courthouse 

. Feb. 15 — Sheboygan Falls, Municipal 
E, A. Erickson, Casco Building. 

Don Van Elzon, Kimberly Feb. 16 — Gays Mills (P. M. only) 
Walter Clemens, Mequon 

Arthur Bassett, Baraboo STRAWBERRY MEETINGS 

Wm. Meyer, Gays Mills March 8 — Waukesha, V F W Hall 
Robert Saccia, Galesville March 9 — Green Bay, YMCA 
Arthur W. Kurtz, Madison March 10 — Alma Center, Church 
Warren Gabelman, Madison Above Meetings begin at 10:00 a. m. 

Box Exhibit a Success ei Cretan: “Cenetnee: 
3 an 

For a beginning that exhibit of apples : 

in bushel boxes at the Annual Conven- Vee ae eth ie cae th Bee 
tion in Appleton was a huge success, exhibit were given away as a special 
says Marlon Schwier, who had charge treat through the Hotel and the Apple- 

of this new undertaking. Thirty beven ton banks. Needless to say both the dis- 
entries about equally divided between tributors and recipients liked this ges- 
the three contest varieties, Red Delici- ture a great deal. A remark heard a 

Cus, Mcintost no ten tae the number of times: “We didn’t know that 
judging pane Sore: perger, apples as beautiful as these are grown 
Luckow and Ehlers busy for several in Wisconsin.” 
hours. When the final scores were add- . 
ed, Blue Ribbon Merit Awards were H d The 
placed as follows: ere ani re 
Red Delicious: Some of you have asked for the ad- 

1. Oakwood Fruit Farms, Richland dress of O. B. Combs. Here it is: 
Center. Wm. & John Louis. University of Ife, 

2. Oakwood Fruit Farms, Richland Ibadan, Nigeria, Africa. 
Ces-ter. - soe ok ® 

3. Emil Beyer, Malone. Prof. G. C. Klingbeil, our Extension 
@Mc'ntosh Horticulturist for apples and small fruits, 
§ 1. Herbert Hasslinger, Nashotah. is in South America. He will be there 
§ 2. Leroy Meyer, Oak Creek. till April. 
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This season, take advantage of the latest research findings 

and get the most effective early season pest control known! 

Four years of tests were conducted under both experi- 

mental and grower conditions to establish the effectiveness 

of Cyprex® in oil sprays. On the basis of all the results, 

Cyprex is the best fungicide to use either in combination 

with oil or following the oil application. This conclusion is 

based on effectiveness of scab and insect control, safety to 

foliage and superior fruit finish. Other fungicide—oil—insec- 

ticide combinations cause poor fruit finish or foliage injury, 

or do not provide adequate scab control. 

Based on these and other trials, Cyprex is recommended 

for use with 60 or 70-second superior oil (and an insecticide 

if needed) during the delayed dormant—pre-pink period. “1 , 

To tank—mix a combination of Cyprex, insecticide and oil: 4 ' 

4. Start and maintain continuous paddle agitation until e ze 

the mixture is sprayed out. EX 

2. Add Cyprex when the tank is % to ¥% full of water. Mix cyPR } 

thoroughly. W 

3. If insecticide is used, add as tank is filling. 65 clot 

4. Add oil when tank is nearly % full. hs eRUIT FUNG! 

After starting the season with a Cyprex-oil spray, stay with 

Cyprex all the way. Remember, Cyprex is the most out- a 

standing apple scab fungicide you can buy! Use it to eradi- 

cate established infection, and to prevent the spread of scab 

spores from visible lesions. 
Now is the time to place your order. See your dealer 

today! Before using any pesticide...stop and read the label. 

SERVES THE MAN WHO MAKES A BUSINESS OF AGRICULTURE



Looking Ahead in 1966 own capabilities, our own potentia’s, 
‘ our own limitations. 

Not change itself but rather the accel- 9. The fuel to generate our activity mu st 
erated rate at which change is taking be a proper balance of tolerance, co 1- 

place presents the real challenge to each viction and dedication, knowledge ard 
of us in our daily lives. Wherever we understanding. 
are, or in whatever we do, be it in our 10. To meet the challenges of the comirg 
family relationships, our community as- year, living and applying the “Golden 
sociation, or in our respective jobs, the Rule” must be the foundation for ail 
challenge is constantly before us. of our decisions and our actions. 

I have no magic potion or new theory For the accomplishments and achieve- 
or concept to propose on how we should ments of the past year we are deeply 
come to grips with the future. My pur- appreciative. We look forward to meet- 
pose is simply to share with you a few ing the challenge of 1966 with the same 
guiding principles, time worn though spirit and cooperation we have enjoyed 
they may be, which when applied to our during the past. — A. R. Kurtz 
respective activities can help us all, as — 

ae Shape our programs for an- Apple Show Winners 
: The big winner in this year’s Apple 

To meet the challenge of the New Year: Plate cast were the Walter Cleats 

1. Our organization must have built-in of Mequon. They walked off with three 
provisions for self criticism. We must firsts, three seconds, one third, the grand 

maintain an atmosphere in which un- championship ribbon and the Golden 
comfortable questions can bé asked. Apple Award on a beautiful plate of 

2. Our organization should encourage the Golden Delicious. Right behind them 
spark of individuality. As we come were the Emil Beyers of Malone with 
face to face with changing needs and three first and three seconds. 

changing goals, we must maintain an ‘. 
environment hospitable to such indiv- Metntosh at . on . ond 
idual action while recognizing at the Emil Beyer: ard, Mey Geena 
same time the need for working to- mil Beyer; 3rd, Meyer Or . 
gether as a unit. Cortland —_ 1st, Walter H. Clemens; 

3. Our organization’s internal structure 2nd, Nieman Orchards; 3rd, Barthel 
must be fluid so that we don’t find Fruit Farm. 
ourselves maintaining a_ structure Red Delicious—ist, Emil Beyer; 2nd, 
which was designed to solve problems W. H. Clemens; 3rd, Nieman Orchards. 
which no longer exist. Golden Delicious — ist, Walter H. 

4. We must adequately provide for both Clemens; 2nd, Emil Beyer; 3rd, Bar- 
internal and external communication thel Fruit Farm. 
if we are to perform effectively in our Jonathan — ist, Emil Beyer; 2nd, W. 
respective positions. H. Clemens; 3rd, Barthel Fruit Farm. 

3. We cannot allow ourselves to become N. W. Greening — 1st, W:-H. Clemens: 
prisoners of our own procedures. 2nd, Emil Beyer; 3rd, Meyer Orchards. 

6. We must develop a philosophy of in- Haralson & Prairie Spy — 1st, Emi! 
novation so that our interest is not in Beyer; 2nd, W. H. Clemens; 3rd, Bar- 
what has been, but rather where we thel Fruit Farm. 
are going and what we are to become. Spartan & Kendal — 1st, Barthel Frui: 

7. When vested interests grow and flour- Farm; 2nd, Walter Kugler; 3rd, S. C. 
ish we must find the means of control- Schwartz. 
ling and combatting them. Any Other Variety—ist, F. M. Gygox: 

8. We must learn to know ourselves, our 2nd, Emil Beyer; 3rd, Walter Clemens. 

—-6— :



i With this in mind you can deduce that 

Value of Leaf Analysis a reading of 1% in a high crop year 

Gordon Yates, La Crescent, Minn. would be just as normal at 2% in a 

To the grower, leaf analysis has proved low crop year. Phosphate swung over 

much more accurate thaa soil analysis 0.2% and 0.23% is normal; Nitrogen 

because it tells us just exactly what the swung over 0.5% and 2.33% is normal. 

tree is getting from its root zone rather The crop size must be noted at the time 

tran what is available in the top few of sampling to correctly interpret the 

inches of soil. We started !eaf analysis results, and I would suggest that inter- 

in 1961 and decided to run the tests on preters establish 2 sets of Chart Index 

the same trees for a number of years to cover for a heavy crop and a light 

to see if we could establish a set of val- crop. We intend to continue with our 

ues for our own area. As a result we fertilizing program until we can see 

are now in a position to start evaluating some significant change in our readings 

the results. resulting from fertilizer applications 

We had taken soil samples in 1953 and rather than from the size of the crop. 

again in 1956, before starting the leaf an- When this happens we shall be in a bet- 
alysis and to supplement these we again ter position to know just how much fer- 
took soil analysis in 1962. tilizer it is going to take to correct a de- 
When we started the leaf analysis pro- ficiency. At present it would seem that 

gram in 1961 we found that the trees our present application rate of over 100 

had almost an excess of phosphate, ade- pounds of actual potash per acre is do- 
quate nitrogen, and certainly adequate ing no more than holding its own. 
potash in alternate years. Obviously the I don’t believe that we should look to 

trees were picking up minerals in far leaf analysis to save us money. I doubt 
| different amounts than what were ap- if any grower here is spending more 
parently available from the soil analy- than $12.00 per acre or 5¢ per bushel 
sis. We weté also starting to show a on fertilizer. What we should look for 

pattern of how these nutrients were be- - is to see that none of this 5¢ is wasted 
ing utilized: * on something that we do not require. 
The reading of the high crop of 1962 We propose to cut out phosphate and 

and the very high crop reading of 1964 start working on some of the trace ele- 
showed actually a‘drop in the percentage ments to see if we can bring these up to 
of leaf potash. If you total up the amount a more normal reading. We are a little 
of potash applied in the preceding 3 low on iron and manganese, and al- 

years you will see that 276 pounds of though foliage applications of zinc en- 
actual potash per acre gave up a smaller abled us to correct a zine deficiency 
reading because of the larger crop. The quite easily, similar application of iron 
other 3 elements responded in the same and manganese showed no results. I 
tanner ‘showing that the size of the feel that we should try and establish 
crop has a greater influence on the leaf regular fertilizer applications which will 
readings of these 4 elements than the maintain our orchards at optimum levels 
amount of fertilizer applied. Over the 4 constantly, rather than waiting and try- 
years of testing this proved true in 38 ing to cure a deficiency after it appears. 
samples out of 40, sampling the same Leaf analysis is not a cure-all for our 
10 lots of trees 4 times. It will be seen problems, nor should it be thought of 
from the above that it is absolutely es- in this way, but rather as just. another 
sential that the leaf analysis must be in- tool to help us in becoming efficient 
terpreted with the size of the crop. growers of premium apples. 
These readings with potash swung as (Excerpts from Mr. Yate’s talk at 
Much as 1%, and 1.53%. is the normal Wis. Convention, Appleton, Dec. 3rd, 
ckart index figure 100. 1965.) 

—-7T—



1 7 in the fact that use of processed app.e 
Trends m Apple Consumption products has been going up. Today, a> 
(Excerpts from Presentation at Annual proximately 38% of the apple crop go's 

Convention Program — 1965) into various apple products. Basicall , 
Made by M. L. Schwier into canned apple sauce or apple slices, 

Wisconsin Department of Agriculture frozen apple slices or sauce, juice, cidcr 

Fresh Consumption Trends: and vinegar and some into dried form. 

The volume of fresh apples consumed The following table shows the maj:r 
per individual continues to dwindle processed apple products: 
downward. Only the fact that population Total Of Pro- 
has increased has kept fresh apple sales Crop cessed 
from reaching low levels. Fresh apple Canned apple sauce 
consumption only accounts for about 20 and apple slices -. 18% 51% 
percent of the fresh fruit eaten today per Frozen (slices 
individual whereas back in 1909 it ac- and apple slices) -. 2.9% 7% 
counted for about 50 per cent. Modern Dried wiccscccceccncan, SAD 7% 

transportation, refrigeration and better Others (mostly juice, 
methods of selling competing fruits have cider and vinegar). 12.8% 35% 
a the fruit-eating habits consider- Trends in Processed Apple 

The following table shows what has Consumption: Per Capita: 
happened to fresh apple consumption and The most significant gain in the use 
to other competing fruits — citrus and of apple processed products on .a per 

peaches. capita basis has been in the canned and 

Total Apples Citrus Peaches apple sauce products. This has moved 
Fruit (Fresh) from a level of 2.4 pounds per capita 

(Per Person) consumption in 1950 to a 3.67 pound level 

1909 .. 138.2 62.2Ibs. 16.2 14.9 a 1663; A slaniricanl Bait has also beer 
1914 _. 159.7 74.6 18.5 20.3 made in the apple juice field where in 
1934 _. 119.1 25.3 39.8 113 1950 the consumption level was at .56 
1963 _. 79.9 184 21.8 7.6 pounds per capita to 1.23 pounds in 1963. 

More and more sales efforts are being 
TRENDS IN FRESH APPLE CONSUMPTION exerted along these lines and the re 
a PER CAPITA sults are showing progress. The follow- 

ing Chart (B) shows the progress being 

TRENDS IN PROCESSED APPLE CONSUMPTION 
39| a PER CAPITA 

— = “Aople Souce 
3 ~ 32 — _ 

23) 2a) i - ~ — 

15 1.6} seaciaen 

1934 1938 1942 1946 1950 1954 1958 1962 Apple Juice 

— ae 
Fresh apple sales have been account- OL ea | ranan aes 

ing for between 61-62% of the entire ap- ofstees Spot ssl enccccrgesssdessuercanten Aaah. 
ple crop. 1950 1955, 1960 1963 

Processed Apple Trends: The overall consumption of fresh fruits 
With fresh consumption dwindling and vegetables has been gradually inch- 

there is an encouraging light, however, (Continued on page 12) 
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NEW all-around sprayer with real 
| ee 

| Spray Obili 
Do more jobs ... more economically with a new 

s Myers all-around farm sprayer. Choice of over 
|) 3) 2 20 models. Capacities from 2-10 GPM. Pressure 
P< i‘) 7 from 250-600 lbs. Featuring heavy duty frames, 

. Positive displacement pumps and Myers exclu- 
© 89 @ sive V-Bottom Fire-Cured Epoxy coated tanks. 
| #7 Built to withstand rugged field use and provide 
nic Jong service-free life. Write today for literature 

or see your local Myers dealer. 
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See lel! 
for al livestock soreving fobs for disinfecting and cleaning 

cee ay ee ee SOLD AND DISTRIBUTED BY 

Nia Wisconsin Orchard Supply Company 
| “BI” Aeppler Telephone 567-6635 
— 704 Concord Road — Oconomowoc, Wis. eee he eee et 
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i La Crosse, Wisconsin. In March of 190: 

Honored at Con vention 7 he married Lydia Dawson and in 190 

The Wis. State Horticultural Society moved to Bayfield, Wisconsin where he 
presented Honorary Recognition Awards pioneered the growing of strawberries 
to two of its members at the Annual and was responsible for developing the 
Convention Dinner on Dec. 2nd at Ap- area as a strawberry center. 
pleton. In his presentation of the awards, ad also in fl d 
Harold Rasmussen of Oshkosh gave a His interest was in ogni ae 

brief history of the horticulture accom- today the Hauser naire. ene 
pianons NIEMAN the farm is known today, is recognized 

Roland Nieman was one of the orig- fo one. of et bswited 
i 5 ‘arms in the nation. farm, loca 

nold, began expanding the small orchard showplace and attracts thousan vis: 
in 1922. Now it includes 120 acres and itors annually. ig 

is operated by Nieman and his son, Mr. Hauser was the recipient of num. 
Willard. erous honorary awards. The University 

Nieman has served as vice president of Wisconsin recognized his achieve- 
of the Ozaukee County Fruit Growers ments by giving him their Recognition 
Association and has been active in 4H Award. The Wisconsin Horticultural So- 
leadership. ciety bestowed their Distinguished Ser- 

WM. F. MEYER vice Award on him and just recently the 
Meyer purchased the Kickapoo Or- Minnesota Fruit" Growers Association 

chard Company at Gays Mills in 1964. presented him their Golden Apple Award. 
In 1965, he bought an additional 120 acres Mr. Hauser’s wife passed away in 1935 
and planted 2,000 semi-dwarf fruit trees. and since then he had made his home 

Since then, he has constructed a new with his son, Dawson, and his wife. In 
storage-grading building and has mod- addition to his son, he is survived by 5 

ernized his sales area. Meyer uses the grandchildren, 24 great grandchildren, 
latest equipment in his growing, packing 2 brothers and 3 sisters. 
and grading oj ions. mane ee opeTaLIOnS. umber of the TRENDS IN APPLE CONSUMPTION 
Wisconsin State Horticultural Society. (Continued from page 8) 
He is also a member of the Compact ing upwards. Today it stands at 183.7 
Tree Association, the American Pomo- pounds per person as compared to 179.0 
logical Society and the Minnesota Fruit pounds in 1963. It appears apples have 
Growers’ Association. Meyer has served not captured its share of this upward 

on the board of directors cf the Wiscon- trend. The competition to entice Mrs. 
sin Apple Institute. Consumer to buy your product plays 2 

——— very vital part in today’s marketing pro- 

Pioneer Horticulturist * TN ee ee me 
nation as well as in our own state can- 

Passes Away not afford to stand still in its merchand 
John Hauser, one of the state’s oldest ising efforis. The apple is a wholesome 

and most prominent horticulturists, nutritious product and something every 
passed away November 12. Mr. Hauser producer should feel proud to promote 

was 96 years old and until about a week Add to this the ever essential of packing 
before his death, when he fell and broke good quality in a proper or modern pack- 

a hip, was an active worker in the field age and fresh apples should more thar 
he loved—flowers and fruit. hold their own in going home in Mrs 

Mr. Hauser was born July 30, 1869 in Consumer’s market basket. 
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KING IN THE ORCHARD ! e 

Priced from 

$379.50 and up fy BUSH@ HOG 
ORCHARD SPECIAL 

i fe 7- Foot Rotary Cutter 
| GIVES YOU UNMATCHED 
; PERFORMANCE 

ee Saves Time and Money 

\ : You can't beat the BUSH-HOG 
Orchard Special for fast orchard 

a clean-up. 

BUSH-HOG mulches prunings where they fall to save you the time und 
cost of bucking them into rows. BUSH-HOG is offset to work under 
low-hanging limbs, and it maintains orchard cover crops, chews up 
toughest brush with the greatest of ease. 

DOES EVERY CUTTING JOB — BUSH-HOG Orchard Special easily 
converts to pull-type all-purpose cutter. It does sveryitieg. Mows hay. 
Clears land. Clips pastures. Cuts, shreds and mulches stalks. 

EXCLUSIVE FEATURES CUT REPAIR COSTS — Arc-welded, wrap- 
around steel frame with "X" bracing gives you lifetime durability. 
Patented blade holder glides over obstructions, roughest terrain. Free- 
swinging spring steel blades shatter 4" saplings, 

‘ 7 Insist on the original 

Write Dept. 00-00 for FREE Ti BUSH-HOG that outworks 
color-illustrated folder today! outlasts, outsaves all others! 

WE HAVE THESE UNITS IN STOCK AT OCONOMOWOC 
le e 

Wisconsin Orchard Supply Company 
“Bill” Aeppler 

%4 CONCORD ROAD — OCONOMOWOC, WIS. — TELEPHONE 567-6635 

“EVERYTHING FOR THE ORCHARDIST” 

ome 19 ees



7 Per Cent Investment Credit If you bought a bearing orchard in 
(N. Y. Hort. Newsletter) 1964, you can file a refund for the amot nt 

The Internal Revenue Service has of the investment on the value of tie 

ruled that orchards are depreciable trees. If you bought a non-bearing ‘r- 
property and so are subject to the 7 chard, place a value on the trees, aid 
per cent investment credit. This is on add the annual costs until the orcha‘d 

orchards and vines bought since January Comes into bearing. This probably will 
1, 1964 and on orchards grown by the Tequire some estimates by you on costs; 
owner when he places them in service. deduct the cost of the non-bearing blo.-k 

6549 Rev. Rul. 65-104, I. R. B. 1965-16 from your operating expenses, and aild 
7. 1954 code secs. 38 and 48. , them to the value of the orchard. 

The report says: If you have capitalized the value of 

“Advice has been requested whether the new orchards you are growing, you | 
citrus trees purchased under the cir- can claim the investment credit when 

cumstances described below will quali- they come into bearing. 
fy for the investment credit allowed by Some growers have never claimed de- 
section 38 under the internal revenue preciation on orchards, and have put ali 
code for 1954. costs of growing new orchards in oper- 

“In 1964 Mr. Smith, a citrus grower, ating expenses. This has been fair with 
purchased two groves of citrus trees. At Uncle Sam, but it is not the way the 
the time of purchase the trees in one Revenue Service wants it done. Also, 
citrus grove were income producing since this new tax ruling on investment 
trees, which had a remaining income credit on orchards, the above method is 
producing life of 10 years, and the trees more costly to you. You should capital- 
in the other grove were saplings, which ize the value of new orchards and take 
could not be expected to reach income depreciation on bearing orchards. 
producing stage until 1967, at which time 
they would have an expected income 
producing life in excess of 20 years.” e @ 

This means Mr. Smith can claim the 7 SAVE 
per cent investment credit on the bear- 
ing orchard in 1964 and on the non-bear- FREIGHT COSTS 
ing grove in 1967, when it comes into ON 
bearing. The trees that are producing “i 
are “used” property, and the non-bear- American Quart Baskets 
a ge Poe ating dealt American Pint Baskets 
specificially with citrus trees, but the Bushel Field Crates 
same reasoning should apply to apple, BY... 
cherry, pear, peach, plum and prune . 
trees and grape vines. Ordering Now for 

The ruling does not dis is situa- * tion, fae be oe ee Pre-Season Delivery 
swer: You have a qualified investment WRITE FOR DETAILS 
in ‘“‘New” property and should qualif ° : 
for the credit in the year the aan Don’t Miss This Deal 
comes into bearing. The basis for the ? 
credit ‘would be the same as the basis It’s $ $ $ to You 
for depreciation—the cost of planting 
the trees plus all your capitalized ex- EBNER BOX FACTORY 
penses in caring for them until they CAMERON, WISCONSIN 54822 
come into bearing. eo et 

a



APHIDS, 

SCALES, 

Aone-shot application inoil that many growers found 
that gives complete control they could delay their first 
of your most troublesonie mite spray—saving materi- 
early-season apple insect al and application costs. 

pests: over-wintering mites, Get your crop off to a 
apple aphids, rosy aphids, clean start with ethion-oil 
and San Jose Scale. Intro- ... also approved for con- 
duced to wide commercial trol of scales on peaches, 
use last season, this out- plums, pears, and cherries. 
standing pesticide combina- 
tion provided such complete > 
control of early red mite 

GEO. C. MATHES LONN L. KING 
211a East Main St. 2301 Steange Street 

CHILTON, WISCONSIN STEVENS POINT, WISCONSIN 
Phone: (414) 849-4726 Phone: (715) 344-1966 
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Plant Industry Services to make a regular assessment of ins ct 
. damage and population potential. 

The Fruit Industry This information, published in a we:k- 

By A. R. Kurtz ly bulletin, is utilized by growers ead 

The Plant Industry Division of the pesticide suppliers as a guide for 2f- 

Wisconsin Department of Agriculture fective pest control. 

has a great variety of services involving 2. New pests—Not all harmful pests in 

inspection, certification, enforcement of the U. S. have become established in 

state laws, plant pest detection, labor- Wisconsin. The Japanese beetle is 

atory determination, and informal res- one example. Special surveys in co- 

ponsibilities. A large number of these operation with the USDA provide a 
services have a close relationship to the detection service to the state’s total 

fruit industry of the state. agricultural industry. Through early 
Inspections detection, control or eradication pro- 

1. Nursery stock—More than 1500 estab- grams can be initiated before popula- 

lishments including grower and deal- tions build up to economic propor- 

er locations are inspected ee tions. 

by Plant Industry staff. A great de: 3. Port inspection—Opening of the St 

of the fruit planting stock in the state Lawrence Seaway provided yet an- 
originates outside of Wisconsin. In other channel for serious foreign pests 
these instances, the inspection of the to find their way directly to the mid- 
other states is accepted on a recipro- dlewest. Over 600 foreign vessels 
cal basis. . came into Wisconsin lake ports in 

2. Foreign imports—Some planting stock 1965. These vessels and their cargo 
imported by growers from foreign are checked systematically by the De 
countries is subject to a two-year post- partment’s Port Entomologist cooper 
entry inspection requirement. The ating with inspection staff of the Plant 
Plant Industry Division is authorized Quarantine Division of the USDA. 
to make these inspections. ; Pesticides 

FT at mnieal te High yields of excellent quality frui 
growers have pl ma 

send to foreign lands. Each country depend on a number of factors, not the 
has separate requirements usually in- least being control of insects and disease. 

volving a phytosanitary or health cer- Wisconsin fruit growers have an out 

tificate. Issuance of such certificates is standing record for the safe and success 
another of the Department’s services. ful use of pesticides. Under the Wisco 

4, Intrastate movement—Just one ex- sin Economic Poison Law, over 57) 
ample to illustrate this service. A different brands of pesticides were reg, 

fruit grower wants to ship apples to a istered by the Department in 1965. 
state like California which has very The Department, through its labore 
rigid controls. The fruit may be ac- tory facilities, checks foods offered i. 
cepted in California if it comes out sale in Wisconsin for the presence 0 
of cold or controlled atmosphere stor- pesticide residues beyond acceptable tol 

age meeting California requirements. erances which have been established. 

Certification by the Plant Industry Bee Disease Control 
Division is a requirement for accep- The beekeeping industry and the frui 

tance in the receiving state. industry have much in common. 

Pest Detection & Reporting other of the Plant Industry services i 

1. Economic Insect Survey—During the volves bee disease control. More th 

growing season, survey entomologists 30,000 colonies of bees were checked i 

of the Department, utilizing the in- 1965, specifically for American F 

formation from cooperating reporters, brood, one of the most destructive 

— 16—



diseases. Wisconsin’s annual honey crop and 27 feet long, showed a high degree 

aporoximates $3 million and it is es- of maneuverability, Markwardt said. 

timated that the pollenating value of the “We drove it like a hot rod in the or- 

hcuey bee is 50 times the value of the chard from one tree to another.” 

honey. The machine, now in its fourth year 

Laboratory Services of development, consists of a tree shak- 
One of the functions of the Plant In- ing device and catching units which can 

dustry Laboratory is to provide diagnos- be fitted around the tree. One of the 
tic service. Effective pest control meas- main features of the new catching frame 
ures depend upon knowledge and proper is that it has a low profile so that it can 
identification of the problem. This lab- slip under the tree easily, thus minimiz- 

oratory service is one which is extended ing pruning or changing the shape of the 
to fruit growers and other segments of tree. 

the plant industry. The evaluation of the quality of apples 
In Conclusion: picked by the machine is now under way. 

The Marketing Division of the Depart- Apple sauce and slices processed from 
ment also provides services to the fruit machine-picked apples in previous tests 
industry. These activities involve mar- has met high standards. 
ket development and promotion. The “During the test run, we found a few 

Marketing and Plant Industry Divisions ‘bugs’ to take out and some holes to 
have teamed together to work with the patch up, but we see no major prob- 
fruit industry in the establismment of lems ahead,” he reported. 
the Wisconsin Apple and Horticultural Although designed primarily to meet 

Council. the picking needs of apples for process- 
TTT ing, the machine will be used next year 

Harvester for Apples to harvest cling peaches, which are now 
A field trial the hanical 1 coming into production in New York 

: al of mechanica’ apple State for commercial processing, Mark- 
harvester, developed by Cornell Univer- wardt said 
sity, Ithaca, N. Y., was a smacking suc- 7 i = 
cess this fall, report Cornell agricultural =Masterm Erult: (Grower lst 
engineers. ’ 
Many growers, apple processors, and PESTICIDE TOLERANCES 

representatives of several farm machine A study of pesticide tolerences is now 

shops showed up almost daily at the underway by the U. S. Department of 
scene of the field test, expressing their Agriculture, Interior and Health, Edu- 
interest in the performance of the ma- cation and Welfare. 
chine, mainly because of the critical The new approach on tolerances would 
labor problem. They are concerned about be based on the total food intake of hu- 
the inadequate labor supply as well as mans. It would determine the level of 
the performance of the labor in harvest- pesticide residues in people, fish and 
ing, said Markwardt. wildlife, food and feed, and soil and 

“We have never seen such enthusiasm water. 
before on the part of the growers and It would be concerned with the total 
Processors in particular,” he said. amount of pesticide residues contained 

‘The latest model, which was virtually in foods making up the average ‘“‘market 
Tedesigned and built anew, went into basket” rather than the present method 
action three weeks until recently at Cor- of setting tolarences on each product. 
nel’s Cohn Farm at Sodus, N. Y. This approach makes good sense. Out 
‘ne of the most encouraging features of it should come much more accurate 

of the machine during the test run was and realistic stafety standards in the use 
thait the catching frame, 15 feet wide of pesticide chemicals. 
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inti i mended for planting for New York, lis - Description and Evaluation ee or ripening .. x sea 

aeti McIntosh, Cortland, Wayne, Sp: , 
of App le Varieties Twenty Ounce, Delicious, Monroe, R. . 

By ROGER D. WAY Greening, Golden Delicious, Idared, ar 1 

. ii Rome Beauty. Other varieties som: - 

Oe Woe Sek times suggested are Lodi, Wellingto:, 
, Early McIntosh, Milton, Jonathan, M. - 

(Continued from Last Month) coun, and Northern Spy. Every one «{ 
these varieties has its faults, but thes» 

In New York most of our crop is har- have the fewest faults and the greate:t 
vested in the season, McIntosh and later. production potential. 
At the Experiment Station a great many In the spring of 1963 a group of Hui- 
inquiries are received about early ripen- son Valley growers met with sever: 
ing varieties but the total acreage of pomologists, to determine, in part whit 

early varieties is small. Some growers varieties to plant for harvesting in 1970. 
have special markets for early varieties The decisions of this conference have 
and are able to make more money on already been published in the New York 
them than later varieties. In spite of the State Hort. Soc. News Letter, May 1963. 
sometimes price advantage of early va- They decided that varieties should be 
rieties, they nearly always have certain planted in these proportions: Early va- 

distadvantages. Early varieties ripen rieties 5%; McIntosh 30%; Cortland or 
unevenly, require several pickings, and Spartan 5%; Delicious 25%; Golden De- 
their storage life is often only one day licious 10%; Idared 10%: Red Rome 
or less. In a recent article in a fruit 10%; and 5% for one of the following: 
magazine, a writer states that the ap- Jonathan, Stayman, Macoun, Spy, or 
ple industry might benefit from much Spigold. This illustrates the narrowness 
expanded plantings of early varieties. of our selection of varieties. A group of 
In this way, real volume marketing of growers from Western New York would 
apples could begin at the beginning of compose a slightly different list, prob- 
September instead of October and the ably including R. I. Greening or Twenty 
quantity of apples sold could be greatly Ounce, but it would also be a short list 
expanded. of varieties. 

In the present situation, however, the Certain factors are important in 
major portion of our crop is harvested choosing the variety of apple to grow. 
between mid-September and early No- Market demand is important: McIntosh 
vember, allowing about 2 months for or Delicious are in much greater demand 
harvest. Varieties should be planted in than Cox Orange. High yields affect the 
quantities no greater that that which decision, e. g., Cortland yields are great- 
can be harvested in a 10-day or 2-week er than Esopus Spitzenburg. Adequate 
period. This is especially true of va- pollination must be considered, e. g., the 
rieties ripening during the warm weath- pollen of R. I. Greening and Spigold is 
er of McIntosh harvest season. Delayed not. viable. Susceptiblity to pests may 
harvest in this warm period is often affect variety selection, e. g., McIntosh 
more damaging to fruit condition than is very susceptible to scab and Monrce 
extended harvest period in late October to mildew. Storage qualities and a dozen 
when ‘heat units accumulate more slow- other factors will affect decision on v:- 
ly. The extensiveness of plantings of rieties. More important than any may 
late ripening varieties can be more flex- be a grower’s own reasons and perso’- 

ible. al preferences for varieties. 

Varieties which have been recom- (To Be Continued) 
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ORTHOCIDE: CONTROLS SCAB — 
IMPROVES TREE VIGOR 

OrtHocIDE stops scab cold in any 
weather ... on all varieties. Use it in a 
7 to 10 day schedule. It penetrates into 
the surface and provides a “kick-back” 
against scab infection. . 

And it’s gentle. ORTHOCIDE isn’t likely 
to cause russeting. Even in muggy weather. 
Even on green and yellow varieties. So you 
can use it all season. From green-tip right 
on through harvest. 

If used regularly, it sparks tree vigor — 
promotes full, deep green foliage and better 
finished fruit. OxTHOCIDE—“Helping the 
World Grow Better.” 

ORTHO) CHEMICAL COMPANY, 
ORTHO DIVISION 
Part of the Great Group of Chevron Companies 

Fungicide
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Two New Fruits Here and There 

Two new fruits have been developed WE'RE ALL WET: Wailer use a the 
by University of Minnesota horticultur- United States is growing at a of 
ists and will be available for planting  °9:000 gallons every minute, and is to 

: jump from a daily rate of 359 billion 
next spring. * ais 

: gallons in 1965 to 453 billion gallons 
They are a hybrid cherry plum called = Gaiy in 1975. About 10 per cent of this 

Deep Purple and a red raspberry named goes into homes, nearly half goes ‘or 
Itasca. irrigation, and the other 40 per cent for 

Deep Purple received its name from industry. 
the dark purple color of both the flesh sk ek # 

and the medium thick, tender skin The report of the Ohio fruit tree sur- 
which at times appears almost black. vey, completed last spring, is now at 

The fruits are large for cherry plums, the printers and will soon be available 
averaging 1% to 1% inches in cross for distribution. The survey reveals an 
section. They ripen about mid-August increase in acreage of apple orchards 
and may remain mature on the tree in in Ohio of 304 acres since 1959 and an 
good condition for up to two weeks. increase of 85,890 in the number of 

The fruit is best used for jams, jellies, trees. The number of commercial or- | 
or syrups. It does not have much appeal chards have declined during the past 
as fresh fruit. five years but the size of the remaining 
Deep purple has been very precocious, orchards have increased as operations 

the horticulturists report, often fruiting have been combined or expanded. 
the year after planting. It requires $*# es 
cross-pollination for satisfactory fruiting. “Suddenly the age of agricultural sur- 
The plant performs best when grown as plus is gone.” So goes the story in a 
a wide-spreading bush but can be trained large Chicago newspaper. Other news- 
to produce a small tree. papers have had similar stories. They 

Itasca red raspberry is being intro- give the impression that danger of sur- 
duced for use mainly in the central and plus crop production has melted away. 
northern lakes area of Minnesota where It hasn’t. 
conditions are cool and rather humid. “eee 
It has been widely tested under the se- Surpl * ‘ : urplus pile-up in government ware 
lection number 2. houses he sloped tom. Government 

Fruits are medium to large and a programs now emphasize taking land 
glossy orange-red. Picking is facilitated out of production rather than putting 
by the fact that canes are almost spine- surpluses in government bins. That, pus 

free and the fruits develop close togeth- a speedup in overseas shipments j:as 
er, with many ripening at the same time. whittled down surpluses. But it doesn’t 

Because the berry is rather soft, its mean that excess farm capacity still 
main value probably will be as a home exists. And will plummet prices if it 
or pick-your-own commercial variety. were turned loose.
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Plea for Membership Introducing the New Executive 
The Wisconsin Apple & Horticultural 

Council is planning to send their new . Secretary of W. A.H. C. 
Executive Secretary to the National Ap- = 2 
ple Meeting at Traverse City, Michigan a ae | 
in July. This would better inform her a, | 
to be able to understand the needs of S 
the apple growers and give her a broad- 
er understanding of the National Apple i 
Institute in its purpose and program. - 4 
The National Apple Institute and the : : ae i 

| Wisconsin Apple & Horticultural Council 4 a | 
are organizations designed to help the Yar ~ é 
individual grower on levels of promo- 2 ys , 7 24 
tion which he cannot accomplish him- an Ge 
self; such as state fair exhibits, state- paw - 
wide radio spots, National Apple Week, = CT 4 
state-wide Home Economics press re- a... a 
leases, apples for the University’s band, — 4 

| promotional films on apples on a school ail — : a 
level and a state horticultural magazine. ——_— la oy 
All of these projects cost money to ad- oe i. a 
minister and without all of the apple fe 
growers pulling their fair share of the vues “eae ees 
cost, our programs will have to suffer! Mrs: Nancy Knight . 
Many growers throughout the state _Tom Connell, President of the Wiscon- 

have been selected to help in our mem- sin Apple & Horticultural Council,. is 

bership drive, and we would appreci- pleased to announce that the Board of 
ate your prompt remittance of your Directors has contracted Mrs. Nancy 
dues in the enclosed membership bro- Knight of Madison, Wisconsin, for the 
chure. YOUR ORGANIZATION cannot position of Executive Secretary of our 
continue to exist efficiently without organization. . 
YOUR SUPPORT!!! She comes to us not only with “per- 

For your convenience and future ref- sonality and enthusiasm”, but also with 
erence, a membership brochure is en- her Bachelor of Arts degree from the 
closed in the center of this issue of University of Wisconsin. She also has 
WISCONSIN HORTICULTURE. We completed graduate courses in horticul- 
would appreciate a prompt return of the ture, botany and journalism, and has 
membership application and fee. done editorial and promotional work for 
eS the American Society of Agronomy, be- 

sides writing free lance articles. Her 
Do Not Delay — crobiology at the University of Wiscon- 

° husband, Stanley, is a professor of Mi- 
Join WAHC Today! ! sin and they have three children. 

| (Continued on page 2)



Message from the 1966 Budget 
% © The 1966 Wisconsin Apple and Horii- 

Executive Secretary cultural Council, Inc. Budget as accey :- 

I feel honored to have been selected as ed by the Board of Directors. 
the Executive Secretary of the newly Expenses: 
formed Wisconsin Apple and Horticul- Secretary’s salary -.-.-.--.-.-$2400 
tural Council, Inc. Eh Pe anentennnsnoenes on 

I consider all the aspects of the posi- AHODAL GUCS} sense seacene essa 
tion to be a challenge. The WISCONSIN In state promotion -.....-.... 2700 
HORTICUTURE can provide timely and Office sie aecenecemcenenss DO 
advantageous information; increased ie of rectors expense --. 250 
membership can provide added coopera- caret expense -..-------- 250 
tion; and perceptive and persistent pro- Miscellaneous ----------------- 700 

motion can provide added sales. With Gee 
this threefold attack, the fruit industry ; $8900 
in Wisconsin will continue to grow and eater appcoptiation S000 

prosper . State Fair 1000 
So that I can better serve in my co- Sale of promotion material --_ 1400 

ordinating capacity, I would appreciate Sustaining members ($25) _-.. 500 
hearing the suggestions and ideas of Associate members ($2) _... 500 

ea _ Pat oat o she a tin Active members ($5) -.-.------ 500 
iow what you want read about in 
WISCONSIN HORTICULTURE and I Assessments ($1 per acre) -... 4000 
will gladly attempt to track down the $8900 
information. I am especially interested _ 
in hearing about any new products that : . 

. you need or know of. I feel we all gain Burning Spray Materials 
. by honest and helpful advertisements. Can Be Dangerous 
: I am looking forward to meeting you tate: Hunting’ 3 
‘ all and chatting with you personally as 1 ae een Nee ie 

I travel around the state this summer. fires in New York State have hospital- 
In the meantime I will be awaiting your ized a number of firemen because of 
membership applications and suggest- gaseous phosphate fumes and smoke. 

tions. wae This has stimulated an active safety 
May 1966 be a flourishing year for program in that state to get fruit grow- 

our new Wisconsin Apple and Horticul- ers to consolidate orchard spray ma- 
tural Council, Inc. and all of us. terial storage in a small out-building, if 

SS possible, to mark all buildings contain- 

INTRODUCING NEW EXEC. SEC. ing spray materials with an appropri 
(Continued from page 1) ate sign, to stay out of smoke and. noti- 

Pp fy others when spray materials bur, 
She will be the new editor of the Wis- and to have available for immedia:e 

consin Horticulture magazine and will use poison treatment information. 
coordinate all of our activities. As Pre- The experience and action taken n 
sident of our organization, I feel confi- New York should serve as a real war 
dent that Mrs. Knight will make every ing and stimulate immediate action fr 
endeavor to fulfill the many needs that safety programs in other areas before 
her position will require, and in so do- a fireman or grower is killed from tle 
ing will make our organization even fumes and smoke of burning spray mv 
stronger! terials. 

—2— 
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WISCONSIN HORTICULTURE - 
Published monthly except July and December by the 

Wisconsin Apple and Horticultural Council, Inc. 

! Subscription — $2 per year 

(Mrs.) Nancy Knight - Executive Secretary and Editor 
5514 Dorsett Drive, Madison, Wis. 53711 Phone 233-9359 

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS — Coming Events — 

Wis. Apple and Horticultural March 5-13—Midwest Flower and Gar 
° den Show, State Fair Park, West Council Allis, Wis. 

President March 14-15—Annual Dwarf Fruit Tree 
Thomas W. Connell, Menominee ee Conference, Benton Harbor, 

Vice President APPLE MEETINGS 
LeRoy Meyer, Oak Creek March 17—Jefferson County. Mr. Jerry 

. Riedy, Coordinator. 
Directors March 18—Board of Directors Meeting, 

E. A. Erickson, Casco 10:00 a. m. New State Office Bldg., 
Don Van Elzon, Kimberly Madison. . 

Walter Clemens, Mequon March 26—Northern Ill., Methodist 
Arthur Bassett, Baraboo Church, Poplar Grove, Ill. Mr. 
Wm. Meyer, Gays Mills John Bell, Jr., Coordinator. SMALL 
Robert Saccia, Galesville FRUITS AND APPLES. ‘\ 
Arthur W. Kurtz, Madison March 23-24— Washburn County, Bay- | 
Warren Gabelman, Madison field. Mr. Eugene Anderson, Coor- 

—_—_——. dinator. | 

Gilbert J. Hipke, Honorary i 
it IDI consin Canners Assn., the Wisconsin Hor- 

Recognition Recipient ticultural Society (he has received the 
Mr. Gilbert J. Hipke, a leading veg- Society’s Honorary Recognition Award), 

etable and fruit grower from New Hol- The Wisconsin Apple Institute, and the 
stein, Calumet County, was one of the National Canners Association. He has 

five rural Wisconsin leaders that were served in the Wisconsin Assembly for 

honored at the University of Wisconsin five years, as a county board member 
College of Agriculture’s annual Honor- for 34 years, as chairman of the county 
ary Recognition Banquet in Madison on park commission for 20 years and on the 
Jenuary 26. county fair board for 31 years. His con- 

The University has conferred Honor- cern for soil and water conservation 
ary Recognition on selected rural lead- prompted him to turn over a 160 acre 
es for their meritorious services to farm to local extension agents in 1948 
a; Ticulture and rural living since 1909. for use as a demonstration farm. 

dipke, 67, is a leading Wisconsin veg- ——— 
etable and fruit grower. He combines a She (coyly): Can you drive with one 
%0 tree apple orchard with the pro- hand? 
diction of peas, corn and lima beans. He (expectantly): You bet I can. 
H: has provided leadership in the Wis- She: Then have an apple. 

— =
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The most economical way to conquer the number 1 disease threatening 
apple growers is to rely on Cyprex throughout the year. 

It's a proven fact! As little as 3/e of a pound of this time-tested fruit 
fungicide provides unsurpassed control of scab when it is used consist- 
ently on a 5 to 7-day schedule. This includes both new and established 
infection! 

One reason for this top record of performance over many years is the 
fact that Cyprex is retained on the leaf surface, even during heavy rains. At 
the same time, it spreads out to protect new growth between applications! 

Remember, Cyprex is the only fungicide that offers you all of these 
important advantages: 

(1) Most effective control, inside and out, against both new and es- 

‘tablished infection. 
(2) Most durable control, clinging to the surface during rain, yet 

_ spreading out to protect new growth between applications. 
(3) Most economical control, with as little as 3/s of a pound on a5 to 
7-day schedule to do the job. 
(4) Compatibility with other pesticides and oil. 
No wonder Cyprex continues to be the material of choice, year after 

year, when it comes to controlling apple scab. Whether you prefer to dust 
or spray, stay with Cyprex all the way! You'll harvest a crop of high-profit, 
fine-finish apples in return. 

Now’s the time to place your order for Cyprex. See your dealer today! 
Before using any pesticide, stop and read the label. 

SERVES THE MAN WHO MAKES 
A BUSINESS OF AGRICULTURE 

AMERICAN CYANAMID COMPANY 

PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY 

1965 P, EST CONTROL RECORD oy 
VARIETY~4 

| otesiomn | ea] | seem Tem | 
oo’ ndoil | No sj 

oe Ne 

Q ee Ce 
Se 65: No si 

; [ mn Ga No sign of scab 

| s 
| soon Se June 19 = | Lead arsenate No sign of scab 
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aaa APPLE FLAKES 
N E W I For Sauce, Cake Mixes, Dry Cereal 

. Apple flakes that can be mixed i1- 
FOLI AR FEEDING stantly in water to make sauce... . 

used in dry form in cake mixes... . 
*y° ye or mixed with cold dry cereals.... 

A Fertilizer, Shock Resitor These new uses for apples have becn 
and Root Stimulator made possible through a drying proce.is 
mera aa developed by scientists at the Western 
a r—~—C utilization research laboratory, Alban, 

. — The apple flakes, drum-dried from 

—— re —e color and have proved successful in sev- 
— —rt—s—ss eral commercial applications and trials, | 

sti including dessert and cake mixes. They 
E may find outlets also in apple butter, 

q : confections, and other baked goods. 
4 P The developers of the drying process, 

‘ F engineers M. E. Lazar and A. I. Morgan, 
3 Jr., say that the product can also be 

e compressed into small disks for use in 
& 3 dry cereals. 

a Although detailed cost studies have 
: not been undertaken, the engineers cite 

4 BERRY BOXES! ee o 

oy American Wood Rim 
: a (Packed 500 per case) 

4 500 $14.95 
- 1,000 27.95 per M 
] 2,000 26.50 per M 
q 5,000 25.50 per M 

10,000 24.95 per M 
a 15,000 24.25 per M 
5 20,000 23.50 per M 
S 25,000 22.90 per M 

cS PINTS — $1.00 per M less 
a gee than quarts listed above. 
Write for full descriptive F. 0. B. Oconomowoc, Wis. 

literature and prices. Sold & Distributed by 

- Sold & Distributed by WISCONSIN ORCHARD 
WISCONSIN ORCHARD SUPPLY CO. 

704 Concord Road 
mo UPPLY CO. OCONOMOWOC, WISCONSIN 5306( 

OCONOMOWOC, WISCONSIN 53066 Telephone 567-6635 
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te fact that drum-drying has proved speeds slower than those of the drums. 
lw cost with various other products. This increases the thickness and density 
j arge savings are possible in packaging, of the film before it enters a dehumidi- 
sorage, and shipping of the apple fied air chamber where it is collected. 

Sakes, since the flakes occupy only 30 Finally, the film is crushed through a 
per cent of the space and weigh only 20 screen to reduce it to a flaky powder. 

per cent of the canned equivalent. The natural color of apples is protect- 
The engineers explain that apple- ed by the addition of as much as 600 

sauce to be processed into flakes feeds parts per million of sulfur dioxide to 
between two chromium plated steel the initial wet sauce. Almost all of the 

drums—0.008 inch apart, and rotating SO? is lost in the drying, and the re- 
slowly toward each other at the top. mainder is not detectable in the well- 
The drums are heated with steam un- preserved apple flavor. 
der pressure, at about 300 F. Since, even for short periods, very dry 

As the drums rotate, the sauce coats foods absorb moisture when exposed to 
them and dries as a thin film in little ordinary room air, the scientists held 
more than a half turn of the drums. apple flakes of varying moisture content 
During drying, air is drawn over the in air having different relative humid- 
drum surface to remove water vapor. ities and temperatures. In these tests, 
Once the film is dry, chilled air plays Lazar and Morgan made flakes from 
on it to firm the film and facilitate its six varieties of apples—Gravenstein, 
removal from each drum by a station- Rome Beauty, Red Delicious, Golden De. 
ary blade. licious, Winesap, and Yellow Newtown 
The pliable film then passes over per- —and found them about equally satis- 

forated metal reels that have surface factory as far as drying is concerned. 

* LABOR Pm VU A ey 
4 SAVING ADT a th 

CONNECTS DIRECTLY TO MOST TRACTORS 
MONEY SAVING ¢ HANDY - VERSATILE 

Ge QUICK CHANGE EXTENSIONS 
| CUTS UP TO 2%” DIAMETER 

1 _NON-FREEZING 
Bs * LIGHTWEIGHT 

is 

: o @ 7) 4 ECONOMICAL 
3 - es ere UNLIMITED POWER 

kh @ ae HYDRAULIC POWERED 
a a fee NO TOOLS ARE REQUIRED 

Ue a SOLD AND DISTRIBUTED BY 

LAl. WISCONSIN ORCHARD SUPPLY COMPANY 
Ce 704 Concord Road Oconomowoc, Wisconsin 53066 
~ Telephone 567-6635 
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IT’ ‘FOR °66 IT’S BES-SPRAY "FOR 

a. . a : The 

yee Model 4510 

; iL > or 3210 
Cece pore 

. : be 

The Economy PTO Bes-Spray 

AiG Oo ica 

ALL-NEW ae er me ' 
Reiss oa WN az 

P ee “e, a. 2 CN eM i ea wet 

sue Deceuee ee, 
(Available in large and ee a es _ Fe .. 

medium size) ‘ee ao a . S. 
S a sp 

ASK FOR A DEMONSTRATION 
Sold and Distributed by 

WISCONSIN ORCHARD SUPPLY CO. | 
704 CONCORD ROAD Telephone 567-6635 OCONOMOWOC, WIS. 53066 
Write for 1966 brochure describing America’s broadest line of Air-Carrier Sprayers.



a : 1966 BESSLER BES-SPRAY -- King of the Orchard 
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g 

; Model 5825 
Sold and Distributed by . 

WISCONSIN ORCHARD: SUPPLY. COMPANY 
704 CONCORD ROAD OCONOMOWOC, WIS, 53066 © TELEPHONE 567-6635



Advertising Assessments ————————————S 

For Apple Promotion 
Recent fruit tree surveys made in a 

number of the leading apple producing 
states indicate a substantial increase in , 
apple production may be a reality in the 

years immediately ahead. New meth- 
ods and technology now employed is re- 
sulting in increased production per acre, 
doubling and even tripling in many 
cases the production attained in the old- 
er orchards. 

While apple production increases, the Silas nn “Here ts a photo 
percentage of the better grades of V of ne Bester Power 
fruit production of many competing could Into a modern speed 

fruits a a ne creating oe chan ra, ite 

competition for the consumers fruit and an old automo- 
dollar. Me “This machine ia 

With this increased ‘oducti id doing our job as 

competition. from other fruits and fruit sy) qT mar brand facta 
products it is none too soon to prepare | cost to us of just” 
to meet the next problem. A national He thout one halt rice 
study committee, headed by Larry Sea- to you on this fine 
man of Michigan, has been exploring BUT shane 
the advantages and disadvantages of a ? orchardists.” 
national apple promotion to promote ap- LU uf 0 a iespectfully, 
ples as apples regardless of state of or- Aatog, Bor 240, 
igin. In this day of rapid communication " 
and transportation it is essential that BESLER 
we consider ways and means of promot- POWER PACKAGE 
ing apples, not locally but nationally, if Complete Air Blast Sprayer — less 
the increased production anticipated is tank and trailer — Attaches in less 
to be marketed at a profit to the grower. thania day to an old fanke and trail 

In support of a really effective adver- , 'y one you buy or make, 
oon and le program grome ‘S 
in producing areas share pia 
equally in financing the program. The Sold & Distributed by 
promotion program would likely start 
with a modest budget for nationwide Wisconsin Orchard 
publicity, developing into more effective 
nationwide television, radio and maga- | 

zine advertising as funds became avail- po Supply Co. 
A number of states with compulsory 

per ‘bushel advertising and promotion 704 CONCORD ROAD 
assessments are as follows: Washington 
—6¢; Virginia 4¢; New York 3¢; Mich- 
igan 3¢; New Jersey 3¢; Maryland 2¢; OCONOMOWOC, WISCONSIN 53066 

Delaware 1¢; Georgia 2¢; Missouri 1¢. =z ~~ —" 
(Continued on page 12) iio 
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| CONNELL RED APPLE TREES 
1 | Available at mail order Nurseries in Wisconsin and other States. 

J. W. JUNG NURSERY, Randolph, Wis. 
FARMERS SEED AND NURSERY, Faribault, Minn. 

SWEDBERG NURSERY, Battle Lake, Minn. 
FERRIS NURSERY, Hampton, Iowa 

GURNEY SEED AND NURSERY, Yankton, S. Dakota 

kk *& 

Standard Connell Red at Garden Centers in Wisconsin 
AMERY GREENHOUSE JEN’S NURSERY 

Amery Wisconsin Rapids 

ARNIE’S GARDEN CENTER KAILHOFER’S NURSERY 
Eau Claire Seymour 

BIRCHFIELD NURSERY MAY’S GREENHOUSE 
Rhinelander 5520 W. Layton Ave., Milwaukee 

BRECKA NURSERY MUELLER’S NURSERY 
Rice Lake Chippewa Falls 

ERICKSON’S MARKET POTLAND NURSERY 
New Richmond Marshfield 

kkk 
Dwarf Connell Red at Garden Centers in Wisconsin 
ARROWHEAD NURSERY JEN’S NURSERY 

2201 Westchester Rd., Madison Wisconsin Rapids 

BIRCHFIELD NURSERY KAILHOFER’S NURSERY 
Wausau Seymour 

BUCKFIELD NURSERY HOBBY ACRES NURSERY 
Rhinelander Hales Corners 

DAN DEE NURSERY MAY’S GREENHOUSE 
Albany Eau Claire 

GUDMUNSON’S LANDSCAPE WHITEHALL FLORAL 
Fond du Lac Whitehall 

| kkk 
' For large quantity of trees or further information, please write: 

CONNELL, SCHNEIDER AND CONNELL 

Menomonie, Wis., Box 189 

| —l—



ADVERTISING ASSESSMENTS Acres rrr PLATES 

(Continued from page 10) {FOR SALE: 
Several states have passed enabling i St b 

legislation to establish marketing or- 
ders which can be implemented as soon raw erry ; 
as a majority of the growers in the state } 

approve by a referendum vote. States Equipment 

with marketing order legislation are 
Pennsylvania, Colorado, North Carolina. Holland One Row Transplanter 
Other states are working on legislation NEW PRICE $250.00 

to Fognliee uniorm assessment for PEO Howard 528 Rotavature 

A few states still operate on a volun- NEW PRICE $430.00 

a i eh ah a Buddin Inrow Weeder 
ates, Wisconsin, West Virginia, iS, 

Indiana, and a few others. With the ex- at NEW PRICE 9225.00 

ception of New England the voluntary in g operating condition. 

system fails to provide the necessary Will sell for half price. 
funds to carry on satisfactory promo- ALSO SEVERAL THOUSAND QUART 
tion activities. BOXES AND CRATES, CHEAP. 

—Ohio Apple Institute Feb. Bulletin R. Potterville 

INCREASE IN STRAWBERRY 1900 CENTER ST. 

ACREAGE EXPECTED IN WISCONSIN STEVENS POINT, WIS. 54481 

A gradual increase in strawberry ac- SRR RAR tre RCRA ARCATA 

reages is anticipated by Dr. F. A. Gil- SE 
bert of Sturgeon Bay, Wis., Superintend- 
ent of the University of Wisconsin's Pen- e SAVE e 
insula Fruit Experiment Station. 

There is a total of 3,000 acres of straw- 
berries presently in Wisconsin, Dr. Gil- - FREIGHT COSTS 

bert said, and added that 75 percent of ON 
these are grown on a _ pick-your-own ° 

basis. American Quart Baskets 
For the most part, he continued, these American Pint Baskets 

PYO strawberries are near metropolitan 5 
areas although some persons are known Bushel F ield Crates 

to travel up to 100 miles to pick them. BY 
These pickers have been found to do a G better job than expected, he said. Ordering Now for 

The remaining Wisconsin strawberries Pre-Season Delivery 
are in the northern part of the state 
where, he added, they ripen at a good WRITE FOR DETAILS 
market time. Major Wisconsin straw- , i i 
berry varieties are Robinson, Catskill, D ont Miss This Deal 
Jerseybelle and an expanding number of It’s $$$ to You 
the Midway. 

oo EBNER BOX FACTORY 
Do Not Delay — CAMERON, WISCONSIN 54822 

Join WAHC Today! ! EES 

—12~—
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ORTHOCIDE® 50 WETTABLE: 
GIVES YOUR APPLES A GLOSSY, WAX FINISH OTHERWISE 

OrTHOCIDE stimulates wax formation on all 
varieties of apples. Wax gets heavier, 
glossier. Skin stays smooth and tight. Your 
apples have more buyer appeal. They resist 
rot and bruising—and keep better, too. 

OrtHOcIDE is a broad-spectrum fungicide 
that works overtime. It gives lasting scab 
control. And used regularly, it actually 
sparks tree vitality. You get fuller, greener 
foliage. Firmer, healthier apples—and 
more of them. 

Use OrTHOCIDE as a spray or dust. Don’t 
worry about russeting, even if you grow 
green or yellow varieties. Use it any time, 
from pre-pink to harvest. ORTHOCIDE — 
Helping the World Grow Better. 

e CHEVRON CHEMICAL COMPANY, 
ORTHO DIVISION 
Part of the great group of Chevron companies. 

fortwo) 
H ORTHOCIDE 

| __Fungicide . 

i 
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Lullaby-bye GEORGE y y 
! 

MATHES 
238 N. State St. 1 } 
Chilton, Wis. } j 

LONN 

KING j 4 
2301 Strange St. s ° 

Stevens Point, Wis. \ * 4 

| | 
TOM : | 

BRANDT | 
Sturgeon Bay | 

Wisconsin ° 

The oil used in bie while 
‘ hi aphids, mites ana | 

formulating zi scales lie dormant— ] 
Oil meets the speci- cradled in the deep of AN a 
fications recom- your orchard—blanket \ fo 

= them with Ethion-Oil. Fil || 
mended in the 1966 oa pant on being rid of rm 

‘ them without repeated spray- i 
Apple Disease and ing. Till early summer. \ 
Insect Control Cir- Neon anteing Feito e | c 

‘. comes ready formulated. ‘ 
cular from the Uni Without injuring your trees; 
versity of Wisconsin. you use reduced amounts of oil. 

Practically foo. proof, Ethion- | 
Oil. Try it. Now. ‘ 

zs a a @ | r ED | Ethion-Oillfne | 
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i amt 1 locations, Jonathan color is higher, 

Jescription and Evaluation brighter and more attractive than the 
Of Apple Varieties color of the Jonathan color sports. 

By ROGER D. WAY The grower asks the question: Which 
Agr. Experiment Station varieties and in what proportions should 

Geneva, New York I p:ant to make the most money ten or 
(Continued from Last Month) twenty years from now? For obvious 

For several of our important varieties, reasons, it is not possible to make such 
well-colored red sports are available. recommendations. The most that can 
Jn most cases, red sports are superior to be achieved is to distribute as much 

the parent variety and for most vari- information that is possible on the per- 
eties, a grower would be foolish to plant formance of varieties. When this in- 

the standard parent type. For McIntosh, formation is made available, the grower 
some of the red color sports are Rogers, must decide for himself what varietier 

Summerland, Cornell, Boller, Black- to plant. , 
mark, and a dozen others. In the case Most of our present important vari- 

of McIntosh, these red sports are very eties were introduced before 1900 and 
similar to each other and it would be most were found as seedlings growing 

difficult to distinguish between them if along fence rows. There are two excep- 

the fruits were mixed in a basket. tions: Cortland was introduced in 1915 
This is not the case with Delicious. and Golden Delicious, 1916. But the or- 

There is considerable range in the igin of new apple varieties from chance 
amount of red pigment among the De- seedlings probably has come nearly to 
licious color sports from very dark red its end. In the future, most new vari- 
to light red. Some color sports of De- eties probably will arise from breeding 
licious are Gardner, Royal Red, Stark- programs. Considerable procedence has 
ing, Imperial, and Vance. At least 80 been established in the importance of 
sports of Delicious have been reported varieties from fruit breeding programs. 
in the literature. In addition to mutation For example, in California about 90% 
for better color, mutation for spur of the strawberry acreage is of vari- 
growth habit has occurred in Delicious. eties introduced by their experiment 
Spur mutations have also occurred with station. Also, the commercial impor- 
Golden Delicious; however, the non-mu- tance of peach varieties from breeding 
tated Golden Delicious tree itself forms programs in Michigan and New Jersey 
a well developed spur system. is well known. Thus, it could be expect- 
One of the problems of red sports has ed that important varieties will also 

been some tendency to revert back to the evolve from apple breeding programs. 
original type. In both McIntosh and De- The longer life cycle of the apple plant 
licious, sometimes when trees of a solid makes this a longer program. 
blush type are planted, they will bear Most new varieties receive an initial 
some striped fruits. A study is being burst of enthusiasm, then they quickly 
made to determine which sports are become unpopular. Part of the reason 
most stable and will remain a blushed for this is that growers and buyers are 
color pattern. reluctant to accept new varieties. They 

When Rome is planted, one of the red may be interested in new ideas and new 
Rome varieties should be selected in products in other phases of the fruit 
preference to the parent Rome Beauty growing business but a tree’s life is 40 
wiich has less color. There are two or more years and there is less oppor- 
pessible exceptions to variety improve- tunity to try new varieties. Encourag- 
ment by new color mutations. Northern ing a grower to plant a new variety that 

Sty is generally preferred to the, sev- eventually shows serious faults may be 
etal red Spys. And secondly, in many of greater disservice than service 

— 15 a
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Captan gives you full-time scab protection 
But that’s not all — Captan 50-W helps young apple leaves 

produce more energy for wood, buds and fruit. Result: 

increased vigor — trees set and hold more fruit this year, 

produce more, strong buds for next year. Apples have 

better finish and color, too. 

. See your dealer — use Captan this year. Stauffer Chem- 

ical Company, Agricultural Chemical Division, 380 

Madison Avenue, New York, N. Y. 10017. 

READ THE LABEL. HEED THE LABEL AND 

GROW WITH STAUFFER CHEMICALS C4 

4
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Committees Named A Trip to Southern Brazil 

President Tom Connell with the ap- G. C KEINGBEIL 
mie of the Board of Directors has se- Fruit Extension Specialist 

lected the followinge 1966 Wisconsin Ap- University of Wisconsin 

ee Horticultural Council Commit- It’s surprising how fast modern day 
~ . . travel really is—from Madison, Wiscon- 

PROMOTION — John Louis, Chairman; sin, to Porto Alegre, Brazil, in twelve 
i is George Premo, El- hours flying time—a distance of 7,000 
ery teach. miles. 

MARKET INFORMATION — William My mission in Brazil was to conduct 

Meyer, Chairman; Jay Spittler, Ralph a temperate climate fruit feasibility 
Young. study in the two southern most states of 
STATE FAIR & EXHIBITS — Henry that country. To be more specific, (1) 

Mahr, Chairman; Elroy Honadel, Wi!- to determine if apples can be grown on 

nes EN ie fropeove: uemeerdll gentlest” ail 
aan ’ ae a aver plum production, and (3) how to im- 

Se a sone prove the grape industry. The two south- 
pig Meyer, George Klingbeil, most states are Rio Grande do Sul and 

= . | Santa Catarina. The two have a com- 
ea ee Hipke, oe bined area of nearly three times the size 

man, ‘aro. asmussen, ton of Wisconsin; a population of nearly 
Frisch, Don Van Elzen. twice that of Wisconsin; and are at a 

BUDGET COMMITTEE — Art K. Bas- latitude similar to Georgia or Alabama. 
sett, Jr., Chairman; Walter Clemens, The state of Santa Catarina has sizable 
Ralph Young. areas of elevations of 3,500 to 4,500 feet 

NATIONAL APPLE INSTITUTE — above sea level and surprising as it 
Henry Mahr. May seem, peaches, apples, bananas, 

RESOLUTIONS COMMITTEE — Big- pineapples and coffee can be grown at 
* elow Lourie. nearly the same latitude. The lower 

elevations are nearly tropical and the 

—<————————_  _.£._.. higher elevations have a temperate cli- 
mate. 

Do Not Delay — Rio Grande do Sul is bounded on the 
.- east by the Atlantic, on the south by Ur- 

Join WAHC Today! ! uguay, and the west by Argentina. They 
_ | (Continued on page 8)
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sMYISCONSIN. HORTICULTURE 
eh hs 

ee except July and December by the 
» Wiseonsin Apple and Horticultural Council, Inc. 

aa Subscription — $2 per year 

(Mrs.) Nancy Knight - Executive Secretary and Editor 
5514 Dorsett Drive, Madison, Wis. 53711 Phone 233-9359 

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS Active Members 

Wis. Apple and Horticultural The following are the first activ 
* members of the Wisconsin Apple anc 

Council Horticultural Council, Inc. Why don’ 
President you join this fine list and send in yow 

. dues today? 
Thomas W. Connell, Menomonie Walter Baehmann 

Vice President ae —_ o 
ip A. Basse’ LeRoy Meyer, Oak Creek Wm. A. Burdick 

Directors Walter H. Clemens 
E. A. Erickson, Casco Connell’s Sunridge Orchard 

Don Van Elzen, Kimberly Roy E. Dungle 
Walter Clemens, Mequon Thomas E. Flynn 
Arthur Bassett, Baraboo Br. Gerrard Gardener 

Wm. Meyer, Gays Mills Frederick M. Gygax 

Robert Sacia, Galesvllle Oscar W. Hafs 
Arthur W. Kurtz, Madison L. R. Larson 
Warren Gabelman, Madison Henry Mahr 

ae Meyer Orchards 

Membership Drive ake ate, 
The membership drive is under the Pennebacker Fruit Farm 

able supervision of the Board of Direc- Dave Scheel 
tors and their assistants in their districts. Philip Schroeter 
These men are devoting a great deal of Sunnyview Orchard 
time and effort towards making our new Stanley J.: Szymanski 
organization a going success. Mr. & Mrs. A. A. Ten Eyck 

Walter Clemens with Armin Barthel Albert & James Theys 

and Fritz Meyer. Jerome L. Thiessen 
LeRoy Meyer with Henry Mahr, Vern K. P. Van Epps 

Kauffmann and Frederick Gygax. Vernon E. Zickert 
Arthur Bassett with William Stieve Emil Beyer 

and Albert Ten Eyck. Nieman Orchards 
William Meyer with John Lewis and Geo. W. Premo 
Bigelow Lourie. Jack Buchel 

Tom Connell with Dawson Hauser and Weeden Orchard 
Walter Barningham. . Philip Dell 

So, if you have not already sent in Rasmussen’s Apple Acres, Inc. 
your membership dues, please give these Glen M. Harold 

Men your support by sending them in Wis. Orchard Supply Co. 
today. Carl Kolb 

— 2



From The Editor’s Desk The program promises to be informa- 

My first two months as the new Ex- tive and inspiring and I hope many of 
ecutive Secretary have been extremely you are planning on joining us so the 
susy but rewarding and challenging Wisconsin delegation can be a nice big 

ones. I have been very much encour- one. Furthermore, I would appreciate 
aged by the first few weeks of response your moral support. Incidently, if you 

to the pleas for membership dues. I have any facts that you wish me to pass 
just hope it will continue on a sustained on or any questions you wish answered 
level for some weeks so we have the at the meetings, I would appreciate hear- 
satisfaction of a record number of mem- ing from you. : ca: 
bers and an income in excess of the I would like to close with a tidbit 

amount stated in the budget. Please re- that I Came across 10 another small pub- 

member that the more dues we receive lication, but certainly can apply to our 
at an early date the more effective our organization. 
promotional program will be later on Bones 

when you all will need it. And, since The anatomy of an Association in- 

this is an all out Wisconsin effort, and cludes four kinds of bones— 
everyone gains with the state-wide co- 1. Wish bones—members who want 
operative promotion carried on, wouldn’t someone else to do the work 

it be fair all the way around if every- 2. Jaw bones—members who talk a 
one were a card carrying member of lot but do little else 
Wisconsin Apple and Horticultural Coun- 3. Knuckle bones— members who 

cil, Inc.? knock everything others try to do, and 

It was decided at the last Board of 4. Back bones—members who get be- 
Directors Meeting that I will be going hind the wheel and do the work! 
to the National Apple Institute Meetings —National Institute of Locker 
in Traverse City, Michigan June 16-19. and Freezer Provisioners 

ADVERTISING RATE CARD 
CIRCULATION — 1000 fruit growers, including all 71 County Extension offices. 

ISSUED MONTHLY, except July and December. 16 to 20 pages, 6x9 inch page 
size, body type 8’ pt. Aurora. 

ADVERTISING RATSS — Back cover $30; other whole page $20; half page $11; 
one-fourth page $7; 1 col. 2 inches $3; two col. one inch $3. 

For photographs or drawings add engraving charge of $1.50 for one col. 3” 
or $3 for 2 col. 3”, larger cuts in proportion. We can use your cuts or 
mats if right size, without extra cost. 

10% off for same ad (with NO CHANGE IN WORDING) in every one of 10 is- 
3 sues (year). 

3} 2% off for cash with advertising copy. 

3 Copy should be received by 20th of month previous to issue. 

| Mail to WISCONSIN HORTICULTURE 
! Nancy W. Knight 

Wisconsin Apple & Horticultural Council, Inc. 
i 5514 Dorsett Drive 

' Madison, Wisconsin 53711 Phone 233 - 9859 

ans Qeseers



Wisconsin Celebrates Arbor 
Day April 29, 1966 COROMERC 

SAMUEL B. FERGUSON, JR. 

Horticulturist, Plant Industry Div., Mercury Apple Spray 

Wis. Dept. of Ag. es, we have it! 

Spring, that unpredictable season full COROMERC IS THE SUPERIOR 

of surprises, can be counted on to herald ERADICANT FOR APPLE SCAB j 

the vernal joys of yet another season to 1. Eradicates apple scab after pro-} 
come. With tremendous forces of nature longed rainy periods. ; 

at work creating daily changes in our 2. Fortifies the “dry weather fungi- 
dormant landscape during this season, cides.” 
man has a wonderful opportunity to av- 3. Safer if used during bioom period. 
preciate and add to the quality of his 4. Packed conveniently in liquid for 
environment through the observance of your convenience and preference. 
Arbor Day. The planting of trees sym- 1 Gallon — $16.30 Gal. 
bolizes one’s faith in nature and en- ) 63.20 C 
hances one’s heritage. 4/1 Gal. — $ . ase 

By official proclamation of Governor Sold & Distributed by 

Warren P. Knowles, Arbor Day will be ] | 
celebrated on Friday, April 29, 1966. Be- Mert COMPANY 
cause of increased interest in the main- . 
tenance and beautification of our out- 704 Concord Road, Oconomowoc, Wis. 

of-doors, Arbor Day could well serve to PHONE 567-6635 
make the month of May an annual per- SAVE MONEY—Buy it by the case! 
iod for initiating outdoor beautification enrnererernrnenen strana rn rire rire UTP 
projects. Today, with an emphasis on . 
“Trees in Urban Areas,” Arbor Day 
may be observed as follows: BERRY BOXES! 

1, Community sponsored city-wide tree W R s 

planting programs. . American Wood Rim 
2. Dedicate a tree to a prominent per- (Packed 500 per case) 

3. Assist local youth groups in tree 500 $14.95 
planting projects. ; 1,000 27.95 per M 

4. Evaluate your home landscaping 2,000 26.50 per M 
and plant more nursery stock as ineoe ee per * 

needed. p 95 per 
5. Local service clubs can sponsor tree a ee per s 

planting projects in underdeveloped , 50 per 
areas. 25,000 22.90 per M 

6. Garden clubs may assume respon- PINTS — $1.00 per M less ; Pi 
sibilities in tree plantings at historic than quarts listed above. 

sites. F.0.B. Oconomowoc, Wis. 
7. en ce Soatatinate oe Sold & Distributed by 

livery necessary plantin 
materials for Arbor Day. WISCONSIN ORCHARD 

8. Encourage local forester or arborist SUPPLY CO. 
to assist in above efforts. 704 Concord Road 

As the people of many lands came to OCONOMOWOC, WISCONSIN 53066 
settle and live in Wisconsin bringing Telephone 567-6635 

(Continued on page 6) - 
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Captan is for growers 
= = 

-who want higher profits 
Everyone knows that Stauffer Captan 50-W controls scab and sum- 
mer diseases of apples. 

But not everyone knows that apple trees become more vigorous, 
set and hold more fruit, and produce more fruit buds for the follow- 
ing season through proper use of captan. 

Captan 50-W makes your orchard produce at a more profitable 
level. Use it this year for better scab protection and all the captan 
benefits, including better fruit finish and color. Stauffer Chemical 
Company, Agricultural Chemical Division, 380 Madison Avenue, 
New York, N. Y. 10017. 

READ THE LABEL. HEED THE LABEL Bt 

GROW WITH STAUFFER CHEMICALS 

fp, 
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— WIS. ARBOR DAY — and that, usually, they ranged from 9% 
(Continued from page 4) to 98 per cent free of inset injury a: 

with them varied ethnic and cultural harvest. 
backgrounds, they found a heritage of ‘The Guthion, diazinon, standard anc 

trees awaiting them. Although this her- carbaryl spray programs were the mos! 
itage was not highly respected during effective, in that order, for total insect 

our early days of statehood, it soon be- control,” the report stated. “The results 
came evident that a priceless wealth of were substantiated by a continuation of 

trees would always remain. As our cities the study through 1964.” 
and village grow and flourish, so must The study took place in Door County, 
new plantings of trees and other plant Wisconsin, in 1959 with Red Delicious, 
materials be established by concerned and with McIntosh during the balance 
citizens so they may also grow and of the years. Commercial orchards 
flourish with our enlarging population. were used rather than isolated trees in 

possible actual growing conditions. The 
a % orchards comprised mature trees with 

Apple Insecticide Progress an orchard to approximate as much as 
R rt known economic insect infestations. 

epo In addition to the two insects already 
CHUCK KOVAL mentioned, the others were the codling 

Ext. Ent., Univ. of Wis. moth, Carpocapsa pomponella (Linne- 
Resul le insecticide aus), eye-spotted bud moth, Spilonota 

study ries - dhrough 1962 tens te: ocellana (Denis & Schiffermuller), and 
ported last year in the ‘Journal of Econ- “others” including, fruit tree leaf roller, 

omic Entomology (Vol. 58, No. 4, Aug- Archips argyrospilus (Walker), and ap- 
ust, 1965. And, by continuing the study ple aphid, Aphis pomi DeGeer. 
through 1964, the results were strength- The authors showed that all the pro- 
ened, according to a report by Earl R. grams could be used to control a com- 
Oatman ' and John L. Libby. 2 plex of apple insect problems. However, 

The study was designed to develop successful, “Guthion was found to be 

new insect spray programs to replace the report did state that, while all were 
or supplement the standard program the best single material . . . for an ef- 
(lead arsenate + DDT) then used in fective, simplified and economical pro- 
many Wisconsin apple orchards. As a gram for apple pest control in Wiscon- 
result of previous studies, the authors sn... 
used Guthion, diazinon, and carbaryl as Guthion is manufactured by Chemagro 

basic materials to compare with the Corporation, Kansas City, Mo. 

standard. The objective was better « Formerly Associate Professor, Depart- 
seasonal insect control and equal or ment of, Entomology, University of 
better quality and flavor of harvesting Wisconsin, Madison; now Assistant 
apples. Entomologist, Department of Biolog- 

By combining proper tree coverage ical Control, University of California, 
and timing the applications with the in- 2 payeace, ea ialist in E 
sect infestations, the effectiveness of the y nsion Spec a - tomology, Department of Entomology, 
program was increased, the authors University of Wisconsin, Madison, now 
stated. Also, it was possible to minimize in Nigeria at the University of Ife. 
costs by reducing dosage rates between __ 
generations. Why is it that the boy you were sure 

The report continued by saying that, wasn’t good enough for your daughter 
during the four years, all programs pro- turned out to be the father of the world’s 
duced apples high in quality and flavor, smartest grandchildren? 
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ALL-SEASON FRUIT INSECT CONTROL* 
s 2 

*outstanding control of plum curculio 

Guthion is the modern chemical you’ve heard so much about. . . the single 
chemical control. Years of success with Guthion have proved its broad 

range effectiveness . . . longer control over the major fruit pests. And best 
of all—Guthion means more profit for you—for three big reasons: 

1. GUTHION DOES THE JOB—FROM BLOOM TO HARVEST 

2. LOW COST-PER-SEASON WITH A GUTHION SCHEDULE 
Guthion is not intended for single-spraying clean-up of severe infestations. 
But when used on a program, right up to harvest, Guthion prevents 
build-up of infestations—gives low cost-per-season control. 

3. BETTER FINISH AND HIGHER GRADE FRUIT—controlled tests 
plus years of commercial use have consistently proved that you get 
better color, better finish and consistently higher yields with Guthion. 
And Guthion leaves lower visible residues. 

2348 

LOOK FOR THE BIG BLUE BULLSEYE 

hp CHEMAGRO 

) CORPORATION 
B® KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI 64120 
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A TRIP TO BRAZIL Follow Label for Best Results 
(Continued from page 1) “One for good measure” is a great 

have about 260 miles of continuous beau- American custom, but don’t be temptec 
tiful sandy beach, two large fresh water to practice it when you are mixing up a 
lakes and a host of smaller ones just tankful of insecticide, fungicide, or weed- 
inland from the coast. The largest lake, killer is the admonition of a chemicai 

Lagoda dos Platos (lake of the ducks), company. 
is nearly 120 miles long and 25 miles The recommendations for dosage if 
wide. Their main industry is livestock closely followed will give the best re- 

with over ten million head of cattle and sults. Also, you will get maximum con- 
twelve million head of sheep. They also trol per gallon of spray if you follow 
grow a good deal of corn, wheat, rice the dosages on the pesticide label. You 
and manioc. Major fruit crops are add nothing to control by using extra 
grapes (over 200,000 tons), bananas, material and so just waste money. 

peaches, pears, quince, oranges, figs When you overdose you risk residue 
and pineapples. Vegetables grown are problems and other complications. — 
potatoes, tomatoes, beans, asparagus, The label on the container represents 

squash, greens and many others. They the results of years of intensive resarch 
also produce tobacco, sugar cane and When the user reads it—and heeds it— 
honey. A truly diversified agricu!tural he automatically gets the dosage rates 

state. he needs, plus a wealth of other infor- 

Unfortunately, most of the farming is mation on the practical, profitable, and 
still done by hand or oxen; roads are safe way to apply and handle the pesti- 
very poor; and.communication by mail cide. 
or telephone is next to impossible. There —_ 
is only. one main road, running north SOVIET UNION IS 
and south, through the two states. This 
one is asphalt and would compare with selimaiiai tata a aa 
one of our modest, secondary roads. The current level of honey production 
Their secondary roads are few and poor. in the Soviet Union apparently is 90- 
I was grateful on many occasions to 95,000 metric tons. The United States is 
be traveling in a four-wheel drive jeep, the only country with a larger produc- 
rough as it was. After over 5,000 miles tion. 
in that critter, one gets a bit saddle sore There are reportedly 10.3 million bee 
and calloused. After two and a half colonies in the USSR. Bees can work 
months in that area, one can appreciate for nectar in large areas of buckwheat, 
why we are the leading agricultural sunflowers, coriander, mustard, cotton, 
country in the world and you wonder melons, fruit, and berries, as well as 
why a country nearly as old as we are, the vast Siberian forested area. These 
can be so far behind. resources are said to be adequate for 

Next time, I’ll report more about the a threefold to fourfold increase in the 
fruit industries of the area. number of bee colonies maintained in 

—_— the country. Nevertheless, colony num- 
The wings of an owl have fringed ed- bers have decreased on many farms in 

ges to muffle noise so that it can fly as recent years. 
silently as a shadow, the National Geo- Although honey production is said to 
graphic says. be inadequate to meet the domestic — 

demands, it has been exported in recent 
Join our Wisconsin Apple & Horti- years. Honey exports totaled over 10 mil- 

cultural Council by paying your dues lion tons in 1962-64. The principal buy- 
now. ers are Poland and Hungary. 
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The losers: = 
aphids, leafhoppers, potato tuberworms, green 
stink bugs, flea beetles, potato psyllids, southern 
army worms, leaf-footed plant bugs, Colorado 
potato beetles, European corn borers, white flies, 
false chinch bugs, three-lined potato beetles. 

a ® 

Thiodan 
Thiodan is a registered trademark of Farbwerke Hoechst, A.G. 

FAIRFIELD CHEMICALS * NIAGARA CHEMICAL DIVISION * MIDDLEPORT, N.Y. ® 
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The most economical way to conquer the number 1 disease threatening 
apple growers is to rely on Cyprex throughout the year. : 

It's a proven fact! As little as 3/e of a pound of this time-tested fruit 
fungicide provides unsurpassed control of scab when it is used consist- 
ently on a 5 to 7-day schedule. This includes both new and established 

infection! 
One reason for this top record of performance over many years is the 

fact that Cyprex is retained on the leaf surface, even during heavy rains. At 
the same time, it spreads out to protect new growth between applications! 

Remember, Cyprex is the only fungicide that offers you all of these 
important advantages: 

(1) Most effective control, inside and out, against both new and es- 
tablished infection. 
(2) Most durable control, clinging to the surface during rain, yet 
spreading out to protect new growth between applications. 
(3) Most economical control, with as little as 3/s of a pound ona 5 to 
7-day schedule to do the job. 
(4) Compatibility with other pesticides and oil. 
No wonder Cyprex continues to be the material of choice, year after 

year, when it comes to controlling apple scab. Whether you prefer to dust 
or spray, stay with Cyprex all the way! You'll harvest a crop of high-profit, 
fine-finish apples in return. 

Now’s the time to place your order for Cyprex. See your dealer today! 
Before using any pesticide, stop and read the label. 

SERVES THE MAN WHO MAKES 
A BUSINESS OF AGRICULTURE 

AMERICAN CYANAMID COMPANY 

PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY. 

1965 P| EST CONTROL RECORD 
VARIETY-| 

[osama] [sees Toms] ) 
ee eg 

[rata — oie = 
re rane No si f 

Faso [ae sen al s econd cover June19 Lead arsenate No sign of scab 
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tribution. 
Board of T rustees Meet The new apple Kitchen Cookbook writ 
At Washington, D. C. ten and edited by Demetria Taylor, i: 

(Notes on meeting of Board of designed to sell at 75¢ per copy. The 
Trustees at Washington, D. C. on N. A. I. will have a Musical theme pro 
February 10-11, 1966, attended duced and will be available to all mem 
by Henry Mahr, Trustee from ber groups in the near future for ad 
Wisconsin. ) vertising apples. 

The evening session heard an excel- If the apple industry is to survive anc 
lent presentation by Mr. Wayne Haw- be prosperous, the apple grower musi 
kins, Production and Marketing Man- work together as a unit to support our 
ager of Florida Fruit and Vegetable As- state and national organization finan- 
sociation. He discussed the (1) Florida cially or we will be left behind by our 
Sweet Corn Industry which has a State competitors. 
Marketing order. (1) the Pole bean in- a se 
dustry which has a voluntary market- 

ing agreement and (3) the potato indus- — FOR SALE — 
try which operates a promotional cam- j 
paign with little more than a gentle- IRRIGATION SYSTEM 
man’s agreement. Complete with 510 feet of 3 inch al- 

He stressed a few points that are nec- uminum pipe, couplings, 14 risers 
essary before any type of promotion is and sprinkler heads, portable pump 
attempted including apples, (1) you with 7 hspr. engine. 
must break down the feeling of section- WRITE TO: 
alism and the first step in this direction Mrs. Peter Koene 
is to meet jointly. a m4 a ROUTE 3, BOX 35 
person capable of solving industry. - 5 
(3) The most important factor to re- SHEBOYGAN’ FALES, “WISCONSIN 
member is, Programs must originate EA 
with the growers themselves and not PRR AAA nR Aan RAnnnnnnnnnnnnnARARARAARARAAA 
from hirelings or governmental workers. 

Mr. Cline Howard and Mr. Ed. Col- — FOR SALE. — 
lier of Young and Rubican, Inc., out- KRACK LOW TEMP. 

lined the need for a National public re- 
lations program for. apples, for better COOLING COIL 
grower organizations and understanding AUTOMATIC DEFROST 
of the need for and means to finance — CAPACITY — 

for greater national promotion of apples. 2000 cu. ft. Cooler—100 cu. ft. Freezer 
Such a program could include a sales 

tool or presentation to be used by the $365.00 
industry to generate the funds to create 
and sustain such a program. L. R. LARSON 

The N.A.I.’s new film, The Miracle BEAVER DAM, WIS. i 
of Apples, will soon be ready for dis- srinnnnnnninininnninninninnnnnnr nner 

FRUIT & VEGETABLE FARM IN GREEN LAKE COUNTY | 
175 Acres—114 cropland. Includes 28 acres strawberries for customer picking. | 

' COMPLETELY EQUIPPED. } 

Contact KEMNITZ AGENCY, Beaver Dam, Wisconsin 
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KEEP YOUR WORKING CAPITAL . 

“ IN YOUR BUSINESS 

. Your Most Needed Orchard Equipment! 

"We will Lease or Rent any of the following Equipment: 

| ~ @ Sprayers 
_@ Power Pruners 

@ Rotary Mowers 

© Apple Graders 
© Apple Washer - Polishers 

@ Apple Baggers 
© Irrigation Equipment 

Let us know what your needs may be . .. we will supply 

the complete details with no obligation. 

Remember — Leasing or Renting is completely tax deductible! 

Let Us Hear From You! 

WISCONSIN ORCHARD SUPPLY COMPANY 
' 704 Concord Road Oconomowoc, Wis. 

_ Phone “Bill” Aeppler — 567-6635 
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APPLE SCAB their regular fungicide schedule fo: 

EARL K. WADE seab control. 
Univ. of Wis. Ext. Plant Path. <8 

Apply scab infections were much in New Varieties of Apples 
evidence in several orchards late in MALCOLM N. DANA 
the season last year; this means that Department of Horticulture 
there is plenty of inoculum in the form University of Wisconsin 
of ascospores which will be released Apple growers continue to seek new 
from the old dead leaves on the ground varieties to supplement present produc- 
this spring. With each rain shower or tion and to add new interest to their or- 
heavy fog or dew these spores will be chard operation. This constant striving 
released and carried to the developing for improvement is healthy and a good 
buds and leaves on the trees in the or- sign of active interest in the future of 
chard. These spores can infect the new the industry. But, I submit, that often- 
growth starting at bud-break and con- times growers get carried away in this 
tinuing on for several weeks after petal area of interest and tend to look upon 
fall. After the first primary infection, the fabled new variety as a panacea and 
secondary infections develop from the forget that one can also make a success 
conida or secondary type of spores that of growing standard varieties well. Does 
develop in the lesions or scab infections. your market demand new varieties, or 
Growers should therefore apply the does it rather demand standard varie- 
fungicide scab sprays according to the ties with known quality and character- 
schedule outlined in the spray chart. istics but with a high degree of uniform- 

(Spray chart available from the ity and excellent appearance? Are you 
Univ. of Wis. Extension Service Co- justified in spending an _ inordinate 

operative Extension Service, 240 
Agr. Hall, Madison, Wis. 53706.) ee 

It should be noted that a special de- 
layed-dormant oil spray is recommend- e $ A VE e 
= this year for insect control. When this 
oil spray is applied, captan canot be 

added to the spray as the two materials FREIGHT CosTS 
are not compatible (see footnote 2 in . ON 
spray chart). Also, captan should prob- American Quart Baskets 
ably not be used in the spray following ° ° k 
the oil application. It is suggested that American Pint Baskets 
dodine (Cyprex) 65W be used at delayed- i 
dormant in the oil spray and also for Bushel Field Crates 
the spray application 7 days later. Do- ° BY, 
dine can be used in the rest of the Ordering Now for 

‘ays, or i ° 

ped istics, roma tiay, 1 Pre-Season Delivery 
Although not listed in the spray chart, WRITE FOR DETAILS 

enough trials have been conducted out ’ 2 ° 
East (also one trial in Wisconsin) to in- Don’t Miss This Deal 
dicate that the combination of 1 quart 7 
of glyodin plus % Ib, of dodine per 10 It’s $$$ to You 
gallons of spray is quite effective against 'B ee eaPray site effective against | EBNER BOX FACTORY 

to try this combination spray on part CAMERON, WISCONSIN 54822 

of their orchard and compare it with 
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emount of time looking for a new var- the northern section of the state find this 

isty that may possibly help you many a promising variety. 
years hence? It seems to me that many it can be used to supplement your Mc- 
growers already have too many vari- Idared is a highly colored late apple 
eties, too many trees occupying space that is finding favor in some areas of 
and producing fruit that must be sold Michigan. The production from a few 
at below premium prices because the plantings in this state have been well 

market doesn’t know or want the vari- received on the market. A recent re- 
ety. These trees are comparable to the port from the East suggests that this 
boarder cows and the cull chickens that variety is too soft for processing, but 

our friends in other segments of agricul- this will not limit its fresh market ap- 
ture speak about. Can you afford to peal. 
have one tree of Westfield Seek-no-fur- Puritan is a new early variety, ripen- 
ther or Tolman Sweets because one fam- ing about with Early McIntosh. It is 

ily buys one bushel per year. I think, large, firm, pinkish red color, tart and 
as apple growers, you cannot afford this only fair quality. Its size and color may 
luxury. As hobbyists, you can, but don’t be of sufficient interest to give it a 
expect to make money at it. place in the early varieties for local 

So what is new in apple varieties? As market sale. Its firmness and size are 
has been true for many years, the most its best features. 
active area of new apple varieties is The earliest, quality apple we have is 
Red Delicious and its multitude of color the Wellington from New York State. 
sports and spur types. Many of these This variety was introduced for the pro- 
are too new to have been fully evaluated cessing market but seems to be of high 
under our conditions, but it would seem enough quality to justify its use on the 
that the Starkrimson, Redspur, Well- fresh market. It has good size and color 

spur, and Miller Sturdy Spur are all and is very early. It reportedly ripens 
worthy of trial. The Red Prince, Im- its crop all at one time which is an un- 
perial, Red Queen and others may also usual condition for an early variety. 
be tested. Many of these are early col- From New York there are several new 
oring sports that provide red color in varieties that may be worth looking at. 
August although the fruit may not be Niagara, similar to McIntosh, ripen 
ready for harvest at that time. With about ten days before McIntosh would 

these strains, we must use other criteria seem to offer little advantage in our 
than color to determine the appropriate marketing situation but might extend 
harvest date. Flesh color, flesh firm- the harvest season in a helpful way. 
ness, ease of picking and sugar content Spigold is similar to Northern Spy but 
will become increasingly important as reportedly a more reliable bearer. A 
meaures of maturity. very firm flesh, high quality, and good 
The Golden Delicious also now has size are characteristics which may pro- 

several spur sports available. Again, vide this variety with a place in our 
the recommendation of any particular orchards. 
type will need to await further testing The variety Mutsu, a Golden Delicious 
in this and other states. type from Japan, and Tydeman’s Red, 
Among the newer varieties that seem a McIntosh type from England, are re- 

to be finding a place in our orchards ceiving rave notices from other growing 
ere Spartan and Idared. The Spartan is areas. Mutsu would compete with Gold- 
@ McIntosh type, slightly later than Mc- en Delicious in size and quality. Tyde- 
Titosh with better keeping quality and a man’s Red is about four weeks earlier 

| Tiore uniform shape and size. I believe than McIntosh and is a much firmer 
Tatosh plantings with a high quality fall variety. This would precede Niagara in 
énd early winter variety. Growers in season. 
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Weed Control in Strawberries vil fella the peeger of some of tie 
. ium ing. 

and Raspberries No one can grow small fruits in a fie d 

MALCOLM N. DANA infested with quackgrass. Anyone ‘s 

Dept. of Horticulture, Univ. of Wis. em i — a casi before the 
: eradication of quackgrass is accori- 

denn bi OP ete ant oaay plished. I care not how the weed is r- 
prof 1 research and extension peo- cae know that it must be r~- 

ple. One would think that from such ex- i ramer fale ee be successful 

tension study would come the ready sol- in some oat ay f log a 
utions to all weed problems and that : areas) walle cropping tot 
pure and unfettered crops would every- by either dalopon or amitrole may be 

where be producing abundant yields of successful in other areas. Another meth- 

quality produce. But such is not the od is to apply 2 lb./A of atrazine in 

case and for some years to come, I see early Spring fol owed: “by ; plowing in 

no hope for development of that para- me Ee iene Planting “of ‘corn 

dise. Perhaps this is good, for weed and green ade ae as aismother 

control provides a good outlet for excess I am sure we all Tock upon chemical 

energy and a wholesome occupation for weed control as the meal that. will 

ee fe heavily upon one day remove all unwanted vegetation 

For iewe ‘and am a producers of and leave only the crop waving gently 

strawberries and raspberries, there is in the summer breezes. We are a long 

no ‘weed control tool that exceeds the ay frum that state taday. 
versatility of the hoe. This method of Herbicides registered for use on straw- 

weed control, often referred to as the berries are helpful, but surely do not 
“trong arm’ method,” is selective and do the entire task. Sesone is the oldest 

sure although it may often be slow and of the materials and ‘still remains the 

tedious. For the present, at least, it is cheapest of those available. It has se 
irreplaceable and other methods are YéTe, limitations insofar as it wilt Kill 
supplemental to it. “— ony = rid ee ns 

A few i . _ only a short residua! peri 6 

Le eee ere Tee made at weeks) and if used at too high a rate, 
attaited a considerable su in do- may do considerable damage to runner 

ing so. So much so in fact that some rooting. It may not be used after August 
strawberry growers have detached 15 because of the hazard to developing 

themselves from the hoe and now do fruit buds and the resultant deformed 

the hoeing from a sitting position. Two  Pe!T#*s- 
machines that provide ths opportunity Dacthal has been used successfully by 

for relaxation are now on the market, growers in several areas of the state. 
the In Row Weeder and the Wiggle Hoe. Like Sesone, it has no value against es- 

Properly operated, either one will do tablished weeds, and the effects of a 

an acceptable job of removing small  ‘Teatment last only 3-6 weeks. Dacthal 
weeds from around well-spaced straw.  ™ay be slightly better than sesone 
berry plants. In soils with numerous against annual grasses, but the differ- 
clods and stones, the In Row Weeder ence in value is not striking. 

would appear to be most useful for it Diphenamid is the newest of the pr>- 
permits more flexibility of operation emergence herbicides for strawberric 3. 

and exercise of judgment by the oper- It is sold as Dymid when formulated ! y 

ator than does the other machine. How- Elanco Products Company and as E1- 

ever, properly operated either machine (Continued on page 19) 
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ORTHO OR 
ORTHOCIDE® 50 WETTABLE: 
GIVES YOUR APPLES A GLOSSY, WAX FINISH OTHERWISE 

OrTHOCIDE stimulates wax formation on all 
varieties of apples. Wax gets heavier, 

glossier. Skin stays smooth and tight. Your 
apples have more buyer appeal. They resist 
rot and bruising —and keep better, too. 

OrTHOCIDE is a broad-spectrum fungicide 
that works overtime. It gives lasting scab 
control. And used regularly, it actually 
sparks tree vitality. You get fuller, greener 
foliage. Firmer, healthier apples—and 

more of them. 

Use OrTHOCIDE as a spray or dust. Don't 
worry about russeting, even if you grow 
green or yellow varieties. Use it any time, 
from pre-pink to harvest. ORTHOCIDE — 
Helping the World Grow Better. 

ORTHO) CHEMICAL COMPANY, 
ORTHO DIVISION 
Part of the great group of Chevron companies. 

(ORTHO) 

ORTHOCIDE 
Fungicide 
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Lullaby-bye | GEORGE y y 
' 

MATHES 
238 N. State St. ‘ 

Chilton, Wis. | ] 

LONN 

KING h 
2301 Strange St. , S 

Stevens Point, Wis. \ “ 

TOM s 

BRANDT a 

Sturgeon Bay 

Wisconsin ° 

The oil used in Now, while } 
7s aphids, mites ana i 

formulating Ethiot scales lie dormant— ‘ | jy 
Oil meets the speci- cradled in the deep of x | \ 
‘esas Fee om your orchard—blanket \ | Hl 

them with Ethion-Oil. | 
mended in the 1966 pond coun on being tidof . a 

them without repeated spray- ] 
Apple Disease and ing. Till early summer. \ 
Insect Control Cir- Wathout ab faing: Echjon-il s 

comes ready formulated. \ 
cular from the Unt Without injuring your trees; 
versity of Wisconsin. you use reduced amounts of oil. 

Practically foo. proof, Ethion- { 
Oil. Try it. Now. i 

ZZ =| Ethion-Oill/,,| | om | ion-Oi ne | 
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— WEED CONTROL — Raspberries 

(Continued from page 16) An established planting may be treat- 
ile when formulated by Upjohn, Inc. ed with simazine at 4 to 5 lb./A for 
This material has a wide spectrum of quackgrass and broadleaf annual weed 
weeds on which it is effective and has control. A fall application of 5 lb./A is 
a long residual effectiveness. It is more best for quackgrass and a lighter spring 
effective against grasses than either of application (2-3 lb./A) is best for an- 

the other materials. There must be at nual weed control. This herbicide has 
least twelve months between herbicide been highly successful for this crop. Be 
application and harvest of the crop, a sure to use simazine and not atrazine 
restriction which limits diphenamid use- for the low solubility of simazine is nec- 
fulness to applications before about June essary to prevent deep leaching with 
20 in the Bayfield area. To be fully ef- resultant injury to the raspberries. 
fective, diphenamid needs to be incor- Diuron may be used for annual weed 
porated into the soil either by irrigation control in red raspberries. This should 
or cultivation. This is one herbicide be applied at 2 lb./A in the spring. No 
whose action is not destroyed by culti- material should be allowed on the fol- 
vation after application. The rate of iage of the raspberry. 
treatment is limited to 6 lb./A on heavy For further details on these and other 
soils, but for sandy soils 4 lb./A should herbicide treatments in fruit crops, ask 

be adequate for most purposes. your County Agent for Special Circular 
We feel that any of these herbicides 32, 1966 Chemical Weed Control for Fruit 

may best be used as supplemental Crops, University of Wisconsin Exten- 
treatments following cultivation. In the sicn Service. 
early weeks of the planting, it would ap- ee 
pear that one of the mechanical hoes . . 
could be used most effectively. When Circulars Available 
runners start to form and young plants . 

fill in the row, then apply the herbicides The new 1966 Chemical Weed Control 
to reduce the amount of hand labor nec- for Fruit Crops and the 1966 Apple Dis- 

essary to maintain a clean planting. ease and Insect Control are now out 

Post-emergence applications, that is and available from the Extension Ser- 
materials applied after weak germina- vice of the College of Agriculture, Uni- 
tion, have not been highly successful in versity of Wisconsin. Both pamphlets 
strawberries. CIPC or chloro IPC at contain up to date and useful reference 

very low rates (%4 to % Ib./A) is highly material. 
see against smartweeds and rela- “ 
tively non-toxic to strawberries. It may 
be used in the first year of a straw- FOR SALE 

ir planting, but may not be used in 
the fruiting year. The amine formulation i 
of 2,4-D may be used in the early spring Used Hardie Duplex 
of the fruiting year where susceptible SPRAYER 
broadleaf weeds are a problem. I 

would use this treatment only as a last 400 LBS. PRESSURE, P. T. 0. 
sesort as the herbicide can do severe 
ae to the strawberries and is only VERY GOOD CONDITION 
mildly effective against many weeds. A 
vate of % to % Ib./A is all that may be JUSTUS BRUECKNER 
used safely and this is inadequate JEFFERSON, WISCONSIN 
igainst most problem weeds. Pra re NARS EEL LOLLLLS 
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Captan gives you full-time scab protection 
But that’s not all — Captan 50-W helps young apple leaves 

produce more energy for wood, buds and fruit. Result: 
. increased vigor — trees set and hold more fruit this year, 

produce more, strong buds for next year. Apples have 
better finish and color, too. 

See your dealer — use Captan this year. Stauffer Chem- 

ical Company, Agricultural Chemical Division, 380 

Madison Avenue, New York, N. Y. 10017. 

READ THE LABEL. HEED THE LABEL AND 

GROW WITH STAUFFER CHEMICALS if, 

4
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Prevention-Control Measures ee | Ra 
° * oa ae Feces oR For Fire Blight on Apple a Se. 

And Pear ct 
EARL K. WADE ¥ | es 

Extension Plant Pathologist Br. Eek 

The following control measures for f 4 eas 
fire blight were compiled from the re- age 
commendations of several states where 7 <—-_, 
this bacterial disease is a problem on - p {gl 
apple and pear trees. These controls are 

based both on research test results and 4 ' 
on actual grower experience and prac- y 
tice. It does’ not necessarily follow that : ae 
all of these control measures are effec- ei Seas 
tive under Wisconsin conditions, or that ' Pg ea Pe 
they will work equally well for both ap- a oe eo 
ple and pear. However, ‘Some of the oe MMehon 
practices listed are based on Wisconsin eee ee 
research data as well as on data from oe Ct ne ee if 
other states having similar growing con- Pe ee te ee 

Gitions. (Seem eM 
In view of the fact that several grow- Susceptible 

ers in the state are experiencing fire- Apples: Jonathon; Transcendent Crab; 
blight outbreaks, especially where dwarf Lodi; Wealthy; Yellow Transparent; 
trees of blight susceptible varieties have Ida Red; Virginia and Hyslop Crabs; 

been planted, it was thought that a sur- Prairie Spy; Cortland; Snow; Secor; 
vey of possible prevention-control meas- Beacon. . 
ures might be of some value. Pears: Bartlett; Anjou; Lincoln; 

A. Avoid Planting Too Many Varieties Clapp’s Favorite; Flemish Beauty; 

Having High Susceptibility Sheldon; Parker. 
To Fire Blight Tolerant to Resistant 

Although there is some disagreement Apples: Red Delicious; Whitney, Hopa 
among workers regarding the suscepti- and Dolgo Crabs; N. W. Greening; 
bility of apple and pear varieties to fire Northern Spy; McIntosh. 
blight, the listing that follows attempts Pears: Kieffer; Seckel; Moonglow; 
to classify varieties as being susceptible Magness. 
or somewhat resistant or tolerant. (Continued on page 4)
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OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS C . E t 
. . oming Events 

Wis. Apple and Horticultural June 16-18 — The 31st Annual Meet 
Council ing jointly sponsored by NAI and the 

Dwarf Fruit Tree Assn. in Traverse 
President City, Mich. An extremely interesting 

Thomas W. Connell, Menomonie meeting has been planned including twu 

. tours. Mechanical apple harvesting wil! 
Vice President be the subject of a panel discussion. 

LeRoy Meyer, Oak Creek Many other perintent issues will be x- 
. pertly covered. A special attraction will 

E. A. Eri ae be Governor George Romney as the fea- 

Bon an mo, Kimberly tured banquet speaker. 

Walter Clemens, Mequon ° 
Arthur Bassett, Baraboo Establish New Idaho Apple 
Wm. Meyer, Gays Mills Commission 

Robert reas was Idaho’s Governor Robert E. Smylie re- 
. thur G 2 en ai cently signed into law a bill establishing 

‘arren Gabelman, Madison the Idaho Apple Commission, created 
Active Membe specifically for the purpose of advertis- 

ctive Wiembers ing and promoting Idaho apples. 
Additional active members of the Wis- Thus, the new commission will set 

consin Appie & Horticultural Council, Inc. to work immediately to promote this 
Barthel Fruit Farm coming year’s crop. 
Carl Euler The governor appointed three grower 
Hipke Orchards members and two dealer members to 
Honadels Orchard the commission. 

Orville W. Kaiser Growers will be assesssd one cent per 
Carroll Krippner box. A provision has been made in the 
Joseph Kugel Lill to permit the growers to raise the 
James F. McGinnity tax to as much as five cents per box. 
Pioneer Orchards Processing apples are exempt. A nor- 
Wate Name! Jr. mal crop would be around 1,400,000 

boxes thi: i 
Sacia Orchards, Inc. ne a 5 year, soos ill li 
Salvatorian Semi . new commission wil not be lim- 

Jay R. S ‘die ited to advertising apples as Idaho ap- 
y . Sp ples. The bill provides that Idaho ap- 

__ ples could also be advertised as “‘North- 
Do Not Delay west Apples,” leaving the door open to 

Join WAHC Today ! co-operative advertising — with other 
states or areas on promotion programs. 
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. ity. It was only necessary to develop Size-Controlled Apple Trees i ee Le ce omaraliel 
MALCOLM N. DANA rootstocks and to put them to work in 

Department of Horticulture our a fallen upon our 
eneration to do this work. 

Volverstea “ef Wiseennt othe size- controlling rootstocks offer 
Perhaps no subject has captured the real promise for the production of fruit 

imagination of fruit growers more com- for the “Pick-your-own” trade. For those 
pletely than the problem of rootstocks who live near centers of population but 

for apples. Traditionally, in America, may have difficulty hiring hourly labor, 
we have produced apple trees by graft- it seems to me that “pick-your-own”’ of- 

ing scions of standard varieties onto fers a real opportunity for increased re- 
seedling nurse roots to produce a healthy turn on your crop and a reduced reli- 
and vigorous orchard tree. This pro- ance on a questionab'e quality and quan- 
cedure was relatively inexpensive, sim- tity of labor. The opportunity and per- 

ple and satisfactory for the economy of haps necessity to develop the “pick- 
fifty years ago. But the changes in our your-own’” market dictates that apple 
society have now produced new prob- growers move to smaller trees that may 
lems for the orchard man; problems be harvested by ordinary citiz2ns out for 
that must be faced squarely if we are a little outing and incidentally buying 
to survive in a competitive business. quality fruit. 
Among the most serious problems fac- Size-controlling rootstocks are mainly 

ing us is the need for adequate labor to of two series. The Malling series have 
care for and harvest our fruit. Gone been known for the longest period and 
are the days when men came knocking are the most widely grown. The mem- 
at your door asking for the privilege to bers of this series all arose as chance 
climb tall ladders and harvest de'ec- seedlings. They were assembled at the 
table fruit from far ranging and grace- East Malling Research Station and each 
ful branches of apple trees. Gone are clone was then characterized and given 

the days when the winter crew would a number. Originally these designations 
climb amongst the branches on a fri- were EM 1 to EM XVI. These identify- 
gid day and prune for a few cents an ing numbers have gradually been cor- 
hour. In place of these conditions, we rupted until today often it is written 

must now scavenge for labor and pro- as M 1 to M 16. The second series of 
vide it with wages and comfortable stocks arose from a breeding program 
working conditions. To compensate for conducted between the East Malling 
these conditions, we must increase ef- and the Merton Research Stations in 

ficiency which is to say that each prune England. From this program were se- 
must make more cuts per hour and each lected fifteen rootstock clones of which 
picker must harvest more apples per only four have been introduced to com- 
hour. Machinery replaces some of the mercial practice in this country. These 
labor demand but cannot ever elimin- stocks were given the names MM 104, 

ate all need for the human element. MM 106, MM 109, and MM 111. At the 
One of the obvious programs to im- present time from these two series, 

prove efficiency was to produce a tre there are about twelve clonal rootstocks 
of smaller stature; one that would not that may be obtained in America. 
require the use of long ladders and a Size - controlling rootstocks present 
monkey’s agility for its management. problems that require adjustment of 
fo this end, it is fortunate indeed that those management practices that com- 
our ancestors long ago recognized that monly applied to standard trees. If you 
certain trees, when used as a rootstock, are unwilling or unable to make these 
oroduced orchard trees of small size adjustments, then you’d better forget 
hat bore fruit of normal size and qual- (Continued on page 14) 
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FIRE BLIGHT CONTROL C. Dormant and Summer Pruning to 
(Continued from page 1) Remove Fire Blight Inoculum 

B. Soil Type, Tree Nutrition, and Cul- 1. There is universal agreement on the 

tural Practices Have a Significant Ef- value of removing overwintering fire 
fect on Fire Blight Infection. blight cankers as part of the regular 
1. Try to plant in the proper soil type. pruning operations while the trees are 

Years of observations on blight develop- dormant. When this is done an effective 
ment by workers in eastern United disinfectant should be used to disinfect 

States indicate that susceptible varieties the tools after each cut. Cankers and 
planted in dsep, fertile, well-drained but blighted areas should be removed at a 
not droughty soil are less subject to point 8 inches or more beyond any sign 
blight infection than when located in of infection, due to the bacteria being 

very wet, poorly drained soil. found beyond the margins of the canker 
2. Be careful when fertilizing blight- underneath healthy - appearing bark. 

susceptible varieties, especially with Cankers located on large branches and 
respect to nitrogen. Both greenhouse limbs or on the trunk of the tree should 
and field tests have shown that of the be removed surgically by cutting out all 
three major nutrient elements, nitrogen of the discolored tissue and then painting 
has the greatest effect by far on blight the wound with the Reimer’s or Califor- 
susceptibility. nia solution described in the next para- 

Treas receiving a yearly spring appli- graph, or with the cadmium-sulfate solu- 
cation of 2 lbs. or more of ammonium tion described later on in this discussion. 
nitrate have been more susceptible to Various materials are recommended 
fire blight than those getting 1 lb. or for use as disinfectants. Mercury ma- 
less, or none at all. terials are very effective but have the 

Experiments that have been conduct- 
ed on pear trees indicate that less blight Qn 
develops where half of the nitrogen is 
applied on the ground and the other half BERRY BOXES! 
on the foliag2 in the form of urea. One . ° 
to several application of urea can be American Wood Rim 
made, depending on the color of the fo- (Packed 500 per case) 
liage and other conditions. These should 500 $14.95 
be applied after bloom. 1,000 27.95 per M 

An adcquate supply of potash should 2,000 26.50 per M 
be maintained in the soil; the pH level 5,000 25.50 per M 

should be checked and lime applied if 10,000 24.95 per M 
needed. This would usually be when the 15,000 24.25 per M 

pH of the soil registers 5.5 or less. 20,000 23.50 per M 

3. Keep susceptible varieties under 25,000 22.90 per M 
sod culture. Growing trees in sod, at PINTS — $1.00 per M less 
least in strips extending out to the drip than quarts listed above. 
line, reduces the danger of blight devel- F. 0. B. Oconomowoc, Wis. 

<_ as compared to bare ground Sold & Distributed by 
culture. Trees grown in bare ground or 

under cultivation make a more rapid WISCONSIN ORCHARD 
and vigorous growth and have a higher SUPPLY CO. 
percentage of succulent wood than those 704 Concord Road 

grown in sod. However, it is more dif- OCONOMOWOC, WISCONSIN 53066 
ficult for those trees grown in bare Telephone 567-6635 
ground to harden off for the winter. 
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disadvantage of being corrosive to metal In Wisconsin we have not been recom- 

as well as being very poisonous. A good mending the removal of active cankers 
mercury disinfectant is Reimer’s solu- and freshly blighted twigs during the 
tion. It is prepared as follows: On a growing season. Tests conducted many 
weight basis dissolve 1 part mercuric years ago in Wisconsin did not favor the 
chloride and 1 part cyanide of mercury practice, and there is some danger of 

in 500 parts distilled water; or make actually spreading the infection. 
the “California solution” by replacing It is claimed in Illinois that the value 
10 per cent of the water with glycerine. of summer pruning depends on the sea- 

son; that early fire-blight infections 
Other types of disinfectants being used probably should be pruned out, but if 

are: (a) Mercurie chloride (corrosive blight continues to develop until early 
sublimate) 1 part, water 1,000 parts (one in August, summer pruning has no 
7.3-grain tablet mercuric cloride dis- value. 
solved in 1 pint of water, or 1 ounce per Orchardists who decide to try sum- 
7% gallons water). Mercuric chloride mer pruning should be careful to cut 

is also known as bichloride of mercury. 8-12 inches back into healthy-appearing 

All mercury preparations must be kept wood and to disinfect the cutting tools 
in glass, plastic, or stoneware bottles or after each cut. 
jugs, plainly marked as poisonous and 3. Chemical treatment of active fire 

kept out of reach of children and pets. blight cankers: With this method a spec- 
(b) Denatured alcohol, such as you can ial chemical solution is used to treat the 
buy in paint stores, not the alcohol used blighted areas and cankers on the tree 

as anitfreeze. (c) Streptomycin solution, as soon as they appear. The chemical 

200 ppm (such as ‘“‘Agrimycin 17”, “‘Ag- is supposed to penetrate the bark and 
ristrip”, or ‘‘Phytomycin” dissolved in kill the bacteria underneath. In the 
water). (d) A 1 per cent sodium or process the healthy wood at the margin 
calcium hyochlorite solution (household of the canker or treated area is also 
bleach such as Clorox diluted with 5 killed. 
parts water, or B-K powder or liquid A solution called Cadmium paint, or 
prepared as a 1 per cent hypochlorite Cadmium-sulphate solution has been de- 
solutions break down rapidly in the veloped for use as a canker treatment. 
presence of dirt and other foreign mat- It is reported to be less injurious than 
ter and should be discarded at frequent zine and probably just as effective. It 
intervals when used to sterilize pruning can be used also as a disinfectant when 
tools, ete. pruning out blighted twigs, etc. 

The formula for Cadmium-sulphate sol- 
2. There is a difference of opinion on ution and directions for use are avail- 

the value of summer pruning of active able from the author of this article. 
blight infections as a control measure. D. Use of Copper and 
Most workers do agree that new shoots Streptomycin Sprays 
or sucker growth should be removed as 1. Some states recommend the appli- 
soon as possible from limbs and trunks cation of a dormant copper spray in 

during the growing season. One recom- the spring as part of the fire blight con- 
mendation is to wear leather gloves and trol program. Copper sprays suggested 
“rub” them off rather than to use a are Bordeaux mixture, 4-4-50, a 45-53% 
pruning shears. It has also been recom- insoluable or fixed copper fungicide at 
mended that fruiting spurs located on the rate of 4 lbs. per 100 gallons water, 
the lower portions of the tree be re- or Instant Grade soluble copper sulfate 
moved, especially on pear trees. This powder (blue vitriol), at 4 Ibs. per 100 
is to reduce the chances of fire blight gallons. 
invading the scaffold branches and trunk Both insoluble fixed copper sprays and 
of the tree through infected fruit spurs. sprays of soluble copper sulfate have 
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been used in a few Wisconsin orchards, (3) Three of 4 days after the second 

but so far these copper sprays have not spray application, if many active 

been an aid to fire blight control. Grow- blossoms still remain, apply < 
ers in Illinois claim that the yearly use third spray of streptomycin. 

of a dormant ich in Spray. 18 beneficial Use of streptomycin at rates recom 
a reducing b ight infections on susc2p- mended by the manufacturer, or app 

tible varieties. ; If a dormant copper at a dilution of 100 ppm; or apply at £ 
spray is — ris a ee that pom and add 2 quarts of glycerin, CP 

coe tise ordeaux,, 4450, ab or USP grade, to 100 gallons of spray 
piled. Work done in Illinois indicates that 

2, Weak copper sprays can be used streptomycin sprays are more effective 
during bloom, and some growers have wien applied at night. 
added copper to the early cover sprays % ‘ai 
in an effort to reduce the spread of fire . Because of residue restrictions, strep- 
blight infections. There is always the vomycin should not be applied to bear- 
danger of fruit russeting when copper is i 2 trees after the fruit has formed. Non- 

used, especially under poor drying con- pearing [ees| may be sprayed as often 
ditions. However, it was found by Wis- 2s considered necessary, and srowers 
consin, California and New York inves- having new plantings of dwarf trees of 
tigators that blossom infections are fav- a _suscepile aes oes 
ored by high humidity and high temper- RasiGer, USING ‘ Buae COVED 
atures; on dry days the sugar concen- sprays until they reach bearing age. 

trate in the nectar of open blossoms is Workers in Illinois also suggest the 
too high for the fire blight bacteria to use of the fungicide zineb 75W during 
grow. Therefore, it probably does not bloom at 2 Ibs. per 100 gallons on blight- 
pay to apply copper sprays during bloom susceptible varieties in place of the 
unless the relative humidity is 60% or regular scab fungicide. It has some ef- 

higher and the prevailing temperature fect on bacteria as well as on fungus or- 
is 70°F or higher. A 1-2-100 Bordeaux ganisms. On bearing trees they also re- 
spray is recommended for applications commend use of zineb 75W, 1 lb., plus 
during bloom. Make two applications 4 either Dodine (Cyprex) % lb. or captan 
days apart, starting when the first blos- EOW, 1 Ib. after petal fall in the cover 
soms appear. oe a io against fire ae 

Streptomycin, an antibiotic, is more and scab. On non-bearing trees night 
effective than copper for controlling applications of streptomycin at 100 ppm 
blossom blight. (Available as Agrimy- are recommended in the cover sprays 

cin 17, Agri-Strip, and Phytomycin.) pos seat mile ent P 
Here again, streptomycin will he of : Maintain an Adequate Spray Pro- 
little value during bloom unless fairly gram to Control Aphids and Other 
high moisture and temperature cordi- Sucking Insects — Both Before and 
tions prevail prior to and during the After Bloom 

bloom period. Although there are conflicting reports 
The use of streptomycin is warranted on the importance of aphids and leaf- 

when the following conditions prevail: hoppers in spreading fire blight infec- 

(1) At any time after the first blos- tions, there is some evidence that these 
soms open that a temperature of insects contribute to blossoms and suck- 
65°F or higher and rainfall or er infections. Therefore, an effort should 
relative humidity 60% or higher be made to control early aphid infesta- 

occur or are forecasted. tions as well as those that appear later 
(2).When one-half of remaining blos- oa during the season. 

soms are open and above weather ¥. Check on Nearby Sources of 
conditions continue or recur, apply Fire Blight Inoculum 
a second spray. (This may be a Check the area around and near your 
day or so after the first spray, or orchard for sources of fire blight inoc- 
it may be several days, depend- ulum that could be brought in. This 
ing on prevailing weather condi- might include other orchards, back- 
tions.) yards, trees abandoned or growing wild. 
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For Complete 

PRE-BLOOM to HARVEST 
Protection 

Morestan is the new carbonate pesticide 
for mites and pear psylla. Tested 
throughout the world and used com- 
mercially in this country during 1964, 

° — Morestan has proved to be an excep- 
tional pre-bloom miticide. Morestan’s excellent resi- 
dual action controls mites for an extended period of 
time. It kills by contact and is equally effective for 
control of mite adults, nymphs and eggs, both resistant 
and non-resistant strains. 

For over 5 years, this outstanding 
insecticide has been the favorite with 
fruit growers from coast to coast. No 
other insecticide can match its broad 

° spectrum effectiveness. It effectively 
controls the major insects, (Plum Curculio, Coddling 
Moth, Apple Maggot), that attack fruit crops and 
continues to control them from one cover spray to 
the next. Controlled tests have consistently proven 
that Guthion gives higher yields and better finish fruit 
with lower visible residues. 

As an aphicide, Systox (Demeton) is 
second to none. Systox is a systemic 
insecticide that works within the sap 
stream and even protects new growth. 

® Aphids cannot escape . . . even when 
on the underside of leaves. They are poisoned when 
they pierce any part of the foliage and begin sucking 
juices. Once Systox has been absorbed, it will not 
harm your beneficial pollinators. Remember, it’s 
INSIDE the tree or plant. 23es 

CHEMAGRO 

WE) CORPORATION 
ae KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI 64120 
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Fruit Crops of Southern Brazil Grower income would be improved if 
G. C. KLINGBEIL they would adopt the newer varieties 

Extension Specialist, Fruit Production “a eh would are better wine, be valu- 
The University of Wisconsin able| in the fresh, market, and used’ for 

Madison, Wisconsin juice and even raisins. As it is now, 

: all th i basket— 
Last month I provided a general view for eine apes are in one basket—mostly 

of the agriculture in the two most south- . 
ern states in Brazil. Now, let’s look a _Apples are of real interest to the Bra- 

little more closely at the fruit crops of  Zilians. They want them and will pay 
that same sarea. i ave often up tf 7 ae apiece. 

ee ‘ most are imported from Argentina 
ae we See gee a M4 and even a few from the United States. 

county region in north central Rio Gran- a oo tee ee Nocihem 
de do Sul has over 95% of the industry. ; Ys ’ ~ 

: Spy, Winter Banana and a couple of 
The names of counties like Bento Gon- unknowns. All are low chilli uire- 
calves, Flores da Cunha and Garibaldi iment kinds There are ‘on Wiaited 

make one realize that this area is made areas where commercial ” orchards 
up of people of Italian descent. They are = Gouid be established and these are in 
eee kay Crees ant poiuee the higher elevations, possibly up to 2 

ope . 0 sand acres. e main oro! 
Sf grane URiee tnd Wine, Maiagy mt lem is that no practical apple growing 

Bento Goncalves and the Estacao Ex- ete B. Ped eo a 
perimental de Viticultura and Enologia sions ee eush knowledge is imported 

(grape and wine experiment station) at sonle production will likely be limited 
Caxias do Sul have excellent collections in that country 
of French hybrid and vinifera varieties . 
as well as the knowledge of production There are many interesting things 
and certainly wine makirg. Unfortun- though. I spent a few days irying io 

ately, over 60% of the farm production run down information about a good 

still consists of the Isabella variety—one many dwarf trees which had been prop- 
of the oldest American types. The Ni- agated by the inter-stem method. Many 

agara variety is also quite common. of these trees were at least forty years 

It becomes obvious in a short ‘ime old, not over eight feet tall and still pro- 

that the means of getting experimental ducing good crops. Another item of in- 
results to and adopted by growers are terest—I saw no fire blight either on 

indeed lacking. One can see the rea! pears or apples. 
value of an efficient extension service In some states, figs, olives, bananas 
such as we have in this country. and pineapples are grown in quantity, 

Grapes are not trained as they are but that’s till another story. 
here. Most plantings are grown in an 
overhead system with plants about 10’ 
by 10 apart. The main stem is trained 

upright for about 6 to 7 feet, then about Pest Control Sheets 
six arms are allowed to grow outward 

like spokes of a wheel. Fruiting wood The Cooperative Extension Service, 
originates from these arms. The vines 240 Agr. Hall, Univer. of Wis., Madison, 

are trained on heavy gauge wire which has released new pest control sheets 
is bei ¥ be aaa ae One post for pom gardeners, for a 

seven feet long and six inches square raspberries, and plum, cherry an 

made by hand costs about 20 cents. peach.. 
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The losers: a 
aphids, leafhoppers, potato tuberworms, green 
stink bugs, flea beetles, potato psyllids, southern 
army worms, leaf-footed plant bugs, Colorado 
potato beetles, European corn borers, white flies, 
false chinch bugs, three-lined potato beetles. 

a ® 

Thiodan j, 
Thiodan is a registered trademark of Farbwerke Hoechst, A.G. 

FAIRFIELD CHEMICALS * NIAGARA CHEMICAL DIVISION * MIDDLEPORT, N.Y. ® 
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The most economical way to conquer the number 1 disease threatening 
apple growers is to rely on Cyprex throughout the year. 

It's a proven fact! As little as 3/s of a pound of this time-tested fruit 
fungicide provides unsurpassed control of scab when it is used consist- 
ently on a 5 to 7-day schedule. This includes both new and established 
infection! 

One reason for this top record of performance over many years is the 
fact that Cyprex is retained on the leaf surface, even during heavy rains. At 
the same time, it spreads out to protect new growth between applications! 

Remember, Cyprex is the only fungicide that offers you all of these 
important advantages: 

(1) Most effective control, inside and out, against both new and es- 
tablished infection. 
(2) Most durable control, clinging to the surface during rain, yet 
spreading out to protect new growth between applications. 
(3) Most economical control, with as little as 3/s of a pound ona 5 to 
7-day schedule to do the job. 
(4) Compatibility with other pesticides and oil. 
No wonder Cyprex continues to be the material of choice, year after ''*' 

year, when it comes to controlling apple scab. Whether you prefer to dust 
or spray, stay with Cyprex all the way! You'll harvest a crop of high-profit, 
fine-finish apples in return. 

Now’s the time to place your order for Cyprex. See your dealer today! 
Before using any pesticide, stop and read the label. 

' SERVES THE MAN WHO MAKES 
A BUSINESS OF AGRICULTURE 

AMERICAN CYANAMID COMPANY 
PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY 

1965 PEST CONTROL RECORD 

VARIETY~| 

| seo = Peucious LOCATION-souTH 49 

ae ng | 
May 12 ae 65-0, [Sen [erin 

Petal fall Baa eur FINCK ef me LE peered | — im] 
First cover j - 

i ir June 19 arsenate No sign of scab 

| 
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i aS) The word about you doesn’t get arou id 

The Fruits of Advertising by accident. You’ve got to tell ’em 0 
CARLTON D. STODDARD sell ’em. 

‘ The U.S.D.A. has just put out a N2- 

ies Te eS tional Roadside Marketing study 1c 
The Cramer-Krasselt Co. porting on 1500 roadside markets in tte 

United States. Over 78% use newspay er 

Cars on the highway are a tremen- advertising. Over 67% use signs whi ‘h 
dous market in motion. are probably the cheapest way to :d- 

Over 3,700,000 out-of-state cars come vertise. Only 29% use radio. It’s sur- 
to Wisconsin for vacations. Add to that prising more don’t use radio. There ave 
over 2,000,000 native Wisconsin cars full 62 million cars in America with radi:s. 
of vacation-happy people in a holiday The best time for you to reach them 1s 

mood. Cars full of kids with constant 4 to 6 p. m. when people are hungricst 
appetites. and the traffic is homeward bound. 

The best way for Mom n’ Pop to stop Only 2% of the growers use television. 
the kids’ hollering is to drive in at the Banded together in an association, fruit- 
Roadside Market and fill ’em up with growers could capitalize on a more pow- 
fruit. erful advertising program with a united 

A Tote-Pack of fruit to eat on the way trademark. 

has real appeal. Why not advertise free Washington growers are beginning to 
napkins, with a litter-bag for the cores? trademark apples. Snoboy marks each 
Have gift packs of Wisconsin fruit ready apple with edible white vegetable ink— 
to mail. Vacationers will send some like Sunkist oranges. It’s an electro- 
home. : static process that doesn’t squeeze or 

But now comes the big question... . bruise the apples. 
How do you STOP ’em going 60 miles Here’s a significant thing—over 9% 

an hour—88 feet per second? They’ve of the roadside markets surveyed by 

got about 5 seconds to spot your market. the U.S.D.A. gross over $60,000 a 
... Size it up... look to see what year. They spend an average of $2,485 
Mom thinks . . .and decide to drive in yearly for advertising. Significantly— 
for a look at your merchandise. growers with less than $5,000 sales spend 

You have to flag them fast. Even the only $71 annually for advertising. 
commuters are going at a fast clip these Michigan moves 18 million bushels of 
days. apples annually. They have a $240,000 

The Michigan Apple Commision has promotion budget. Michigan sells 10 
gotten a lot of publicity for its FLAVOR- million bushels in October, more than 
BEST APPLES promotion. Last year they used to during the entire year, 
they used a circus theme—‘“‘The Great- without advertising. Their checkoff is 

est Apple Show on Earth.” They put enly 6 cents per 100 Ibs. or 3 cents a 
out banners and balloons and circus bushel. 
clown displays for use in stores. Hand- Washington growers have passed a 
out recipe booklets are available from referendum authorizing 12 cents per 
the National Apple Institute for $2.60 100 Ibs. for advertising. Florida citrus 
per 100 copies. (Continued of page 19) 

FRUIT & VEGETABLE FARM IN GREEN LAKE COUNTY 
_ 115 Acres—114 cropland. Includes 28 acres strawberries for customer picking. 

COMPLETELY EQUIPPED. 

Contact KEMNITZ AGENCY, Beaver Dam, Wisconsin | 
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| 
KEEP YOUR WORKING CAPITAL 

IN YOUR BUSINESS 

Your Most Needed Orchard Equipment! 

We will Lease or Rent any of the following Equipment : 

@ Sprayers 
©@ Power Pruners 
© Rotary Mowers 
© Apple Graders 
© Apple Washer - Polishers 
@ Apple Baggers 
© Irrigation Equipment 

Let us know what your needs may be... we will supply 
| the complete details with no obligation. 

| Remember — Leasing or Renting is completely tax deductible! 

| Let Us Hear From You! 

| WISCONSIN ORCHARD SUPPLY COMPANY 
| 704 Concord Road Oconomowoc, Wis. 

| Phone “Bill” Aeppler — 567-6635 
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SIZE CONTROLLED APPLE trees. 
TREES — Continued from page 3 The pruning program differs lit le 

(Continued from page 3) from that with which you are familii r. 
about these trees. They demand inten- We believe a modified leader system is 
sive culture if success is to be realized. appropriate for this type of tree. The-e 

In the first place, planting distances are many other systems that can 
must be adjusted to closer spacings in used successfully but special care is 
order to make maximum use of land needed for tree development. Size-cc.o- 
area and to provide optimum bearing trolled trees tend to lose their leade:s 
surface per acre. This requires a high unless special attention is paid to tie 
initial investment in planting stock and maintenance of the tree. Defruiting >f 
careful planning for drive areas in the the leader is recommended until tie 
orchard. framework is completed and the tree 

Suggested spacings for some of the is ready for full production. 

different rootstocks are as foolows: The hardiness of these stocks has not | 
Rootstock Between Trees Between yet been fully evaluated. Evidence is 
Rootstock Between Trees Between conflicting with some reports telling of 

—_,___inrow____ Rows _ sure death in cold climates and others 
MIX 6 to 10 ft. 16 to 18 ft. reporting little or no injury under any 
M 2% 10tol4 = 16 to 20 circumstances. At our orchard in Ar- 
M VII lington, we have trees on several root- 
MM 106 12 to 18 _ Bos stocks going into their seventh growing 
M IL season under clean cultivation with no 
MM 11 —'#t020 = 20 to 28 = winter ‘injury evident, yet. Several 
MM 104 growers have similar experiences in the 
ALNARP2 18 t024 —25 to 30 state. It would seem that a straw mulch 
Seedling 30 to 35 30 to 35 would be an appropriate safeguard 
In the early years of growth, certain against winter injury for the early years 

cional rootstock trees are not well of the orchard but may not be neces- 
anchored either because of poor root- sary for all stocks. 

ing or because of brittle roots. These owe « 
trees must be provided with a stake or a ie tare ce te 

trellis for support against strong winds. lows: 

a peed ee eriy 6 the: MIX, -M VIL, M _M IX. This stock is the most dwarf- 
Early and heavy bearing are charac- ing producing mature trees that are 10 

teristics of these trees. Several of them to 12 feet in height and capable of pro- 
start fruit production in two or three ducing two to three bushels per tree. 
years after planting. It is generally The root is brittle and thus the trees 

agreed that fruiting at such an early must be given support. Useful for 
age may be undesirable for it restricts hedgerow system but we feel it is too 
tree size and slows the development of small for orchard acceptance at this 
adequate bearing surface for high pro- time. Spaced closely and intensely man- 

duction in later years. This demands aged, trees on this stock in other areas 
two practices, (1) the picking of blos- are producing 1,500 bushels or more per 

soms of small fruits in the early years acte; 
and (2) careful attention to culture to M 26 produces trees slightly larger 
speed development of the trees. In the than M IX with a better root system bu‘ 

latter case, clean cultivation with me still needs staking. This stock is prom. 
chanical equipment or herbicides is ising for use in intensive culture in the 
mandatory. We have long urged this hedgerow system. This stock is not as 
practice on standard trees but re-empha- well tested as some others but early 
size is importance for size-controlled reports are favorable. 

—u4—



M VII. This stock produces a semi- the M II offers promise of success with 

dwarf tree up to 15 to 18 feet in height. pessibly MM 104 and MM 111 for part 
This has long been the main clonal stock of the planting. I am still not ready to 
fer planting in Michigan and several put all my apples in the size-controlling 
oiher states. Some growers find it nec- stock basket, but I sure think we must 
essary to stake these trees in their early move in this direction as old blocks of 

years of development. standard trees are removed to make 
MM 106 is the most promising semi- room for new material. 

dwarf stock. It produces an excellent —_—_—_——_—— 

tree with McIntosh. This stock develops 
a good root system. Early results in- On Lookout For Pear 

dicate that this is the rootstock most Sawfly 
useful for producing trees in the 15 to 18 A. R. KURTZ 

foot size range. Entomologists of the Plant Industry 
M II. This stock produces a semi- Division, Wisconsin Department of Ag- 

vigorous tree that approaches a stand- riculture, are currently conducting a 
ard in size. This is possibly the most survey among orchardists with pear 
hardy of the stocks tested and for this trees to determine if the pear sawfly ex- 
reason may have real interest for Wis- ists in the state. This sawfly, (Hoplo- 

consin growers. It does not produce a campa brevis) an economic pest of pear 
dwarf tree in the sense that most of us in Europe, was discovered in Canada in 

think of the term dwarf. 1964. Feeding of the larvae may be ob- 
MM 104. This stock produces trees in served in the side or calyx end of devel- 

the semi-vigorous size classification. Its oping pears. Fruit attacked, according 
main advantage is the early fruiting to reports, falls at an early stage and a 
habit, somewhat earlier than that found massive drop may be indicative of the 
for M If. The trees are well anchored. presence of the pest. 
' seems to be particularly tolerant of Timing of this survey is highly im- 
thin, poor soils but is intolerant of poor portant in detection of this insect. Adults 

drainage. The mature trees will be are active for about 10 days only and 
larger than those on M II. lervae about 20-25 days. Since the adult 
MM 111. Trees on this stock are com- is needed for positive determination, a 

parable in size to those on M II but are yellow board coated with a sticky sub- 
generally more productive. They with- stance is placed in the orchard to cav- 
stand summer drought better than M II. ture the elusive insect. Traps are placed 
This stock produces relatively large in pear orchards just prior to bloom to 
irces and should not be thought of as be in readiness during blossoming time 

a dwarfing stock. when the adult is known to be active. 
‘£ would seem to me that we in Wis- The survey for the pear sawfly is be- 

easin do not have full information on ing conducted in known pear-growing 
{+ adaptability of these rootstocks to regions of the state. 
cur conditions and that any planting —_ 
tm ist be done with full knowledge that JOHNNY APPLESEED 

errtain hazards exist. However, enough The United States Post Office Depart- 

© verience is available to give reason- ment has inaugurated its ‘American 
a 2 confidence that some stocks at least Folklore Series” with a commemorative 
Ww. be moderately successful. five cent stamp honoring the legendary 

a the basis of early evaluations, I pioneer John Chapman, better known 
w: ‘ld suggest the trial of MM 106 as a as Johnny Appleseed. It will be re- 
te ‘stock for McIntosh and Delicious leased on September 24th at Leominster, 
w! re the grower is interested in a Mass., Chapman’s birthplace and birth- 
sr ll tree with high production but de- day. It will be available elsewhere on 
m. 1ding intensive care. For larger trees September 25th. 
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Weed Control in Orchards acting and for this reason you may be 
Prepared by M. N. Dana come impatient with their performa‘ice, 

Weed control in orchards presents a es aa fei ved matey 
somewhat different set of problems than Th eoHh fasted ae nl me. 
that set forth for strawberries and rasp- e £0 te ki a. FF 2 aye 
berries. The major problem in orchards temic, non-selective herbicide that has 
is the suppression or eradication of little or no residual value but does ro 
quackgrass that competes heavily with vide a quick knockdown of weeds. . 
trees for nutrients and water and the Diuron (Karmex) may be appliec in 
elimination of dandelions that may com- ss LIA. - the eed of ee a 
pete heavily with apple flowers for the o ies OF We: 8 2 sotmulaton: 28 
attention of pollinating insects. At the calculation is based or the ground area 

same time that we are removing these actually treated, not on the total area of 
competitive factors, we are exposing the orchard. Diuron is particularly ef- 
the soil. to erosion an d possibly creating fective against annual weeds at the re 
problems with machinery operation dur- commended rate. It should not be used 

ing the spraying and harvesting seasons. on first year’ trees: 
Indirect benefits may be gained through Simazine may be used in several ways, 
fire and mouse control by removal of alone and in combination with other 
vegetation near the trees. herbicides. As a fall application, used 
We have long recognized that young alone at a rate of 4 lb./A, it will doa 

orchards should be grown with clean creditable job on quackgrass and very 

cultivation or mulching to reduce weed good job on broadleaf annuals. We be 
competition and encourage development lieve that a program commencing with 
of vigorous young trees. There are mul- a fall application for one or two years 

titudes of data to support this practice at 4 1b./A followed in the third spring 
as a standard procedure.’ Unfortunately, by an application of 2 lb./A should give 
many growers have not recognized the acceptable control. A combination of 

importance of weed competition and simazine plus amitrole in the spring 
have not used cultivation effectively in will give a quick knockdown and long 
the establishment of young orchards. residual control of most weeds. If ami- 

. . . . trole is used, it must be apolied pre-blos- 
The discovery, testing and registration : : ‘ 

of new herbicides has produced four som and great care should be exercised 
materials that may be effectively used to avoid drift onto: the apple branches. 

on orchards for control of a wide range The latest additis ont to the list of or 
of weeds. All these materials must be chard herbicides is dichlobenil or Cas- 
used properly to be fully effective and oron. This is an excellent material for 

rniist bess ‘i ed acca valle to label lim quackgrass control and will do a better 
ae ahs App! Ing soa job on dandelions than does simazine. 
itations. Careful handling of materials Th fe * : 
and critical calibration of equipment is e preferted ‘treatmentts)a fall spoil essential for safe and successful use cation at 6 lb./A followed by reduced 

The herbicides recommended are not robes in succeeding years. 
viewed as a cure-all for all problems. Amitrole may be used for poison ivy, 
They can supplement other practices bindwind, thistle, and nightshade sup 
and make the job of growing quality pression if applied before fruit forms. 

fruit an easier and more profitable en- Again, great care must be used to pre 
terprise. vent contamination of apple foliage. 

‘ The herbicides diuron, simazine, and 
Three of the materials are what we ‘ . ? 1 

call long residual, selective herbicides  ‘ichlobenil, when properly used, vil 
that will act as soil sterilants at exces- Provide a substantially vegetation-f-e 

sive rates. You may find them slow (Continued on page 19) 
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ORTHO OR 
PHALTAN® STOPS THE ; 

Brown Rot: Spray at the “popcorn” 
stage. Use again in post-bloom 
up through harvest. . a2 

Leaf Spot: PHALTAN again —clear through . 
harvest. Won't slow down . 
tree growth or stunt foliage. 
Add OrtHo Spray Sticker for 
best control. With, PHALTAN ‘ 
there’s no residue to worry you. 
No reduced yield. No fruit 
set. Or sugar content of red 
tarts. It’s actually a + ak 
safener for lead arsenate. gt 3 ‘ 
Helps prevent foliage burn, 

RTH) CHEMICAL COMPANY, 
ORTHO DIVISION » we 3 
Part of the great group of Chevron companies weg 

; auD 
PHALTAN 
Fungicide 

oes TF ae
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New, powerful Tedion miticide gives you positive 

protection against red mite, two spotted mite, 

and other important mite pests. Tedion can be 

used through the season ; get it on early for sure 

control before mites get started. Its long residual 
action will keep your crop protected and save 

you money on repeat applications. 

GEORGE LONN TOM 

MATHES KING BRANDT 
"288 N. State St. 2301 Strange St. Sturgeon Bay 

Chilton, Wis. Stevens Point, Wis. Wisconsin 
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WEED CONTROL FRUITS OF ADVERTISING 

aia. Because this will lead to prob- (Continued from page 12) 
lens with soil erosion if the entire or- . 
chard floor is treated, we suggest that growers have recently raised their as 
tiwse herbicides be used only as band sessment to 12 cents a box.- As they sav 

treatments around the trees leaving the | —you have to sperid money to make 
row middles in sod. A strip four to five money. Supermarkets won't do it for 
feet wide around mature trees under you. They want to buy chégp and don’t 
the drip of the limbs should be adequate mind taking a lion’s share of the profit. 

for much assistance in moisture and A good way to spread your sales sea- 
fertilizer conservation and still leave son is by advertising items in season. 
adequate sod for erosion protection. Some roadside markets open in early 

Around young trees up to five or six spring with shrubs and plants and flow- 
years, a band six feet wide on either ers. Many are adding green houses to 
side of the row should be adequate. This their operation. “By adding Christmas 

band may be increased in width as the trees, firewood, honey, cheese and deli- 
trees increase in size. catessen' items, many keep 6pen the 

The use of herbicides has not been year round. _ Ft 
fully evaluated under orchard conditions A white picket fence, evergreens, and 
in this area. Although they are highly flowers can help give your place a fresh- 

successful in other areas, we cannot be ly inviting look. Landscaping looks es- 
entirely sure of their behavior under all _—Pecially nice floodlit at night—living ad- 
conditions. Therefore, we urge that you vertising that appropriately tells the 
use them on only part of your orchard world you are a quality grower. 
until you have spreven to your own satis-: Some roadside marketers are finding 
faction their limitations under your own fresh cider is a better traffic stopper 
conditions. than Coca-Cola or beer. Don’t use free 

qe ees Coke signs to advertise your market. 

They cheapen and commercialize. It’s 
ORDER BULLETIN NO. 700 far better to have a fresh cider mill in 
Those wishing to order copies of Bul- your display window. People like to see 

letin No. 700 entitled ‘Pests and Dis- fresh cider made on the spot. Advertise 
eases of Trees and Shrubs” are urged free cider and doughnuts for pick-it-your- 
to do so now. Copies of this informa- se'fers and you’ll draw crowds. 
= 79page bulletin contains habits, (To be continued next month) 
lamage, and controls of nearly 80 in- mnmtnnnnnnannsinnisnduniinnnnnnniimainsensasiae: 

vertebrate pests and 35 plant diseases 
of ornamental trees and shri may be STRAWBERRY PLANTS 
obiained at a cost of 50¢ per c or 

40: each when ordered in iankities of STATE INSPECTED 
25 or more. Send your check or money Midway and Early Dawn 
crcer made payable to the Wisconsin Varieties 
Devartment of Agriculture to: as 

Pests & Diseases of Trees & Shrubs Also Viking 
\Yisconsin Department of Agriculture 
}'ill Farms State Office Building Raspberry Plants 
Iadison, Wisconsin 53702 TORBICK FRUIT FARM 

Join our Wisconsin Apple & Horti- Bayfield, Wis. 54814 ad 

caltural Council by paying your dues Rarurrionineniiolen heise eee serene nee 
low. 
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Sec. 34.66 P.L.&R. 

ASsriculture Library en 
College of sgriculture Permit No. 45 
University of Wisconsin Lake Mills, Wis. 
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Captan is for growers 
who want higher profits 

Everyone knows that Stauffer Captan 50-W controls scab and sum- 
mer diseases of apples. 

But not everyone knows that apple trees become more vigorous, 
set and hold more fruit, and produce more fruit buds for the follow- 
ing season through proper use of captan. 

Captan 50-W makes your orchard produce at a more profitable 
level. Use it this year for better scab protection and all the captan 
benefits, including better fruit finish and color. Stauffer Chemical 
Company, Agricultural Chemical Division, 380 Madison Avenue, 
New York, N. Y. 10017. 

READ THE LABEL. HEED THE LABEL . 

GROW WITH STAUFFER CHEMICALS 

f, 
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The Apple Maggot 
MARLIN CONRAD, Survey Entomologist & 

Plant Industry Divisions A PPLE MAGGOT 

Wisconsin Department of Agriculture 

The apple maggot, Rkagole‘is pomo-- a 

ella, is a most serious pst of avp!e fruit al 2 g 
throughout much of Wisccnsin. The ~a* 
adult is a fly slightly smal'er than the MAGGOT 
common house fly distinguisted by the eons _ me 
‘W’ shaped black martirgs on its wings. f-—\ Cai? Bey 
From the soil where it overwinters in i ere” Ces 
the pupal stage, apple maggot flies 2m- 3 = 
erge about the first week of July. Early e~ 
apple varieties are genera:ly the mos‘ x ADULT 

susceptible and most attractive for egg PUPA 
laying. The egg is inserted just beneath WIS. DEPT. AGR: 
the skin. 
Larval feeding first occurs just b> 

neath the skin but later is deeper in t22 Ferecasting the exact time when apple 
flesh of the apple. As it feeds, it tux- maggot adults will appear or their rela- 
nels a winding path which becomes in- tive abundance is difficult for different 

creasingly more evident as decay organ- geographical locations. Locally, close 
isms turn apple flesh in tunnels to a light surveillance by orchardists is advised. 
brown color. Due to the winding paths A number of different bait traps have 
within apples, this pest in some local- been and are being tried by entomolo- 

ities is referred to as the “railroad gists. 
worm.” Survey entomologists with the Wiscon- 

Infestations are commonly found after sin Department of Agriculture’s Plant 
it is too late for control. Egg laying Industry Division have been interested 
may occur from mid-June until late in trying to better serve the state’s or- 
Avgust and since the egg is laid under chard industry with timely information 
thc skin, treatment is aimed to control in regard to the apple maggot. Weekly 

the adult when it comes to the apple. insect survey bulletins during the grow- 
“here is evidence that larvae will not ing season contain as much current in- 

ener pupation when soil conditions are formation on the pest as is possible. An 
to. dry. There is further evidence that attempt is being made to increase such 
it nay take two years for some of the information through personal contact 
po ulation to emerge from the soil. with and cooperation of orchardists.



WISCONSIN HORTICULTURE 
Published monthly except July and December by the 

Wisconsin Apple and Horticultural Council, Inc. 

Subscription — $2 per year 

(Mrs.) Nancy Knight - Executive Secretary and Editor 

5514 Dorsett Drive, Madison, Wis. 53711 Phone 233-9359 

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS ‘Saturday, July 23: 
* ° The summer tour will be at Gays Wis. Apple and Horticultural Mills, George Klingbeil and a local 

Council committee are planning an interesting 
. and informative program. Mark tie 

President date on your calendar and plan on | 
Thomas W. Connell, Menomonie joining us. 

Vice President December 1 & 2: 

LeRoy Meyer, Oak Creek Our Wisconsin Apple & Horticultural 
Directors Council, Inc.’s annual meeting will be 

E. A. Eri at the Loraine Hotel. Early arrivals 

Don Van Heed wnedly will be able to register on Wednesday 
Walter Clemens, Mequon night, November 30. A fine program is 

Arthur Bassett, Baraboo being planned covering the subjects 
Wm. Meyer, Gays Mills You Members wish to hear about. j 

Robert Sacia, Galesvllle ae —_——_——_ 

Aithate Wi, Kits, Maio Additional ACTIVE 
Warren Gabelman, Madison 

ee Members of WAHC 
Coming Events: Russel Aiken 
July 1: Barrett-Goebel Orchards 

The Wisconsin Berry Growers Associ- qonrad. WO poe 1 
ation and the University of Wisconsin oer aland 0 i ds, In 
Extension Service annual summer berry RJ Die . a ergs; Mes 
tour, beginning at the Peninsula Experi- me aeae 
ment Station, Sturgeon Bay, Wisconsin, Glass ue 0 oh 
and continuing at the Ty Perry Berry may ania rent 
Farm. The station is located four miles Pe me Ok Shard an 
north of Sturgeon Bay on Highway 42. Herbert Xi s 
For those who wish to see one of the Wal M. : s 
most outstanding everbearing plantings Ed ter aM ae els rn. 
in the Midwest, they can visit the Phil 5 O i nds. TE 
Erickson Farm, Baileys Harbor, Wis. tar Orchards 

Dr. F. A. Gilbert, Director of the Pen- ee 
insula Station, will conduct the tour Sustaining Members — 
through trials, tests, numbered seed- We are proud to announce the follow- 
lings, varieties and berry culture. Other ing commercial companies as Sustaini 1g 
fruit plantings and trials will also be mempers: 
available at the station for observa- Wisconsin Orchard Supply Co. 
tion for those interested. FMC Corp. Niagara Chemical Div.



Here and There ture generally. If the act becomes ef- 
fective upon the Governor’s signature, 

GREEN GOLD — The Plant Industry the Department will prepare a summary 
sivision in cooperation with the U. S. of the law to make the industry aware 
}orest Service has prepared a bulletin of the changes. 

m White Pine Blister Rust Control en- —— 
itled, ‘Green Gold in Wisconsin.” The 1965 Commercial Fertilizer Summary. 

pulletin is beautifully illustrated and is The 1965 fertilizer tonnage report was 
available free of charge from the Plant recently released by the State Depart- 
Industry Division of the Wisconsin De- ment of Agriculture. It indicates an in- 
partment of Agriculture. crease of more than 15% over 1964. The 

—— total tonnage of fertilizer used in 1965 is 
Seed Law Revision Passed by Legis- in excess of 600,000 tons. It is interest- 

lature — The Legislature has adopted a ing to note that well in excess of 100 

proposed revision of the Wisconsin Seed grades of fertilizer are registered with 
Law. At this writing the bill is awaiting the Department. The average plant 
the Governor’s signature. The revision units per 100 lbs. within the last ten 
updates the present law in light of chan- years has increased from 37 lbs., 1956 to 
ges that have come about in agricul- 46 lbs. this past year. 

— LL RS LS EE ST | 

SIMON: Air Kut Strawberry Pruner 

JOHN BEAN SPRAYERS 

COMET CANNON Bird Scare 

FRIDAY TRACTOR EQUIPMENT 

(Power Hoe — Wish Basket — Straw Spreader) 

WOODS: Rotary Brush Cutter 
Pruning Saws 

NIAGARA CHEMICALS Sant . 
gri-Tox Respirators 

BUDDINGH INROW WEEDERS Grafting Wax 

BOLENS: Tractors & Tillers Picking Bags 

FMC: Washers & Graders Tree Paint 

POLLARD: Windrow Turners Shears & Loppers 

HYPRO (nylon roller) PUMPS 

WAUKESHA POWER EQUIPMENT 
1316 So. West Avenue Sales & OLLIE HEEREN 

Waukesha, Wisconsin Service 542-8144 
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| The most economical way to conquer the number 1 disease threatening 
apple growers is to rely on Cyprex throughout the year. 

It’s a proven fact! As little as 3/s of a pound of this time-tested fruit 
fungicide provides unsurpassed control of scab when it is used consist- 
ently on a 5 to 7-day schedule. This includes both new and established 
infection! 

One reason for this top record of performance over many years is the 
fact that Cyprex is retained on the leaf surface, even during heavy rains. At 
the same time, it spreads out to protect new growth between applications! 

Remember, Cyprex is the only fungicide that offers you all of these 
important advantages: 

(1) Most effective control, inside and out, against both new and es- 
tablished infection. 
(2) Most durable control, clinging to the surface during rain, yet 
spreading out to protect new growth between applications. 
(3) Most economical control, with as little as 3/e of a pound ona 5 to 
7-day schedule to do the job. 
(4) Compatibility with other pesticides and oil. 
No wonder Cyprex continues to be the material of choice, year after 

year, when it comes to controlling apple scab. Whether you prefer to dust 
or spray, stay with Cyprex all the way! You'll harvest a crop of high-profit, 
fine-finish apples in return. 

Now’s the time to place your order for Cyprex. See your dealer today! 
Before using any pesticide, stop and read the label. 

SERVES THE MAN WHO MAKES 
A BUSINESS OF AGRICULTURE 

AMERICAN CYANAMID COMPANY 

PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY 

1965 P| EST CONTROL RECORD 

VARIETY— 

|e Tor mene Daucus LOCATION-souTH 40 

[eons eas sw 
- & ndoil | No si [Fees — em = 0 Sign of scab 
ie Noa, 

= Hl No si ee 
eee — it ead arsenate : | mas econd cover June19 | & Lead arsenate No sign of scab 

oo § ae



The Fruits of Advertising ene Gicsinios 

(Contimaed ‘from: May: seve) JACK 0’ LANTERN FRUITMART 
CARLTON D. STODDARD FRUIT BASKET FARM 

Vice President and Agricultural GREEN THUMB MART 

Accounts Supervisor Loe oe FARM 

The: Crater Krssselt a BLUEBERRY HILL ORCHARDS 
Somme, rowers) advertize fa) Harvest FRUIT FIESTA (with a big sombrero 

Hayrides . . . free wagon rides through on an apple) 

the orchards. Announce in your adver- TOTEM POLE MARKET 

tising when trees will be in blossom and One roadside market in Ohio calls it 
you’ll attract spring customers, too. self GREMLIN GARDENS. Gremlin 

Your advertising should take espec- are on the roof. Climbing ladders. I: 
ially to the homemaker. She’s the menu- the trees. They have arms and legs tha‘ 
maker. She decides for the family. move. Motion is often the best stopper 

Your best advertising is the simple, of all. 
direct, honest approach. Tell the bene- Light and color are stoppers. That’s 

fits . . . the truly good things about why they use them in traffic signs. Red 
your products . . . the earnest effort says STOP. So use it in your fruitmart 

you make to preserve the fresh country sign. Lots of red and yellow. And 

quality. Avoid distracting gimmicks green to indicate garden freshness. 
* Don’t feature bargain-basement prices. What does a good lighted sign cost? 

Cutting the price seldom sells. People Here’s an example. A typical sign 
want quality goodness, fresh from the company will send out a salesman, 
garden or orchard. And they’ll drive draw a color sketch, and erect a freshly 
miles to get it. hand-painted sign for $3.50 to $4.00 per 

The best advertising of all is a genu- square foot. That includes illumination, 
inely friendly smile. Somehow, custom- steel mounting poles, and brackets. 
ers can see it a mile away. And a They will also erect an interior-illum- 

pleasant smile doesn’t cost a dime. inated plastic sign for about $12.00 per 

You’re going to need a good sign. square foot, single face, or $20.00 per 

Really GOOD. A sign that reaches down square foot double face so traffic can 
the road and puts a foot on the brake. see it from both directions. 

Over 80 percent of roadside markets For a roadside mart sign, you might 
have approach signs that lead the traf- like to have panel inserts for your fea- 
fic in. The day of approach signs may ture-of-the-week attraction. 
be doomed. You may not be able to use Most of these illuminated marquec- 

teaser signs down the road a mile or so, type signs average 30 to 50 square feet 
not if Mrs. LBJ has her way. —about 4 x 8 feet or 5 x 10 feet. 
You may be allowed just the on-prem- They are hand-painted signs. Unless 

ise sign at your market. So it better you have a large association of growers, 
be good. it wouldn’t pay to go to large silk screen 

The best thing you can have going for billboards. 
you in a sign is a trademark that is a Often times a good billboard for the 
landmark. roadside market is the roof itself. Most 

Give it color. Pep. APPEAL! any sign company will paint it for you. 
Your sign should have personality as It’s best to keep the lettering LARGE 

well as visibility. Something better than ... SHORT... and SIMPLE. 
“GLOTZ’S MARKET.” That’s true of any sign. A good sign 

A good name is worth its weight in is brief. Just your market’s name is 
gold. Here are a few names that are often enough. 
good because they make good picture (Continued on page 8)
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| STILL THE TRUE SINGLE CHEMICAL i — 

| ALL-SEASON FRUIT INSECT CONTROL* 
5 2 . 

' *outstanding control of plum curculio 
: 
! 

Guthion is the modern chemical you’ve heard so much about . . . the single 

chemical control. Years of success with Guthion have proved its broad 
range effectiveness . . . longer control over the major fruit pests. And best 
of all—Guthion means more profit for you—for three big reasons: 

1. GUTHION DOES THE JOB—FROM BLOOM TO HARVEST 

2. LOW COST-PER-SEASON WITH A GUTHION SCHEDULE 
Guthion is not intended for single-spraying clean-up of severe infestations. 
But when used on a program, right up to harvest, Guthion prevents 

build-up of infestations—gives low cost-per-season control. 

3. BETTER FINISH AND HIGHER GRADE FRUIT—controlled tests 
plus years of commercial use have consistently proved that you get 

better color, better finish and consistently higher yields with Guthion. 
And Guthion leaves lower visible residues. 

2346 

LOOK FOR THE BIG BLUE BULLSEYE 
' 

Gy CHEMAGRO 
(Hn) CORPORATION 

s eo KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI 64120 

—— 

= 7 a
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FRUITS OF ADVERTISING One countrymart in Ohio builds a 
Mountain o’Gold every fall with 90 tcns 

4 of pumpkins grown on only 4 acr3s, 
(Continued from page-6) They even have talking pumpkins, wited 

Keep the country flavor if you can. for sound. 

Don’t try to be too slick and commercial Another grower makes a big FRUIT 
like the supermarts. FLAG with alternate strips of red aad 

People like to drive cut in the country yellow apples. You can make all so. ts 
for tree-ripened fruits and garden fresh of designs with fruit and vegetabl:s, 
vegetables. One grower made a hit with even spell out your market name. 
his “Sunrise Sweetcorn”. . . “picked One of the best promotion ideas I’ve 

this morning while the dew was still on run across is the APPLE SMORGAS- 
the husks.” BORD they have every year at Sparta, 

People will drive 50 to 100 miles to a Michigan. They feature hot apple p.e, 
colorful country market. They like to apple muffins, apple fritters, apple cake, | 
bring a picnic lunch and pick their own apple sauce, apple butter, app'e taily 

fruit. rolls, and apple pancakes. People from 
Why not advertise ORCHARD PIC- all oe come to eat and take 

NICS? Provide a few picnic tables, lad- “Use Pest id . 
ders, baskets. Tell them to go ahead se estici es Wisely When 
and enjoy themselves. They’ll tell a Spraying Fruit Plants 
hundzed others and you’ve got the grape- G. C. KLINGBEIL 
vine going for you. It’s the fastest tele- Extension Specialist, 

greph ther» is—avord of mouth. That’s Fruit Production 

anvertising, foo ager forget it. The National Chemical Association 
One grower in fo ‘9 says not to lay hes doveloped a list of rules for proper 

oe lot at tule ih a Diets: pesticide usage. A pesticide includes 
ce he IHieset “HINER “SHIEIeSE sanles any chemical used to control weeds, in- 

they ean fi id. AN you do is sit back and “ “ts or diseases. Generally, the chem- 

collect the money! Strawberry pickers ical used to control insects is an insec 

are something ejse. You have to keep ticide, those used to control plant, dis 
them from trampling the plants. cases are called fungicides and chem 

If pickers avoid a not-so-good tree. icals used to control weeds are callec 
just post a sign “THIS TREE RE herbicides. Anyone that uses such chem- 

SERVED.” They'll have it picked free ical pesticides should follow these rules 

by sundown! closely. . 
Another idea is to advertise free bam- 1, Always read the label before using 

boo poles with cans on the end to reach sprays or dusts. Note warnings and ca: 
the tree-top fruit. Many people are tons each lime before opening the co1i- 

afraid to climb ladders. tainer. 
With a little imagination, you can 2. Keep sprays and dusts out of reach 

make your place a landmark that peopiv of children, pets and irresponsible pe: 
will remember and talk about. ple. Pesticides should be stored ou'- 

There are hundreds of good ideas. side the home and away from food and 

Paint an old wagon bright red. A feed. 
name like RED WAGON RANCH has a 3. Always store sprays and dusts ‘n 
country-sounding appeal that draws original containers and keep them tight 

people. You might paint a tractor with ly closed. Never keep them in anythir g 
fork-lift pallet of fruit. ..or an an- but the original container. 
tique tractor. Use bright, fresh colors. (Continued on page 14) 

—8— .
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PHALTAN?® STOPS THE 

Brown Rot: Spray at the “popcorn” 
stage. Use again in post-bloom 
up through harvest. 

Leaf Spot: PHALTAN again —clear through 
_harvest. Won't slow down 
tree growth or stunt foliage. 
Add OrtHo Spray Sticker for 
best control. With PHALTAN 
there’s no residue to worry you. 
No reduced yield. No fruit 
set. Or sugar content of red 
tarts. It’s actually a 
safener for lead arsenate. 
Helps prevent foliage burn. 

r CHEVRON CHEMICAL COMPANY, 
ORTHO DIVISION 
Part of the great group of Chevron companies 

| ior 
i PHALTAN 
| Fungicide 

| 

{on AML entOicAC AFD OREGTONE 0 CAUTIONS BEFORE UAE, 1 REG Us PAT OTN ORTHO, ENEVROM, PRATANG 
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WE HAVE THESE UNITS IN STOCK sale tap oo eeaten WISCONSIN ORG | 

ED) 
Ask for a Demonstration 704 CONCORD ROAD mpc, 

“EVER) TH



9 CUT 

BUSH-HOG 
FEATURES: 

@ 9 Offset Rotary Cutter 

@ For speeedy orchard “clean-up” 

@ Miulches prunings where they fall 

@ Chews up toughest brush 

" : @ Cuts 3”-4’ Brush and smaller 

a @ Works under low-hanging limbs 

@® With additional! off-set will cut more 

than 5’ beyond tractor wheel 

@ Can be used to clear land 

c ® Clip pastures 

» = @ = Shred and Mulch Stalks 
’ @ Distribute mulching material 

| @ Cuts the highest grasses 

m oe | @ No skipping —full 9 foot cut 

* bist é r @ Easy adjustment from 1” - 10” cut 

a 4 ey @ Low profile 

Q 4 | . @ Cut complete at low or high speed 

: . | @ No belts — all gear driven 

- . . : N ’ yl @ Rugged construction — full %4” top 
oe Se | deck plate across entire mower 

Mibu'ed by @ ere the area you always wanted to 

RC SUPPLY COMPANY @ Wheels behind — no obstruction on 
pp'er right or left side 

MDC, VIS. TELEPHONE 567-6635 © is any PTO 35 HP. Tractor or 

THERE YRCHARDIST” ger 

\\



a | Insects m the Orchard 

FIELD CRATES in 
Extension Entomo_ogist 

> s University of Wis. 

Don't Wait . . . A recent trip around the state gav2 
Order Now some indication cf possible orchar 

insect problems to come later this 
STURDY CONSTRUCTION summer. 

FOR LONGER LIFE Aphids appear to be particular.y <u- 
merous this year and orchards si-uid 

be watched carefuly for this insect. They 

prefer to feed on the growing terminals 
ee which become curled, stunted, and dis- 

wen oy i f a> torted, and generally reduce the vigor of 

Pd 4 the trees. Aphid fecding on immature 
=, apples results in siunted and deformed 

_, oe ae fruits com only referred to as “aphid 

Ss ae Weck. y examination of fruit trecs is 
— we | essential to detect potential aphid in- 

. .. festations before loss occurs. For early 

a detection, it is necessary to closely 2x- 
amine the undersides of several term- 
minal leaves. Too frequently aphid con- 
trol is practiced only after leaf curling 

79 NOW! has occurred, and then some damage 
e has already resulted. 

. European red mites were noted in 
FEATURES: several orchards throughout the state. 
@ Standard Bushel Size Once again, the fruit has already sus- 
@ Crescent Handhole Cut-out tained injury when the typical ‘“‘bronzed” 
@ Bottoms all Screw Nailed appearance of mite injury is evident in 

@ 45° Angle “Can’t-Strips” nailed the foliage. Early detection and early 
in all corners control of mites should be a “must” in 

@ All Side & End Pieces same all orchards. So examine the leaf un- 
e ek ttom End Pi Exir derside paying particular attention to 

sa o pag A aan ‘4 id ; a areas along the leaf midrib. 
e Hotton, Conilately alia ngth. Should mites build up populations be- 

6 ‘ompletely’ Fo! fore they are noticed, it must be empha- 

Price after August 1, 1966, 84¢ sized that complete control cannot be 

expected with a single application of any 
se i iia by of the available miticides. In high mite 

pepulations two miticide applications are 
WISCONSIN ORCHARD oe preferably spaced 8-10 days 

SUPPLY CO. For control materials note Special Cir- 

704 Concord Rd., Oconomowoc, Wis. cular 101, 1966 Apple Disease and Insect 
Telephone 567-6635 Control, available from the Wis. Cooper- 

ative Extension Service, 240 Agr. Hall, 
Univeristy of Wiscosin, Madison.
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NEW! , ’ e ng Fruit Growers 
FOLIAR FEEDI 

A Fertilizer, Shock Resistor 
and Root Stimulator 

a -— THE PRICE IS RIGHT . . . a | WILL YOU REAP THE HARVEST? 

Po ee . aus 

_ ==  _—_ Viquid Fertilizer, time tested, proven by 
. .. . America’s leading Fruit Growers as a 

.— .., leaf feeding program. 
i icc ee : Leaf samples analyzed from a Door County 

[ . orchard by Michigan State University 

a | showed foliar feeding with WATCH-US- 

a oe GROW more than SUCCESSFUL as a 
| se Fertilizer. 

2 4 —SSwN.- EXTRA LABOR — add to regular 
ua Fo, SPRAY — Add one Gallon of WATCH- 

a r (lg : ee US-GROW to every 250 gallons of 
i re a. Spray Solution. Compatible with all 
EWA 4 ‘ho oe known fungicides. 

oe S / us oy We recommend at least 3 applications of 
i CG RoW ss oo WATCH-US-GROW at approximate cost 

LC e ee eS a of $6.00 per acre per SEASON! 
e — S A. Petal Fall Spray 

=. =o B. First Cover Spray 
tec gs nam tee C. 3rd or 4th Cover Spray 5 

: ih ‘, 
_- fe CreepeatAt —— A Well Fed Tree should have less 

r—OCOC— 4/1 Gallon $28.00 
5 Gallon Drum $31.10 

; | 7 ee 30 Gallon Druni $1469.50 

Write for Full Descriptive F.0.B., Oconomowoc, Wis., or 

Literature. Door County, Wisconsin, warehouse 

Sold and Distributed by 

WISCONSIN ORCHARD SUPPLY CO. 
“BILL” AEPPLER 

704 CONCORD ROAD — OCONOMOWOC, WIS. — TELEPHONE 567-6635 
‘Sem erernrernrnrnrernrururururururursrinininininin in rnrarnrtrerer aren rarer errr UrAPUPUPUPIPIPIPLPLRLPIP PPLE



Summer Strawberry PESTICIDES 
(Continued from page 8) 

Growing Tips 4. Never smoke while spraying 0 
dusting. 

G. C. KLINGBEIL 5. Avoid inhaling sprays or dusts 
Fruit Production When directed on the label, wear protec- 

Extension Specialist tive clothing and masks. 
The spring of 1966 will long be re- 6. Do not spill sprays or dusts on th: 

membered by strawberry growers. First, skin or clothing. If they are spilled, re 
because of the severe temperatures in meve contaminated clothing immediate 

mid-May and, secondly, for the lateness ly and wash thoroughly. 

of the season. Most growers, however, 7. Wash hands and face and chang. 

weathered the storm quite well thus clothing after spraying or dusting. Also 
some tips may be in order to improve wash clothing each day before reuse. 

plantings during the remainder of the 8. Cover food and water containers 
season. when treating around livestock or pei 

Let’s look at newly set plantings first. areas. Do not contaminate fishponds. 
By mid-June, they should be well estab- 10. Always dispose of empty contain- 
lished and developing new leaves and ers so that they cannot harm humans, 
runner plants. At this stage of develop- animals or valuable plants. 
ment, major problems are weeds and 11. Observe label directions and cau- 
lack of moisture. If we look at the root tions to keep residues on edible portions 
system of the plant, it is easy to see of plants within the limits permitted by 
why. About 70 percent of the roots of a law. 
strawberry plant are in the top three 12. If symptoms of illness occur dur- 

inches of soil and 90 percent are in the ing or shortly after spraying or dusting, 
top six inches. This means that the plant call a phyisician or get the patient to a 
will suffer easily during dry periods hospital immediately. 
and that they are poor competitors _ 
against weeds. Solution: frequent appli- Fruit Disease Notes 
cations of water by irrigation and shal- EARL K. WADE 
low cultivations to control weeds. Chem- . . . 
icals can be used by commercial grow- Extension Plant Pathologist 
ers for weed control, but these practices University of Wisconsin 
are not recommended for home garden- 1. Apple scab 

ers because they do not have the equip- In most sections of the state we have 

ment to apply the materials in the pre- had enough moisture for scab infection 

cise amounts required. periods. Remember that primary spores 

Because there is a need for additional from the old leaves on the ground may 

plant food when the plants begin to be released for a period of several weeks 

form and root new runner plants, it is after petal fall. For example, at an air 

recommended that fertilizer be added temperature of 68°F. a wet period of 

to the soil about mid-June to early July. only 4-6 hours is required for primary 

The most commonly used is nitrogen scab infection. At the same time, sec- 

in the form of ammonium nitrate (33- ondary infection from the production of 

0-0). From 75 to 100 pounds per acre conidia developing in the primary infec- 

or two pounds per 100 feet or row..(4: tion spots, may very well be taking 

cupsful) can be spread or ‘sidedressed place. At temperatures between 65 - 

along each side of the row and either 70°F. the secondary infection period 

worked into the soil by shallow cultiva- (when spores contact leaf surface to 

tion or by irrigating it with water. time when infection spots can be seen) 

(Continued on page 17) “ is approximately 8 days.



Application of cover sprays from 10- development this spring. If and when 
1i-day intervals should be maintained infections do appear, they may occur 

to protect the foliage against possible much later in the season. In the mean- 

scab infections. When checking for scab time remove any shoots or sucker 
cevelopment be sure to examine the un- growth appearing cn the trunk or scaf- 
cer sides of the leaves. fold branches as they make good points 
There are several choices as to the of entry for fire blight infection. One 

fungicide for use in the cover sprays. misthod of removal is to rub them off 
Examples are: dodine (cyprex) 65% WP; b, wearing leather gloves. It is a good 
captan 50% WP; glyodin; and a com- idea to use a disinfectant or bactericide 

bination of dodine plus glyodin. Where such as household bleach diluted with 5 

this combination is used, it is suggested parts of water or a streptomycin solu- 

that the two fungicides be combined uc (ica ae i600 ppm strength regardless of 
the ratio of one quart of glyodin to 4 ¢z. whether these suckers are removed by 
dedine in 100-150 gallons water. pruning or rubbing. 
2. Fire blight It also may be worthwhile to prune 

Fire blight infections in the form of out the first freshly blighted terminals 
blighted terminals and spurs will nor- and twigs that appear in the orchard. 
mally start to appear on susceptible an- Cut these off at least 8 inches back into 

ple varieties from 10 days to three weeks the healthy-appearing wood. If blight 
after petal fall. However, temperature continues to develop, further pruning is 
and moisture condition prior to bloom nct recommended. 

were somewhat unfavorable for blight ———__—— 

@ Available immediately. Located near Baraboo, Wis., S miles 
from 1-90. 

@ 400 trees, freshly pruned, regular spray schedule being main- 
tained, 

@ Always produces a good crop of MacIntosh, Delicious, Green- 
ings, Jonathans, Wolf Rivers, MacMahons and Snows. 

@ Stone storage cellar. 

@ 300 gal. Bean sprayer, diesel tractor, mower, 100 gal. mounted 
weed sprayer can also be rented. 

@ Also available: modern farm house with 3 bedrooms, 114 baths, 
large oil furnace and 28 acres of pasture. 

REFERENCES REQUIRED. 

| HOWARD POTTER ...... | 
R. R. 2, BOX 56, BARABOO, WIS. 

I EL 6-3614 

eee 
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SURE MITE CONTROL 

sO 

t e d ' 

New, powerful Tedion miticide gives you positive 
protection against red mite, two spotted mite, 

and other important mite pests. Tedion can be 

used through the season; get it on early for sure 
control before mites get started. Its long residual 

action will keep your crop protected and save 

you money on repeat applications. 4 

GEORGE LONN TOM 

MATHES KING BRANDT 
238 N. State St. 2301 Strange St. Sturgeon Bay 

. Chilton, Wis. Stevens Point, Wis. Wisconsin 

—16— :



STRAWBERRY TIPS IDENTIFICATION SERVICE 
(Continued from page 14) PROVIDED 

Not much can be done to plantings From time to time, nurserymen and 
searing fruit this season until after the others encounter insects or plant dis- 
harvest season is over. At that time, seases which they cannot identify. 
plant rows should be reduced in width When this occurs, these persons can 

and plants thinned out and also a com- take advantage of the identification ser- 
plete fertilizer should be added. Usually vice offered by the Plant Industry Lab- 
600 to 800 pounds of a complete fertilizer oratory. 

such as 10-10-10 or 12-12-12 is applied per Although cur laboratory facilities are 
acre or 6 to 8 pounds per 100 feet of row often heavily taxed by incoming work 
for the home gardener. Also, at this Icads, we will be happy to exa vine plant 
time, all weeds should be removed in or insect specimens for vurposes of 
the planting either chemically or me- identification or disease diagnosis. It is 
chanically. requested that the name and address of 

SSS the collector and/or owner and the date 
TWO APPLES A DAY collected be clearly indicatcd with each 
Reduce colds by 33%. specimen submitted. 
Reduce dental cavities by 50% (when Mail specimens to: 

eaten after meals). . 
Reduce nervous tension by 75 to 93%. Wisconsin Department of Agriculture 

Reduce blood cholesterol significantly Plant Industry Division 
within three weeks. : . a 
Reduce blood pressure in 66% of test- Hill Farms State Office Building 

ed cases. —Nat. Hort. News Madison, Wisconsin 53702. 

$e sss 

ORCHARD — 7 BEAN. 
— 

BRUSH — 

ROW CROP We) a_| 
| Complete Parts Department | S| 

ice 
i aol / y 

. ee ee | 
Spray Guns — Tee Jet Tips i J 

_ High Pressure Hose ; 
f : . 

Sold & Serviced by: 

1316 So. West Ave "i OLLIE HEEREN 
Waukesha, Wisconsin Free Literature 542-8144



FRUIT AND VEGETABLE PROCESS- BOERNER BOTANICAL GARDENS 

ING has had the most rapid growth of é, 

any agricultural processing industry ex- A new bog garden ue ae —_ 
cept poultry. Over half of the commer- the Boerner Botanical Garden, Es 
cial crop of fruits and vegetables in the Corners. The area contains a wealth c: 
United States is now processed. Fruit native plants, and plans are to includ: 

and vegetable processing has increased many other adaptable species, bot: 
at a rate of 4.9 per cent per year since woody and herbaceous. A ae i 
1947 while population growth has been for birds, nature lovers will find this 
around only 1.7 per cent per year. area of particular appeal. 

CONSUMPTION OF APPLE SAUCE &  ntimennEGA ees aceon 

JUICE has skyrocketed. Apple sauce } ’ 
consumption has increased six times fas- g —_ F OR SALE —_ 
ter than population in recent years, ac- 3 “DI 
cording to Mabel G. Flanley, of the 3 IKRIGATION SYSTEM 
Processed Apple Institute, Inc. Apple 3 Complete with 510 feet of 3 inch al- 
juice has increased nine times faster ; uminum pipe, couplings, 14 risers 
than population growth. Promotion of a ; and sprinkler heads, portable pump 
quality product has been an important 3 with 7 hspr. engine. 
factor in this increase. However, promo- WRITE TO: 
tional effort raust be continued to fur- ; Mrs. Peter Koene 
ther improve upon the apple production 
situation, especially with forecasts of ROUTE 3, BOX 35 
increased apple production and greater SHEBOYGAN FALLS, WISCONSIN 

competition from other fruits. qpurnmeuririnnnriririninicerimirurunmmurunrmrrrmminnrrrrrnn! 

tetetotebedebetetonbobofetotontnbeletentnbnbletednbnletetedntnletetentnneceletentnbbsleledetnbebeleletetnbebeetts 
: THE FAMOUS % 

aa 3, 

z m & : ie COLUMBIA LADDERS E 
3 ~ All Columbia Fruit ladders are extra light in weight, + 
% ‘|| more rigid and meet safety regulations. z 

: en @ Top fits flush with sides. % 
a 4 @ Leg hinged by all metal hinge assembly. & 

£ fz @ Bottom steps extend from outside to outside, t 
£ Be allowing more working space. $ 
=z Lo) @ Sturdy single leg for ease of setting. iz 
: | i @ Top is capped with metal brackets. = 

: | FOLLOWING SIZES AVAILABLE: £ 
& ‘I 6’ — $10.68 9’ — $16.02 s 
$ 7’ — 12.46 10° — 17.80 * 
‘. 8 — 14.24 12’ — 21.36 + 
- All prices F. O. B. Oconomowoc $ 

# | Sold and Distributed by # 
.. | is : £ < Wisconsin Orchard Supply Co. : 
+ 704 Concord Road — Oconomowoc, Wis. £ 
$ Telephone 567-6635 x 

Sobetetetntnetetedentnbneceletetnbopebedenbnbofebedotnbeelebodebnbfpeledetnbebefebetotnbobefebetetnbrbcetetedntie + 
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Green Bay Packaging Inc. 
GREEN BAY, WISCONSIN 

We Offer A Complete Line of 

Apple Boxes and Can Cases 

Wisconsin’s Largest 

Manufacturer . of 

CORRUGATED 

SHIPPING 

CONTAINERS 

—19—
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Now is the time 
a 

to grade your fruit! 
Sound foolish? Not at all—your grade at harvest is determined by your 
spray program during the growing season. The fungicide you’re using 
now, for example. 

Why have doubts? Use Stauffer Captan 50-W to control many of the 
factors that determine grade. You get outstanding control of scab and all 
major summer diseases of apples. Better fruit color, finish and storage 
quality, too. 

. And you get other benefits, like greater tree vigor from increased leaf 
chlorophyll formation. Vigorous trees more easily go through many nec- 
essary changes before full leaf expansion—they set and hold more fruit. 
Because of its cumulative effect, orchards treated with captan year in and 
year out produce at a more profitable level. Use captan, and see for 
yourself. Stauffer Chemical Company, Agricultural , 
Chemical Division, 380 Madison Avenue, . y . 
New York, N. Y. 10017. _ 

RCN 
READ THE LABEL, HEED THE LABEL AND olin L , 
GROW WITH STAUFFER CHEMICALS ae
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Board Sends Labor Resolution 

To Washington, D. C. 

The following resolution with the Ap mail A - 
proval of the Board of Directors and the eos ¥ er 

help of Gilbert Hipke and his legislation \t fy ym 
committee was sent out the later part  * om * — 
of June. As a result representatives of Wit a YI y 
the Wisconsin and Minnesota State Em- et Gow 
ployment Services and a representative — = =~, -ae A 
of the Chicago Regional office of the [im einen A 
Farm Labor Service met with our Board Part of the Wisconsin delegation at the 
of Directors and a few of the Minnesota Nal song the in iraverse. Cy ach 

USCUS: e r SO. Aon Wil ol 

Apple Growers on July 22. don Yates of Minnesota. Henry Mahr, 
The purpose was to discuss the short- Fritz Meye, Gordon Yates, Tom Connell 

age of apple harvest labor for 1966 be- and Dee Erickson. 
cause of an industrial expansion in the Resolution to Secretary of Labor, 

apple growing areas. It was a success- Hon. Willard Wirtz—and Wisconsin 
ful meeting for it allowed a free ex- Members of Congress: 

change of views ae better understand- Whereas: The Wisconsin Fruit in- 
ah on the part of the growers and Em- dustry finds itself in a very critical 
ployment service agencies. situation relative to adequate labor to 

If you as an apple grower are going harvest and process the rapidly matur- 
to require additional help at harvest ing crop, and, 

time you are urged to immediately get Whereas: The economic climate has 
in touch with your local employment of- so completely reversed itself as con- 
fice. Inform them what you will need, cerns the small and independent grow- 
when you will need it and much much er of fruits that they are unable to 
you are willing to pay. Included is a find labor within the production area, 
list of all the Wisconsin Employment and, 
Offices. Another important point brought Whereas: The prospects of the crop 
out is the apple industry needs to im- are not indicative of a great abundance 
prove its public by advertising the earn- of food so very much needed to carry 
ings potential as well as the need for out the committments of these United 

Jabor. (Continued on page 4)
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OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS Frank Orchards, Inc. 

° : Frenz Orchards 

Wis. Apple and Horticultural Grandview Orchard (G. Babriel) 
Council Haas Orchards 

. Hall Enterprises 
President . Herbert Hasslinger 

Thomas W. Connell, Menomonie Wm. Kreutzfeldt 

Vice President ae Lourie 
‘arl Lukitsch 

LeRoy, Meyer,. ‘Oak: Creek Oakwood Fruit Farm (Wm. & John 
Directors Louis) 

E. A. Erickson, Casco James Robertson 

Don Van Elzen, Kimberly Walter Schultz 

Walter Clemens, Mequon Russell H. Smith 
Arthur Bassett, Baraboo Waldo Orchards (Fritz Meyer) 
Wm. Meyer, Gays Mills Arthur Wendel 
Robert Sacia, Galesvllle Oscar Wiechert 
Arthur W. Kurtz, Madison ———— 
Warren Gabelman, Madison . . 
—_— Leon Miller — In Memoriam 
New Members Leon Miller of Oconomowoc, Wis., 
i . 5, passed away on May 10th, 1966 after a 

ten oe to ss ennai a short illness. He was born in Howell, 

part of July has increased our number Michigan, April 12th, 1904. 
considerably. The larger the budget Leon was sales representative of the 
(from dues) the more promotional ma- John Bean Division for Wisconsin and 
terial can be ordered and the more ef- upper Michigan since 1939 and an em- 

fective will be our campaign to educate ployee of the company since 1934. Hav- 
the man on the street to eat those good ing worked in the service department of 

Wisconsin apples. If you are already the company prior to coming to Wiscon- 
a member, encourage the next orchard sin, he was very familiar with every 
up the road to join. I will be sending phase of spraying equipment. 
out kits of material to ACTIVE MEM- Leon Miller was more than just a 
BERS within the next two weeks. Here salesman, he earned the confidence of 
are our new members: all who knew him because of his hon- 

Barnes Blue Ribbon Orchard esty and fair business dealings. Many 
‘Louis Brux years will transpire before another like 

Lloyd Conrad Leon Miller will re-appear on the Wis- 

Finley’s Orchard consin scene. 
Gerald Fleming ' — By William Conne!l 
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Coming Events Summer Tour 
‘3 - An enthusiastic group of over 1€0 at- 

ug. 12 throug the me Wisconsin State tended the summer tour at Gays Mills 
air at West Allis. We are again spon- Saturday, July 23. A sincere vote of 

soring a booth in the Farm Crops Build- thanks should certainly go to George 
ing. This year we will be featuring itingbeil who directed it with the help 
dental health. Do plan to stop by and of all of the local growers and Marlon 
see us. We will also offer apples, sweet Schwier. All who attended, appreciated 
cider, baked apple products and the new not only their efforts but also their fine 

“PfApple Kitchen Cook Book for sale. hospitality. 

Dec. 1 and 2. The Loraine, Madison. Our This year, one of the features was the 
Annual Meetings. We hope to see all of following crop round-up: 

you there. Plan now to bring along your Bayfield — Good 
best apples to exhibit. Details will be in Door County — Average 

the next issues. Eastern Wis. — Average—lacking 
—_____. moisture 

Southern Wis. — Average 
BOERNER BOTANICAL GARDENS Western Wis. — Above average. 

Another new significant project is the At Teachs’, the group was shown a 
development of the first stages of an planting where root stocks were plant- 
experimental ten-acre tract of Wisconsin ed directly after bench grafting. The 
prairie in the undeveloped southwest bicck of 800 trees had excellent growth, 
section of the park. This was accom- were 100% viable and had extreme un- 

plished through the cooperation of Dr. iformity. 
David Archbald, Dir. of the U. of W. At Myers, another new planting was 
Arboretum and Dr. Philip Whitford, viewed. The trees were put in the field 
Prof. of Botany of U. of Wis., Milw. directly by a tree planting machine with 
Complete records have been kept double row offset spacing. Here, too, the 

which will be helpful to other arbore- survival and growth are excellent. This 
tums, conservation and highway depart- is a radical new method and bears 
ments, and other related organizations watching in the future. His new cold 
in similar planting undertakings. It wil! storage building was another stop on 
play an important role, too, in acquaint- the tour. 
ing students and citizenry in general to Norman Johnson of the U. S. Wild- 
the plight of our fast-disappearing Wis- life Div. cautioned that rodent control 
eensin prairie remnants. should be started early in orchards. 

WE ARE UPDATING OUR ADDRESS FILES 

If your present label is incorrect, please return it with your new address. 
Or, if the addressee is deceased, please let us know. 

If you are no longer interested in our publication, please notify us by re- 
turning your label and we will remove your name. 

If you are not now a member and not a Wisconsin apple grower and wish 
To receive WISCONSIN HORTICULTURE, please remit $2 for the magazine 
subscription. 

WISCONSIN HORTICULTURE 
5514 Dorsett Drive 

Madison, Wisconsin 53711 

* ‘ ) — 3 -- 3 aclbatiers . Li



Labor Resolution EAU CLAIRE (Zip — 54701) 
: 418 Wisconsin Street 

(Continued from page 1) Telephone: 834-2081 
| Barron, Chippewa, Dunn, Eau Claire, 

States to feed our military personnel Pepin, Pierce, Rusk, and St. Croix 
and reliev2 the starving in foreiga Counties and that portion of Polk 
countries: County South of U. S. Highway 8. 

Be it resolved that: Secretary of FOND DU LAC (Zip — 54936) 
Labor Wirtz, U. S. Senators Proxmire ‘ P 

P. O. Box 1048 
and Nelson, and the Hon. Congress- 201 South Marr Street 
men of Wisconsin are hereby implored Telephone: 921-7330 | 
to make every effort to release or di- Fond du Lac, Green Lake, and | 

vert a supply of agricultural labor to Marquette Counties. 

save the fruit crop from complete loss. ; 

It is further resolved that a copy of GREEN BAY (Zip — 54305) 
this resolution be sent to each of the P. O. Box 1168, City Hall 
aforementioned officials. Telephone 437-6525 

Adopted: Brown, Door, Kewaunee, Menominee, 
Signed by: Shawano, and Oconto Counties. 

Thomas W. Connell, Pres. JANESVILLE (Zip — 53546) 
Mrs. Nancy Knight, Sec’y. P. O. Box 818 

SS 211 N. Parker Drive 
* : Telephone: 754-3367 

Wisconsin State Employment Green and Walworth Counties and all 
. . the Townships in Rock County except 

Service Offices Avon, Newark, Beloit, Turtle, and 
Clinton. APPLETON (Zip — 54910) _ 

P. O. Box 1146 KENOSHA (Zip — 53141) 

427 West College Avenue P. O. Box 710 
Telephone: 733-4451 1016 56th Street 
Outagamie and Waupaca Counties Teeenene 657-6156 

ASHLAND (Zip — 54806) ae. Cael 
220 Sixth Avenue West LA CROSSE (Zip — 54602) 
Telephone: 682-6655 P. O. Box 949 
Ashland, Bayfield, Iron and Price 508 5th Avenue South 
Counties. Telephone: 2-8182 

; Buffalo, Jackson, Juneau, La Crosse, 
BEAVER DAM (Zip — 53916) Monroe, Trempealeau, and Vernon 
we Front Street Counties. 
elephone: 885-5529 . 

Dodge County and the Townships of LANCASTER (Zip — 53813) 
Randolph, Courtland, Fountain Prairie 925 North Madison Street 
and Columbus in Columbia County. Telephone: 723-2154 

. - Crawford, Grant, Iowa, LaFayette, 
BELOIT (Zip — 53511) and Richland Counties. * 

417 Harrison Avenue ; 
‘Telephone: 365-8848 MADISON (Zip — 53703) 
Townships of Avon, Newark, Beloit, 206 N. Broom Street 
Turtle and Clinton in Rock County Telephone: 257-8821 
and Rockton, Laona, Roscoe and Shir- Dane and Sauk Counties and all of 
land of Winnebago County in Illinois. Columbia County except the Town- 

— ea



ships of Randolph, Courtland, Foun- RHINELANDER (Zip — 54501) 
tain Prairie and Columbus in Colum- P. O. Box 579 

bia County. 32A South Brown Street 
: Teleph : 362-5406 

MANITOWOC (Zip ~ 54221) Faved! ‘Taudlene ae and Vilas 
P. O. Box 276, Safety Bldg. Counties : , 

Corner 9th and Jay Sts. . . 

Telephone: 684-6672 SHEBOYGAN (Zip — 53082) 
Calumet and Manitowoc Counties. P. O. Box 977 

MARINETTE (Zip — 54143) Telephone. 457-5064 
unlap Square Building 

Telephone: 735-7454 Sheboyman, County: 
Florence and Marinette Counties. SUPERIOR (Zip — 54881) 

MILWAUKEE (MAIN OFFICE) hehe 398-666! 
(Zip — 53203) Douglas, Burnett, Washburn, and 

819 North 6th Street Sawyer Counties and that portion of 

Telephone: 224-4201 Polk County North of U. S. Highway 8. 
Milwaukee County. 

WATERTOWN (Zip — 53094) 
MILWAUKEE (CASUAL LABOR 111 N. Third Street 

OFFICE) Telephone: 261-4960 
431 N. Water Street Jefferson County. 

Telephone: 224-4355 ; 
+ ; WAUKESHA (Zip — 53186) 

Milwaukee County. 383 West Main Street 

MILWAUKEE (YOUTH OP- Telephone: 547-7784 
PORTUNITY CENTER) Ozaukee, Washington and Waukesha 

710 North 6th Street Counties. 
Telephone: 273-1162 WAUSAU (Zip — 54402) 
Milwaukee County. P. O. Box 839 

| NEENAH - MENASHA 527% Washington Street 
(Zip - 54957) Telephone: 845-3195 

P. O. Box 629 Lincoln, Marathon, and Taylor Coun- 

120 E. Wisconsin Ave., Neenah a 
Telephone: 722-1517 WISCONSIN RAPIDS 
Townships of Wolf River, Winchester, (Zip — 54494) 
Clayton, Menasha, and Neenah in P. O. Box 847 

Winnebago County. 1681 Second Avenue, South 

OSHKOSH (Zip — 54902) Telephone: 423-7300 
P. O. Box 298 Adams, Clark, Portage and Wood 

304 High Avenue Counties. 
Telephone: 235-0880 . ee 

Waushara County and all of Winne- Minnesota State Employment 
bago County except the Townships of Service 

ee yb gees Clayton, Men- DIRECTORY OF OFFICES 
, . Office Counties Served 

RACINE (Zip — 53403) ALBERT LEA—Freeborn. 
618 Sixth Street ALEXANDRIA—Douglas, Pope, Stevens. 

Telephone: 632-1641 AUSTIN—Mower. 
Racine County. (Continued on page 12) 
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Size Controlled Apple Trees SEVIN. However, if you are lookin 
By GORDON YATES for a low tree wall with a vigorous vari. 

President, Dwarf Fruit Tree Assn. ely, eo as aia . eee and | 
Dr. Malcolm Dana’s article on size you don’t wish to use the brittle rooted 

controlled apple trees in the May issue eee ae them on EMVII oy 

of Wisconsin Horticulture was both time- adi Wy lowing them to fruit im: 

ly and to the point. While I have no a Hately you wi.l get the same result 
criticism of the article as a whole there “e remember that whereas removal of 
are a few points that I believe should the fruit may be usually desirable, non- 

be further clarified. removal may help ycu achieve what 
Firstly the Malling series should never you.'want, . 

be written or reported in any other way Dr. Dana’s appraisal of the different 

than the correct form. That is EMI or rootstocks was, I presume, made on the 
EMVII. The reason for this is pretty basis of Published information from Eu- 

well self-explanatory but to illustrate a rope, Michigan, etc., and would apply 
point a popular choice has been Jona- to these areas. However, for S. E. Min- 

than on EMII. We have also been very nesota and I presume Western Wiscon- 
successful with Jonathan on EM XI. Jf Si they are a Tittle out of line. They 
this was reported as Jonathan on M 11 are based mainly for a 250 day grow. 
as Dr. Dana suggests, then no one would ing season with mild winters where root- 

be sure just what was meant. Let’s keeo growth could be expected year round. 
the Malling series correctly categorized An evaluation for us with a 180 day 
with Roman numerals and the Malling growing season and a 240 day root- 
Merton with Arabic. growth I would say as follows: 

With regards to tree spacing of difter- EM IX—6-7 feet—(7 year Red Delicious 
ent rootstocks, what Dr. Dana gave was EM 26—7-8 feet (5 ft.) 
a general plan for the different sizes of EM VII—7 9 feet—(9 year Beacon 7 ft.) 
the rootstocks. But equally important MM 106—8-10 feet—(5 year Mac 7 ft.) 
for spacing between rows and between M II—10-12 feet—(9 year Mac 10 ft. & 
trees is the variety that is worked on Golden 8 ft.) 
the rootstock. The vigor of the variety MM 104—12-15 feet—(6 year Spur Del. 
must be coupled with the vigor of the 6 ft.—nonspur 7 ft.) 
rootstock before deciding at what dis- MM 111—12-14 feet—(6 year Del 6 ft.) 
tance you are going to plant. Also The varieties in parenthesis are those 

whether all the trees are going to be we have experienced with at Fruit 
permanent or whether fillers are going Acres. 
to be removed after so many years. I More important than height with the 

would advise anyone starting to decide rootstocks will be the spread. This will 
how big a tree he wants and then fit depend on the type of growth and wide- 
the rootstock to the variety so that he ness of angles thrown by a variety on a 
can maintain a uniform planting dis- particular rootstock. For example, we 
tance throughout his entire acreage with have 9 year Macs on EM II already 10 
the different varieties. feet high. But we have 9 year Cortland 

The ability of these rootstocks to set or EM VII only 7 feet high but the trees 
fruit on auxiliary buds (1 year old cover almost twice the area due to the 

wood) means that to obtain maximum wide angle crotch thrown by the Cort- 
yields at the earliest possible time, fruit land. This spread factor will show up 
in the early years must be removed. the different rootstocks much more 

This can be done quite easily with a clearly than height. 
mixture of 10 ppm NAA plus 2 lbs. (Continued on page 8) 
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Pick & Prune 
with a 

Friday Wish Basket 
© Takes you anywhere — Up, Down, Left, Right, 

In or Out. 

© Cannot Tip: Works on Side Hills, Anywhere 

You Can Park Tractor. 
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Toxicity of Insecticides _ Fungicides having a low order 0° toy. 
. icity include: Bordeaux mixture, Ca 

1. Highly Toxic Pesticides. Severe tan, Copper oxychloride sulfate, Copper 

bee losses may be experienced as the sulfate (monohydrated), Cyprous oxide 
following materials are used during bee Cunilate, Cyprex, Farbam, Karatiane 
activity. Field hazards by insectides are Maneb, Mylone, Nabam, Phaltan, Sul. 
usually measured in days of residual fur, Thiram, Zineb, Sixan. , 

oon Seed ign hig _ “a Herbicides having a low order of tox. 

ject but the days of residual activity, ace soe ma mee pai oe 

based on commonly used dosages, is Simarine, 24D. 2:4.50-7 » Sesin, 
given for some of the materials. , z c “Martin 2 H. Wool 

Aldrin Lindane tes song MODY 
Arsenicals Malathion—2 days Ohio Dept. of Entomology 
BHC Methyl Iso - Systox —s 

Chlordane Methyl Parathion— SIZE CONTROLLED APPLE TREES 
a M dh i (Continued from page 6) 

Dida — 7 days Parceion’ 1 day Incidentally the reason EM 26 is writ- | 

Dimethoate Phosdrin ten with Arabic and not Roman numer- 
DNOSBP Phosphamidon — als is that it came out of the Malling 
EPN 2 days Merton series as also did EM 25. They 

Guthion—4 days Sevin — 7 days are both good rootstocks worthy of in- 
Heptachlor TEPP . troduction but do not possess the one fac- 

Zectran tor for which the Malling Merton series 
5 5 was bred. That is woolly aphis resis- 

2, Moderately Toxic. The following tance. Conesquently, altho they came 

pesticides can be used around bees if out of the Malling Merton program they 
the —_ Pe ae ata cannot be a part of that series. 
pil Be bees in the fi aid or arvana the Finally, I would like to compliment 

colony. Dr. Dana on a very good article giving 
. . . Wisconsin growers a good overall pic- 

Chlorobenzilate Thimet ture of the dwarfing rootstocks. Ten 
DDD (TDE) Thiodan years from now we shall all be in a 
DDT—1 day Trithion — better position to judge the rootstocks 
Di-Syston 5 hours and the stock scion relations. In the 
Endrin meantime, I suggest you growers in 

3. Relatively Nontoxic Pesticides. Wisconsin get busy and pressure the 

These materials can be used with a min- University of Wisconsin to make some 
imum of danger to bees. funds available for Dr. Dana, Dr. Gil- 
Aramite Nicotine bert, and Prof. Klingbeil, so that they 

Bacillus thuringi- Ovex can get out of the state and see some 

ensis Pyrethrin of the plantings that are now established. 
DNOCHP Rotenone ‘Illinois, Michigar, New York, Virginia, 

Dylox Ryania Massachusetts, and Pennsylvania all 
Ethion Systox (demeton) have extensive plantings and research 

. Genite Sulphenone _work with a mass of data accumulate’. 

Kelthane Tedion - . It they can’t get out to see them, they 
Kepone Tetram can’t be expected to give you the prope 
Methoxychlor ~ Toxaphene ~ “~ answers to your problems or advice 0:1 

Mitox » your plans. 
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Plant Industry Notes — establishment of a Pest Control Insur- 
ance Fund for the purpose of financing 

Here and There oiher than normal plant pest control op- 
erations. In order for the Compact to 

By ARTHUR R. KURTZ become effective, a similar act must be 
5 ‘, 7 ‘ ratified by the adjoining states; name- 

F ienie a tdiea hate ly» Minnesota, Mlinois, Towa, and Mich- 
veloped, in cooperation with the staff in igan. To date, Michigan is the orly 

the Wisconsin State Department of Ag- other state in the north central area 

riculture, a proposed revision of the that has adopted the Compact. 

Wisconsin Bee Law. The proposal has Similar legislation has been prepared 
been reviewed in the two summer dis- and introduced in most of the states. 

trict meetings of the Wisconsin Honey an fe proposal ‘was developed by the‘Coun, 
Producers Association. On the basis of cil of State Governments made “up of 
these discussions, appropriate changes legislative representatives from each of 

: d : the states. 

will be made and the proposed legisla- It is estimated that annual plant lation will be studied further at the time : i 
aes Fi : losses from depredations of pests ap- 

of the Association’s annual meeting ia . billi : . 
Wisconsin Rapids, November 4 and 5 proximates $7 illion in the United 

? . States. The migratory character of pests 

NEW LEGISLATION makes it necessary for states to com- 

plement each other’s control activities 
The Legislature has approved a Pest when faced with some serious pest in- 

Control Compact which provides for the festations. 

e Mulches More Than Acre sg 
ee a ee SS 
Seema SS Bs pcre ed Pree 

Per Hour. igi is 

e Set to Mulch on or ee 

Between Rows. as 

e 
Waukesha Power Equipment 

1315 West Avenue OLLIE HEEREN 

Waukesha, Wisconsin Phone: 542-8144 
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Farm Roadside Marketing * What factors are involved in succ: ss. 
ful operation of a farm roadside mar. 

By JOHN Be SCHOENEMANN ket? To maximize gross returns and 
Dept. of Horticulture, U. of Wis. minimize costs at a given level of bisi- 

The development of roadside market- ness, the operator must have: an ex. 

ing in the United States has paralleled panding business volume, a high tra'tic 
the growth of the highway system and potential, receive good prices, heve 

the use of the automobile. By the mid- quality control, advertise, keep opera. 
1920’s there were over one-half million tional cost under control, and exercise 
farm roadside marksts in this country. management efficiency. 

The World War II period of course s!owed There are a number of things which 
development and a decrease in this are important for both the established 
form of marketing was noted. In the operator and the newcomer in this busi- 
early 1950’s it appeared that due to the ness to consider carefully in the opera- 
changing farm market structure, the de- tion of a roadside marketing venture. 
velopment of the supermarket and de- These pointers are based upon research 
crease in numbers of smaller farms, this done in a number of states in recent 

type of marketing would diminish in years including: Ohio, Indiana, New 
importance. However, the reverse is Jersey, New York, Delaware, South Car- 
true and we are now seeing tremendous olina, and others. 
growth in the farm roadside market oo. . . 
business. The future looks extremely * neice ag Co a first anual Hopisite 

jl arketin, nference, Wisconsin State bright, for not only do we have a large Department of Agriculture, Madison, 
population ‘‘on wheels’? but apparently Wisconsin, March 30, 1966 
the consumer wants this kind of shop- , , . 
ping alternative. (Continued on page 15) 
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+ THE FAMOUS + 
3 ~ : 
x a i ' Be COLUMBIA LADDERS : 
x ia All Columbia Fruit ladders are extra light in weight, 
x i a more rigid and meet safety regulations. ¢ 

z | . @ Top fits flush with sides. * 
+ Be @ Leg hinged by all metal hinge assembly. z 
+ | - @ Bottom steps extend from outside to outside, + 
£ | allowing more working space. $ 
+ ; es @ Sturdy single leg for ease of setting. z 
$ 1 @ Top is capped with metal brackets. + 
at ¥ | + 

£ } FOLLOWING SIZES AVAILABLE: . 

£ | 8’ — $14.24 10’ — $17.80 12’ — $21.36 £ 

< s All prices F. O. B. Oconomowoc z 
2 z 
+. P Sold and Distributed by £ 
+ ‘a ° e i 
* Wisconsin Orchard Supply Co. : 
£ 704 Concord Road — Oconomowoc, Wis. t 
= Telephone 567-6635 z 
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| i i r ent. This reassessment is not a local 
cane Fruit Farm matter but comes from the state level. 

eassessment Wisconsin growers will be severely 
By ALBERT TEN EYCK handicapped if they are taxed heavily 

Pine Bluff Fruit Farm on their trees while growers in Michigan 

are not taxed. This and other matters 

On July 12, 1966, after passing both relating to this situation will be dis- 
houses, the Governor of Michigan signed cussed during a meeting to be held on 

a bill providing for the exemption of all August 19, 1966, at 8:00 p. m., in the 
commercial fruit trees, shrubs, plants, Wisconsin Farm Bureau Federation 

and also Christmas trees, from assess- Bldg. at 801 W. Badger Road, Madison. 

ment as part of the real estate. It is hoped that a bill similar te the 

This bill came into being as the result Michigan bill can be introduced to the 
of reassessments which placed a value Wisconsin legislature and passed during 
of as much as $9.00 per cherry tree and the next session. 
$2.80 per blueberry bush on some Mich- All fruit growers are urged to attend 

igan fruit farms. the meeting on August 19, 1966. It 
Reassessment is now going on in Wis- would be appreciated if you would in- 

consin, and the trend toward assessing form Wm. KasaKaitas of the Farm 

orchards on a per tree basis is appar- Bureau if you plan to attend. 

Q 
a : 

! 

3” to 6” diameters cut in 18” lengths 

6” diameters split in half 

12” diameters and up must be quartered 

WOOD TO BE WEIGHED AT CUDAHY FUEL CO, 

5009 SOUTH PAKARD AVENUE 

e e 
Delivered to Our Yard in Cudahy 

pipe ig a 
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MINNESOTA EMLOYMENT Se 

SERVICES OFFICES FI ELD 

(Continued from page 5) CRATES 

BEMIDJI— Beltrami, Clearwater, Hub- Don’t Wait . . . 
bard, N. Cass. 

BRAINERD—Crow Wing, Aitkin, S.Cass. Order Now 
CROOKSTON-Norman, Polk, Mahnomen. STURDY CONSTRUCTION 

DULUTH — Carlton, Lake, Cook, S. St. 
Louis. FOR LONGER LIFE 

ELY—N. E. St. Louis, N. W. Lake. 

FAIRMONT — Martin, Faribault, Jack- 
son, Cottonwood. 

FARIBAULT—Rice and part of Goodhue. ——s.. 

FERGUS FALLS — Ottertail, Wilkin, a f J e 
Grant, Traverse. ae 

GRAND RAPIDS—Itasca, Aitkin. : i, 
HIBBING—W. Central St. Louis, Itasca. \ — 
HOPKINS — Part of Hennepin, Carver, ~— — a 

Anoka, Wright, McLeod, Scott. as — 

INT’L FALLS (Suboffice)—Koochiching, — oe 
Lake of the Woods. r . 

LITTLE FALLS — Morrison, Todd, Wa- — 
dena. 

MANKATO—Blue Earth, E. Sibley, Wa- 
seca, Watonwan, LeSueur, Nicollet. 

MARSHALL — Lyon, Lincoln, Redwood, 
S. Renville. 84c NOW! 

MINNEAPOLIS—Hennepin. 
MONTEVIDEO—Chippewa, Yellow Med- FEATURES: 

ie Lac Qui Parle, Big Stone, W. @ Standard Bushel Size 

MOORHEAD—Clay, Becker. @ Crescent Handhole Cut-out 
MORA—Kanabec, Isanti, Pine, Mille @ Bottoms all Screw Nailed 

Lacs, Chisago. @ 45° Angle “Can’t-Strips” nailed 

NEW ULM—Brown, Sibley, NW Nicollet. in all corners 
OWATONNA—Steele. @ All Side & End Pieces same 
RED WING—Goodhue, Part of Wabasha. Width 

ROCHESTER—Olmstead, Dodge, Part @ Top & Bottom End Pieces Extra 
of Fillmore, Part of Goodhue. Heavy for Added Strength. 

ST. CLOUD—Stearns, Benton, Sherburne. @ Bottoms Completely Solid 
ST. PAUL—Ramsey, Dakota, Washing- 

ton. 
THIEF RIVER FALLS — Pennington, F. 0. B. Oconomowoc 

ie Red Lake, Roseau, Mar- Sold & Distributed by 
VIRGINIA—N. W. & E. Central St. Louis. 

_ WILLMAR — Kandiyohi, Meeker, E. WISCONSIN ORCHARD 
Swift, N. Renville. 

WINONA—Winona, Houston, Wabasha, SUPPLY CO. 
N. E. Fillmore. 704 Concord Rd., Oconomowoc, Wis. |: 

WORTHINGTON — Nobles, Rock, Pipe- Telephone 567-6635 \, 

stone, Murray. i 
—~m~—



Those Lousy Plants is the apple-grain aphid. This aphid 
By ARTHUR R. KURTZ leaves apples or related plants in the 

Plant Ind. Div., Wis. Dept. of Agr. early summer and migrates to grains 
ni 7 and grasses. Another, the snowball aph- 

5 Nearly everyone familiar with Plants id, forsakes the snowball bush (but only 
‘A ote ally amar with aphids or after it severely distorts the flowers and 
plant ce as feo . the few, if oo leaves) for another unknown host only 
are ote ats eo sromn ah attack : e iP to return again in the fall to lay its eggs. 
jury to plants is as diversified as the A wide range of aphids have such cur- 
number of different aphids which feed ious habits and just as the swallows 

upon them. Most are acquainted with the come back to Capistrano, these little 

gall former, the distorter, the woolly creatures return to their respective 
ones. Most are also acquainted with hosts. It is also interesting that, where- 
the rapidity with which a small colony as they multiply throughout the summer 
can blossom into a massive cluster with by a single aphid giving birth to living 

the resultant ng iiting of the plant and the young without benefit of fertilization, as 
sticky secretion upon which the sooty the days shorten and the temperatures 
ne — iene ith the habi f drop, males begin forming and eggs in- 

cw are camer wi t one its stead of nymphs form within the mother 
aphids and the reason for their appear- apids. These eggs after fertilization 
ance and disapp: eeranee: Although many form the nucleus for next year’s inhab- 
species overwinter as a near-microscopic itants. It is this built-in survival which 
egg on the bark of a host Plant and allows these seemingly fragile insects to 
thence spends its entire life on this one succeed in their highly competitive 

plant, many more have alternate hosts. world 
A very familiar aphid with such a habit , 

Beautifully Designed: 
Base Color — Coral White 
Printed Red and Green 

i All 200 lb. Test Corrupgated 

| <4 f » Prices on 4 Bushel Size 
nd - tf 499 or less .........-...-.... 1634¢ each 

i . =, vy | 2,001 — 5,000 ................. 13°%4¢ each 
ON 1 ill a, | 5,001 & Over ................ 13Y%4¢ each 

AY Allow three weeks for delivery. 
~ | ey. All prices F. 0. B. Oconomowoc 

. WW. All boxes come already stitched one 
: side, bottoms are sealed by glueing, 

| taping or stapling. 

~ Sold & Distributed by 

WISCONSIN ORCHARD SUPPLY COMPANY 
704 CONCORD ROAD — OCONOMOWOC, WIS. 53066 — TELEPHONE 567-6635 
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SURE MITE CONTROL 

- 4 

a ¢ a _ 

t @ ‘a 

New, powerful Tedion miticide gives you positive 

protection against red mite, two spotted mite, 
and other important mite pests. Tedion can be 

used through the season; get it on early for sure 

control before mites get started. Its long residual 
action will keep your crop protected and save. 

you money on repeat applications. 4 

TOM GEORGE Ne BRA 
j KI NDT 

MATHES 
238 N. State St. 2301 Strange St. Sturgeon Bay 

Chilton, Wis. Stevens Point, Wis. Wisconsin 
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ROADSIDE MARKETING and Christmas trees and firewood in the 
(Continued from page 10) early winter can lengthen the season and 

1. Why do consumers buy at provide for reduced overhead and more 
roadside markets? efficient employment of labor and more 

Research has shown that people pa- total profits. 
tronize these markets for one or more 7. Be open the right hours and days 
of the following reasons: getting really Evenings and weekends are the most 
fresh produce, reasonable prices, av- important roadside market shopping 
preciation of the rural atmosphere, they iimes. Every day from 8 a. m. to 8 p. 
like to travel and purely by impulse m and most of the day Saturday and 

buying or “‘just going by”. The success- Sunday are the high volume periods. 
ful roadside operator recognizes these Having regular hours people can depend 
things and “plays up” to consumers by on is also vital. 
taking advantage of the above things to %. Good labor use 
attract his customers and to keep them One of the big advantages for farmers 

coming back for more. who go into roadside selling is the abil- 
2. A really good location ity to utilize available family labor. The 

Studies have shown that volume of younger people, as well as many older 
business decreases with distance from a folks, can be employed full or part time. 
high population center, the closer the Labor is the largest single operational 

better. Also volume is directly related expense and will take up to 70 percent 
to numbers of vehicles normally travel- of the expense budget in a typical road- 
ing the route. Best locations are on a side marketing business. 
straight road in level country, having 9. Careful grading of produce 

good access off and leads onto the road An honest pack is the best advertising. 
and on the right side of the road lead- Having several grades available can 
ing into a town or city. satisfy both the “bargain hunter’? and 
3. A permanent structure the “quality seeker”. All stands must 
Stands with the highest volume of have a top quality grade available in 

business are those with good adequate, any event if their business is to grow 
permanent building facilities. and be successful. 

4. Size of operation 10. Packaging considerations 

ae a ane but prepare to Studies show that most roadside mar- 
me n A de is te vokin st ad ae aay ket customers prefer to select from bulk 
Snag, ios a f eat 8 & " frie AY. displays or purchase produce in open 
rs ce; Siorage: facilities, .and inetrigera: type containers. Consumers apparently 
ion rooms are necessary for a success- do not expect or even prefer any kind 

ful expanding business. of pre-packaging in closed sealed pack- 
5. Good quality produce ages. Apples or other produce in clear 
; Research indicates that the consumer poly containers may be an exception. 
is looking for freshness, quality and ap- Having a range of container sizes helps 
pearance in the produce purchased. sales, too. 

Price is important but secondary. The li. Have a good display 

wise operator will offer several grades The key to successful merchandising 
and price them accordingly. is in a colorful, inviting mass display. 
Most stands operate in summer and The size of the display, however, must 

6. A long season of operation be tailored to the commodity and time 
can be lengthened to include spring of season. A big display of apples in the 
fall. With adequate facilities, the season cool days of autumn makes sense but a 
and early winter. Handling plants, sod, big display of berries or sweet corn on 
nursery stock and seeds in the spring (Continued on page 16) 
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a hot summer day may lead to quality 15. Source of produce 
problems and losses for the operator. It’s an advantage having most o: 

P ee rtant your produce coming from your own 
*e me rules” offen quot ed about Faad farm. Remember freshness is the mos! 
_pome LOLVeN { a important reason your customers stop 

side market pricing include the follow- Field fresh produce is your big selling 

ing: point. 
a. In line with or a little lower than 5 ay oii 

similar quality in city stores. 16.. Maintain: good quality 

b. Not too low or profits will suffer. Most larger roadside markets are 
c. A suitable difference in price be- providing for some refrigerated storage 

tween grades. space. Sweet corn loses half of its sugar 

d. Give a discount for quantity pur- in one day at 70 degrees compared to 
chases. only 5 percent at 35 degrees. Apples 

e. Price in multiples (2 for 35 cents, deteriorate as much in one day at 70 
3 for 40 cents, etc.) degrees as they do in 10 days at 30 

f. Use 5 cent increments rather than degrees. To provide really fresh produce 
odd cents (30 cents per dozen rather in volume makes refrigeration neces- 
than 29 or 31 cents). sary. Your own farm production is a 

g. Price tags or signs are a must. Peo- real advantage here too. 
ple hesitate to ask a price and there- TT 
fore you can lose sales as a result. Leaf Analysis 

h. “Rule-of-thumb” is wholesale plus a 4 bo 80 percent P By GORDON YATES 
i. Don’t change prices too often or too I have been asked by several growers ge pI 
drastically. to comment on the outcome of last 

j. Running “special” is not too im- year’s leaf analysis, which as you prob- 

portant. Leave this to the super- ably remember, was not available at 
market. the time of my talk at the Eau Claire 

a and Appleton meetings. I’m happy to 

1S. eee lise ae to report that everything came out as pre- 

. ¥y . dicted: that is potash and phosphate 

niet nal neem nse ay and rag ancl ses 7 way down. As a result of my findings, 

many, Newegpe sori eae! Mines decided to run iru 
ilities for use of radio and even TV. A sue et oe lange gona man 
good name for your market is important. the same held true. In all, I believe 
Try to denote the rural atmosphere, the Over 300 were Fun out of the: bit tar 
farm idea or the products you sell. ‘“Ap- i th lati ‘ - 
ple Valley”, “Jones Fruit Ranch” an ie relationship of crop and ele- 
“Smith’s Berry Farm”, ete ? ments held out all the way—though 

14. Numbers and kinds of products eRe eee as ithe ‘older Gee 

Having a wide variety of produce can It . f 
be important to volume of sales. How- 1 appears pretty safe to say that un- 
ever, be sure to concentrate on the pop- eas the size of the crop JS noted ® ft the 
ular items. Studies show that most peo- time of sampling it will be impossible to 

ple want items like berries, melons, read any accurate result out of one 
sweet corn, tomatoes, apples, potatoes, year’s sampling. For those of you who 
and squash. Don’t forget the speciality will be having tissue tests run this year 
items such as syrup, honey, eggs and an average of our findings may heip 

cider. st (Continued on page 18) 
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ORTHOCIDE® 50 WETTABLE: 
GIVES YOUR APPLES A GLOSSY, WAX FINISH OTHERWISE 

OrTHOCIDE stimulates wax formation on all 
varieties of apples. Wax gets heavier, 
glossier. Skin stays smooth and tight. Your 
apples have more buyer appeal. They resist 
rot and bruising —and keep better, too. 

OrTHOCcIDE is a broad-spectrum fungicide 
that works overtime. It gives lasting scab 
control. And used regularly, it actually 
sparks tree vitality. You get fuller, greener 

foliage. Firmer, healthier apples—and 
more of them. 

Use ORTHOCIDE as a spray or dust. Don’t 
worry about russeting, even if you grow 
green or yellow varieties. Use it any time, 
from pre-pink to harvest. ORTHOCIDE— 
Helping the World Grow Better. 

u CHEVRON CHEMICAL COMPANY, 
‘“ ORTHO DIVISION 

Part of the great group of Chevron companies. 

fORTHO) 
ORTHOCIDE 

Fungicide 

‘ 

i 
H 
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LEAF ANALYSIS AAARAARARAAAANAAARARAARAAARARARRARARARA « 

(Continued from page 16) 

to evaluate your results. Assuming 100 iB ASKETS 
on the Chart Index represents a medium 
crop then a heavy crop will show a po- 

tash reading about 17 low, phosphate 20 ALL NO. 1 QUALITY 

low, nitrogen 10 high, and calcium 5 
high. A low crop will show about the 
reverse. That is potash 17 high, phos- BUSHELS: 
phate 20 high, nitrogen 10 low and cal- (without Covers) 
cium 5 low. 

None of the other elements show any 1- 50 Doz. .......... $4.20 Doz. 

pattern whatsoever and it appears that . 
these must be read as they appear. Al- 50-100 Doz. .......... 4.05 Doz. 

though it is apparent that climatic con- 100 - 250 Doz. .......... 3.95 Doz. 
ditions may affect the readings on trace 
elements in some years. 250 Doz. or more .... 3.65 Doz. 

At present we are still not sure just Extra Fancy Grade, add 35¢ 
what it is going to take to alter the 

potash count. We now have applied over per dozen to above prices. 
600 lbs. per acre of actual potash to one 

block and have not altered the count. % BUSHELS: 
This year we have gone to heavy supple- 
mental feeding with nitrate of potash as (Without Covers) 
a foliage spray to try and alter this 

count in the block and this year’s re- Extra Fancy Grade $3.70 per 
sults should be interesting. We are also Dozen (Any Quantity) 
trying foliage sprays of all the other el- 

ements to see just how much we can al- ALL-COLOR Peck Baskets 

ter the results. Last time we did this $4.95 Dozen (packed four doz- 
5 the only one we could alter was en per carton) 

The drop in potash in the ‘‘on’’ year is 
not hard to understand when you re- ALL-COLOR ¥% Peck Baskets 

member that 4% of the dry weight of an $4.65 Dozen (Packed Six doz- 
apple is potash, and whatever potash is en per carton) 

available is going mostly into the fruit. 

(The dry weight of an apple is about 
15%. Whereas only 0.5% is nitrogen— Sold & Distributed by 

and 0.006% is magnesium. It would ap- O h d 
pear that most of the other elements Wisconsin rchar 
are absorbed into the fruit and we get 
an apple which is higher in mineral 
content with little alteration in the fo- Supply Co. 

liage makeup. Somewhere there has to 
+ be an optimum level for all the elements — 704 CONCORD ROAD 

t) give up the best fruit quality with the OCONOMOWOC, WISCONSIN 53066 
least stress on the tree. Just what it is 
I! don’t know, but someone should be Telephone 567-6635 
doing some intensive research on it. Ci nnennnnrinnnnnnnninnnnnnnnniynnrrnerennne 
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Green Bay Packaging Inc. 

GREEN BAY, WISCONSIN 

We Offer A Complete Line of 

Apple Boxes and Can Cases 

Wisconsin’s Largest 

Manufacturer’. of 

CORRUGATED 

SHIPPING 

CONTAINERS 
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: 2 Sec. 34.66 P.L.&R. 4criculture Library U. S. Postage 
Collece of scriculture PAID 
University of wisconsin Permit No;_.45 S 2 ¢ Lake Mills, Wis. 
Madison, Wisconsin 
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’s stillal t d It’s still along way to payday 

If you’ve been on a sound captan program, your apples already have the 
necessary start for high-quality finish and production. If you haven’t been 
using Stauffer Captan 50 WP, start now—it’s still a long way to harvest 
and payday. 

Summer diseases (black rot, Brooks fruit spot, bitter rot, bot. rot, 
sooty blotch and fly speck) and secondary scab infections can downgrade 
your crop by harvest time. Stauffer Captan 50 WP stops these diseases 
and protects against further infections. 

Captan reduces russeting and even stimulates wax formation, nature’s 
protective covering that contributes so much to better appearance, finish 
and keeping qualities—use captan. 

Stauffer Chemical Company, Agricultural Chemical Division, 380 
Madison Avenue, New York, N. Y. 10017. ; 

av 
i a 

NIE pg READ T' BEL, Ti ABEL AND < moe 
GROW WITH STAUFFER CHEMICALS [ie ait Cr 

i” 
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